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July 16, 1974

TO: Participants in International Centers Week

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Commentary on Proposed 1975 Budget for Coordinated Trials
of the West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA)

Attached for information of members of the Consultative Group and

of the Technical Advisory Committee is a paper giving the Secretariat's

observations on the 1975 budget presentation of the West Africa Rice

Development Association (WARDA) for its program of coordinated trials.

The paper is intended for use in the forthcoming International Centers

Week, in particular with respect to Item 8 (Discussion of Center Programs)

of the Consultative Group's Provisional Agenda, which was circulated on

June 10.
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The 1975 Program and Budget of the West Africa Rice
Development Association (WARDA)

Observations by the Consultative Group Secretariat

1. Given that the WARDA W-l program of coordinated rice trials is
in its first year and that the Consultative Group is directly concerned
with the progress of W-1 rather than with the institution as a whole,
this Secretariat paper is not prepared along the same lines as a full
center report pursuant to the recommendations of the Consultative Group
Subcommittee on Center Review Procedures which the Group adopted in
November 1973.

2. The Secretariat has been in touch with the Executive Secretary
of WARDA through his visits to Washington last November and in May 1974,
and through correspondence. In addition, a representative of the Secre-
tariat visited WARDA headquarters early in July to discuss various aspects
of WARDA's programs.

3. The Secretariat paper is intended to be read in conjunction with
WARDA's own "Coordinated Trials: Proposed 1975 Budget" which WARDA circu-
lated in May.

I. Introduction

4. The West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) came into
being on December 1, 1971, and in 1973 submitted its research program for
coordinated rice trials in 12 West African countries (the W-l program) to
the Technical Advisory Committee with a view to obtaining financial support
from the Consultative Group. The Consultative Group agreed to support the
W-1 program at its November 1973 meeting, beginning with the first full
year of operation, namely calendar year 1974, provided the management of
the program was placed in the hands of a specially created Steering Com-
mittee which would have responsibility for the oversight of the coordinated
trials and related training activities. However, given the short time which
had been available for consideration of the matter, no funds for 1974 were
in fact pledged at the meeting, and it was early in 1974 before it was pos-
sible to organize some $475,000 for the W-1 program from 7 Consultative Group
donors.

5. Meanwhile, the following significant developments may be noted:

(1) WARDA in July 1973 began its program of field trials, using
bilateral funds already available for a smaller W-1 program.

(2) Its 1975 program and budget were endorsed by its Governing
Council in December 1973, and approved by the Steering Committee at
its first meeting in April 1974. (To supplement the information in
the program and budget, portions of the original submission which
WARDA made to the TAC in June 1973 are attached, referring in
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particular to the locations and the unit costs of the field trials.)

(3) Dr. ten Have retired in March 1974 as the Research Coordi-
nator and was replaced in July by Dr. Harry Will, Director of the
Rokupr Research Station of Sierra Leone, who had been associated
with the development of the W-1 - W-4 programs.

(4) The Steering Committee at its first meeting in April made
three significant decisions:

(a) It recommended the appointment of Dr. Harry Will as
Research Coordinator.

(b) It asked that the nature and role of the Committee
should be reviewed in the light of the functions of WARDA's own
Governing Council, Advisory Committee, and Scientific and
Technical Committee. The Committee took the view, as stated
in its Report (attached), that its role should be one of advice
and review and not, as intended by the TAC Resolution of July
26, 1973, a role of providing adequate scientific leadership
and supervision to guide the W-1 program, with authority for de-
sign and execution of the program, including authority for ex-
penditures, monitoring of progress, and the phasing of expansion
of the coordinated trials.

(c) The Steering Committee endorsed the proposal of the
Executive Secretary of WARDA that the Consultative Group should
be approached through TAC for support for the W-2 - W-4 programs.
It appears that the W-2 - W-4 programs have been impeded because
of difficulties in agreeing with donors and member governments
on 'the conditions of funding and because the individual grants
of bilateral donors do not completely cover small but critical
items needed for these programs. The WARDA Secretariat believes
that a grant of $100,000 from the Consultative Group would ac-
tivate these three programs, which are in fact complementary to
the W-1 program which is central to WARDA's operations.-/ The
Consultative Group Secretariat does not have information that
bilateral funds are, in fact, available on the scale intended
(viz., some $500,000 p.a.).

6. On July 15-20, just before International Centers Week, WARDA will
hold its first Annual Research Review Meeting at which all of the field trials
initiated in 1973 will be reviewed and assessed by experts from the WARDA
Committees and from member countries. There will be an oral report from
Mr. Diouf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, during the Presentation Days
on this meeting, and the Research Report prepared for the sessions will be
circulated to Consultative Group members by WARDA.

1/ W-2 is the Varietal Improvement Program; W-3 is the Soil Fertility and
Soil Management Program; and W-4 concerns Plant Protection. WARDA's country
members contribute the local costs and the headquarters overhead of all its
programs, and the W-2 - W-4 programs are at present intended to be financed
by bilateral sources.
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II. The 1975 Budget Proposal

7. The 1975 program and budget document is the first such paper by
WARDA. It is not based on a full year's experience and is not prepared
completely along the lines customary in the Consultative Group network.
In part, this is because the Consultative Group is directly concerned with
a single program of WARDA and not with the institution as such.

8. In 1973, WARDA had prepared a 1974 and 1975 budget for W-l which
is compared with the current budget proposal in the following table:

WARDA BUDGET, 1974-1975
($000's)

1974 1975
Item Budget Rev. Budget Rev.

Capital 111 98 5 43

Operating W-1 656 582 715 782

7671/ 6501/ 701 81251

Bilateral funds 146 ) - -35-
)475/

CG Request 621 ) 720 790

GAP - 175

Trial Locations 29 35

Field Trials 225 275

Field Assistants 58 70
(2 per location)

1/ Excludes member country contributions of 113 (74) and 116 (75).

2/ Represents bilateral funds already agreed plus CG-mobilized funds.
3/ CG Secretariat adjustments for apparent duplication in some

categories in 10 per cent allowance for 1975 inflation.

9. Comparing the current 1974 estimate with the original one, there is
a lower rate of spending than first envisaged. This is because WARDA, partly
through not having a clear signal on the financing available, moved more
slowly in 1973-74 in organizing the W-1 program of field trials. Moreover,
there was slower progress in the construction of the Monrovia seed storage
and service center and the Ibadan plant quarantine facilities than had been
expected. It is also clear that the program will have to move more slowly
than planned in 1974, in view of the apparent $175,000 deficit for this year.
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10. For 1975, the program is very much along the lines envisaged in
WARDA's 1973 presentation, except that capital expenditures have been spread
between 1974 and 1975 and an additional glass house is planned for the
quarantine station at Ibadan. In estimating the cost of core operations, a
10 per cent inflation has been allowed and there is provision for a 20 per
cent increase in field assistants and field trials. The increase in budgeted
costs of $140,000 is almost evenly split between the inflation allowance
and increased field activities. In staffing, WARDA had envisaged a nucleus
of 5 senior experts and three technical assistants, together with 58 field
staff for 1974. Most of this staff is expected to have been recruited during
1974. The number of field assistants will increase to 70 as the program of
field trials is extended to 35 locations, with two assistants at each location.

11. Looking to 1976-78, the proposed budget increases reflect a con-
tinuing 10 per cent inflation allowance and a further increase each year in
the number of locations and field trials and correspondingly in staff. WARDA's
estimate of field trial costs centers around $3,000 per annum for a field as-
sistant, $330 for expenditures of field labor, fertilizer and other costs per
trial and $110 of minor capital equipment for each new trial.

12. These figures exclude local costs borne by member governments. It
is WARDA's intention to increase the proportion of local financing; for ex-
ample, the Group-financed portion of the cost of a field assistant is to be
cut 25 per cent between 1974 and 1976.

III. Issues

13. The Secretariat of the Consultative Group is making arrangements
for Bank staff to visit WARDA and some of the field trials stations in the
coming months to see how these W-1 program units are working out, and, as
necessary, to follow up on the recommendations of the July/August meetings
of TAC and the Consultative Group. The Steering Committee report of April
1974 clearly summarizes some of the progress and the problems arising in
terms of the training and quality of field staff, collaboration between the
field stations and the WARDA headquarters, and certain technical problems
such as plant protection. More generally there are considerations of how the
trials are managed and their costs estimated, the staffing and organization
of the field trials on site, and their integration in the national research
programs of the countries concerned.

14. For 1974, even though financing of almost half a million dollars
has now been arranged, the WARDA Secretariat still faces the problem of cut-
ting back the program. The Secretariat plans to go more slowly in headquarters
recruitment and in the expansion in the number of trials, depending on exactly
what funding turns out to be available for the year as a whole.

15. For 1975, where there is an apparent 40 per cent ($315,000) short-
fall based on 1974 contributions, there is clearly a need to reassess the
size of the program, depending on the amount of financing that the Consulta-
tive Group decides it can make available at its October/November review of
funding operations for 1975.

16. Apart from the need for more funds if the W-1 program is to be
implemented at the rate envisaged by the WARDA Secretariat, there are two
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basic questions which in the opinion of the Secretariat need discussion by
TAC and the Consultative Group (para. 5(4) above):

(a) Depending on the recommendation of TAC, there may be a need
to clarify and decide on the request that the CGIAR provide $100,000
as a catalyst to launch the W-2 - W-4 programs.

(b) The most important issue is to review the need for and the
role of the Steering Committee so as to ensure that provisions for
the management and control of the W-1 program are adequate in both
scientific and financial terms. In line with the TAC Resolution of
July 26 which was accepted by the August 1973 Consultative Group, ef-
forts were to be made to strengthen the management of the W-1 program
by placing the responsibility for the program clearly with a Steering
Committee of scientists with authority to ensure effective management
with respect to scientific direction and quality, the control of expendi-
tures, and the size of the program.

The Committee was in fact created by WARDA at the end of 1973 and
includes representatives of IITA, FAO, IRAT and IRRI, as proposed by
TAC. It was the Committee as a whole, and in particular these external
members, who felt that it should have a more advisory and evaluative
role rather than a managerial one. It would prefer to see WARDA strengthen
the Scientific and Technical Committee by including IITA and then place
the managerial role (both scientific and financial) in that Committee,
together with the Executive Secretary who is responsible for the overall
operation of WARDA's programs. The Steering Committee would then be
disbanded. The Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group
has been asked to consider the statement made by the Steering Committee
on this subject and to recommend a position to the Consultative Group.

17. The issues raised above need to be resolved as soon as pAssible as
a basis for funding decisions at the October/November meeting of the Consulta-
tive Group. Depending on the outcome of discussions during International
Centers Week, the Consultative Group Secretariat would, as indicated in para-
graph 13, arrange for any further discussions with the WARDA Secretariat well
in advance of the October/November meeting of the Group.

July 16, 1974
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APPENDIX 6

BASIC DATA USED FOR COSTING OF ITEMS IN TIfE BUDGET

Operating Costs:

Annual Total Costs for:

Expert 3 33,000

Technical Assistant 10,000

Jr. Technical Assistant 3 ,3001/

Bilingual Secretary 10,000

Secretary 6,000

Clerk-typist 3, 300

Typists 2,500

Driver 1,200

Labourer 1,000

Watchman 800

Operational Cost for field trial 330

Capital Costs(Investment):

Car and renewal 7,900 (4,400 + 3,500)

*Furnished house for Expert 30,000

*Furnished house for Res. Assistant 20,000

*House for Jr. Technical Assistant 5,000

*Cost for 1 ha field trials 300

*HQ Services = 10% of Project Costs

MHousing, offices, laboratory facilities

and fields = 10% of Capital Cost

Not in budget (Contributions in cash and in kind of

Member States)

1/ This is the June 1973 estimate for 1974. Currest estimate is $3,000.
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APPENDIX 6 (Corit'd)

Distribution of Capital Cost per Projet and Experimental

Station:

Wl: Investment per Trial : 110

Mopti Rokupr Bouake Rich. Toll Ibadan Total

W2: Investments
Total 26,500 32,000 9,000 - 67,500

Eciuipment 15,000 15,000 8,000 - 38,000
Installation 9,000 14,000 - - 23,000
Others 2,500 3,000 1,000 - 6,500

W3: Investments
Total 39,800 2,200 42,000

Equipment 30,000 30,000
Installation 6,500 6,500
Others 3,300 2,200 - 5,500

W4: Investments
Total 11,600 13,800 10,100 35,500

Equipment 3,300 5,500 10,100 18,900

Installation 6,600 6,600 13,200
Others 1,700 1,700 - 3,400



APPENDIX I

TEST LOCATIONS IN THE WARdA REGION

Country: Stations:

Mauritania Kaddi

Senegal Djibdlor, S6fa, Richard Toll

The Gambia Jenoi, Sapu

Sierra Leone Rokupr, Mange

Liberia Suakoko

Ivory Coast Bouak6, Man, Odienn6,

Ferkessedougou

Ghana Kpong, Nyankpala

Togo Mission Tov4, Sotouboua

Dahomey Hou6da, Ina

Nigeria TITA (Ibadan), Badeggi, Bernin

Kebbi, Ilushi

Niger Kol o

Mali Mopti, Sikasso, Kogoni

Upper Volta Banfora, Vall4o du Kou

Guinea Koba
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REPORT OF PIROT SESSION OF

THE STEERING COMMITTEE, DAKAR

1-3 APRIL 1974

The first session of the steering Committee was elred

in Dakar, Republic of Senegal between 1-3 April 1974. A iSL

of participants is given in Appendix I.

I. OPENING OF THE SESSION

1. The meeting was opened by H.E. Adrien Senghor, iinirtev
of Rural Development of the Republic of Senegal- who wel(omed

members of the Committee and indicated, with reference to the

scourge of drought in Sahelian countries, the importance Sene'aL

attached to the work of the Committee and WARDA in the develop-
ment of rice production in West Africa.

2. -In replying, the Executive Secretary on behalf of
the steering Committee and WARDA expressed gratitude to
the Government of the Republic of Senegal for hosting the meet-
ing in Dakar.

II. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMANL VICE-CHAIMAN PM OF RAPPOiTEUR
3. The following were elected unanimously:

Chairman Dr. S.V.S. Shastry - nominated

by Dr. Djibril Sene and seconded

by Dr. W.R. Furtick.
Vice-Chairman : Mr. Vernon Ross - nominated by

Dr. L.J. Marenah and seconded

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon.
Rapporteur Dr. L.J. Marenah - nominated

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon and seconded

by Dr. J. Nickel.

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

4. The agenda of the session was adopted after amending the
provisional agenda proposed by the WARDA Secretariat (Appendix
II).



IV. TERMS O? REFERENCE OF THE TEE H'RNG COMMITTEE

5. The Committee included in its ajenaa a consideration

of its terms of reference as ot lined in the exchange of letters

in 1973 between the Chairman of CGIAR and the Executive

Secretary of WARDA and a study of the WARDA structure. These

general terms of reference had been accepted in part by the

Executive Secretary with the endorsement of the WARDA Governing

Council.

6. The Executive Secretary detailed the research planning,

budgetting and approval procedures for the W1 and other research

activities of-WARDA. It was very clear that all these activitie

included the active participation by IRRI, IRAT, FAO and IITA.

7. Since Project W1 has been developed and the budget

accepted by the WARDA Governing Council, it was not appropriate

for the Steering Committee to attempt more than to review

the programme and budget as established and make 
general comments.

8. The Committee concluded that the terms of reference as

proposed by TAC and partly accepted by WARDA were 
not a workable

basis for the Committee. It therefore recommends that TAC re-

examine the Committee's terms of reference.

9. It would appear that the appropriate function of the

Committee would be more in the form of an independent assessment

of the technical, fiscal, and management procedures and effective-

ness of WARDA in conducting programmes funded by the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research. Something along

the lines of the review procedures developed by the CGIAR for

the International Research Centres is envisaged.

10. Initially the Committee's function should involve an

in-depth review of the programme at appropriate time annually.

Once TAC was satisfied with the level of performance, the

interval of review could be less frequent.

11. The Committee would have a dual role of making

recommendations to WARDA on means of strengthening its technical

and management performance and to the TAC as a basis for

determining the level and type of support provided and conditions



that should be placed on such support.

V. THE COORDINATED TRIALS

12. The Executive Secretary in introducing this item

referred to trials under different ecological conditions, the

solution to problems of plant quarantine, seed storage and

treatment, and the need for proper training and adequate

supervision of the field assistants. All the different trials

have begun except the insect control trials for which the

insecticides have not yet been obtained.

13. During the discussions the Committee highlighted the

following and recommended:

(a) the extension of the trials from stations to

farmers fields and a comparative study of the

results obtained from the two groups of sites.

(b) The provision of packaged inputs for the trials.

(c) Better training of field assistants and their

supervision in order to improve local research

capability.

(d) Attention to maximising the efficiency of input

in view of their increasing costs.

(e) The results of these trials should provide

feedback to the researchers and thus influence

research at national and international research

centers.

(f) The development of the human element through

research workers participating in training and

research workshops, field days and the award

of prizes or travel fellowship for workers with

the best performance was emphasized.

(g) Further applied research at the local level

complementary to the coordinated trials to

maximise benefits derived from these trials.
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(h) A better knowledge and definition of the

ecology of experiment station, in order to

facilitate interpretation or application of

results elsewhere was also mentioned.

(i) The coordinated variety trials will need to be

continuously supported by screening tests to

determine varietal reaction to various pests and

diseases.

VI. BUDGETS FOR 1974 ANT) 1975

14. The amended budgets for 1974 and 1975 in respect of

Project Wl were considered by the Commitee and approved.

15. In considering these budgets there was no question

regarding external financing for central coordination, workshops

and training in relation to the coordinated trials, but some

feeling was expressed about the need for the member countries

to meet the full local costs of the coordinated trials. There

was a consensus supporting the philosophy that as . long-term

policy, member countries should increasingly meet the local

costs including the salaries and allowances of field assistants

or research workers involved, especially after the benefits

of these trials have been demonstrated. The more individual

member countries accept these trials as their own with the necessary

financial commitments, the higher can be expected the returns

from the total investment in them.

16. In view of the current financial burden on member

countries in supporting WARDA and partially meeting the local

costs of the trials and also because a large number of the
world's least developed countries are in the WARDA region, the

Committee did not consider it expedient to pursue this approach.

This aspect could be reviewed in a few years time.

VII. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS TRIALS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENT

17. A more complete assessment of the problems encountered

in conducting the coordinated trials and suggestions for
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improvement will emerge from the first Annual Research Review

meeting due to be hold in May 1974.

18. Meanwhile the Executive Secretary has identified the

following major problems.

(a) The shortage of research staff at the professional

lovel in Monrovia during the first two seasons

of the trials which had militated against the

frequent supervision of the trials in member

states of WARDA.

(b) With the relatively large amounts of seed

required, some of which is imported into the

Region, there is an urgent need for seed storage

and treatment facilities as well as the expansion

of the plant quarantine facilities at Moor

Plantation, Ibadan.

(c) There have been considerable delays in getting

results of trials. This may be solved by a

mission from WARDA visiting member states to

assist in the proper and timely collection of

data.

(d) With the.delay in the implementation of projects

W2, W3 and W4, plant protection officers under

these projects arc not available to support the

trials.

(e) In some cases the currenvt methods of channelling

correspondence to member countries have resulted

in unnecessary delay and will have to be reviewed.

(f) There are indications already that the field

assistants need additional training to improve

their skills and to improve the standard of

recording.

VIII. ANY OTHER MATTERS

19. Recruitment of Research Coordinator: The Executive

Secretary consulted the Committee regarding two applications for
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the vacant post of Research Coordinator, the former research

coordinator's contract terminating with effect from 17 March,

1974. The applications from Drs. H. Will (Sierra Leone) and

T.M. Wormer (Netherlands) were supported by curriculum vitae.

20. In view of his better qualifications and experience

for the job, his orientation and familiarity with rice research

problems in the region, the Committee recommended the appoint-

ment of Dr. Aill as Dr. ten Have's successor.

21. Extra Funds for Projects W2, W3 and W4: The Executive

Secretary drew the attention of the Committee to the rigidity

of funding for Projects W2, W3 and W4 under bilateral aid arrange-

ments. This is adversely affecting the initial and/or efficient

implementation of these projects. Considering the importance of

the successful integration of this group of projects with Wl,

the Executive Secretary proposed an application to TAC for a

catalyst lump sum of approximately 100,000 dollars to support

the three projects.

22. The Committee recommended that this problem should be

brou"ht to the notice of TAC.

IX. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING

23. The Committee decided to J ,ave open the date and place

of its next session.

24. The Committee held the view that a convenient time for

the Executive Secretary of WARDA to propose a date for the next

meeting of the Committee would be after the July/August Budget

session of Consultative Group and when the reactions of TAC to

the report of the first session of the Committee (particularly

to the proposals for its terms of reference) are known.

X. CONSIDERATION AND ADOPTION OF REPORT

25. The Committee unanimously adopted the report and finally

expressed its sincere thanks to Dr. Shastry for the able and

efficient manner in which he had chaired the meetings.
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ICW/74/8(b)

July 16, 1974

TO: Participants in International Centers Week

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Commentary on Proposed 1975 Budget for Coordinated Trials
of the West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA)

Attached for information of members of the Consultative Group and

of the Technical Advisory Committee is a paper giving the Secretariat's

observations on the 1975 budget presentation of the West Africa Rice

Development Association (WARDA) for its program of coordinated trials.

The paper is intended for use in the forthcoming International Centers

Week, in particular with respect to Item 8 (Discussion of Center Programs)

of the Consultative Group's Provisional Agenda, which was circulated on

June 10.

Attachment
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The 1975 Program and Budget of the West Africa Rice
Development Association (WARDA)

Observations by the Consultative Group Secretariat

1. Given that the WARDA W-1 program of coordinated rice trials is
in its first year and that the Consultative Group is directly concerned
with the progress of W-1 rather than with the institution as a whole,
this Secretariat paper is not prepared along the same lines as a full
center report pursuant to the recommendations of the Consultative Group
Subcommittee on Center Review Procedures which the Group adopted in
November 1973.

2. The Secretariat has been in touch with the Executive Secretary
of WARDA through his visits to Washington last November and in May 1974,
and through correspondence. In addition, a representative of the Secre-
tariat visited WARDA headquarters early in July to discuss various aspects
of WARDA's programs.

3. The Secretariat paper is intended to be read in conjunction with
WARDA's own "Coordinated Trials: Proposed 1975 Budget" which WARDA circu-
lated in May.

I. Introduction

4. The West Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) came into
being on December 1, 1971, and in 1973 submitted its research program for
coordinated rice trials in 12 West African countries (the W-1 program) to
the Technical Advisory Committee with a view to obtaining financial support
from the Consultative Group. The Consultative Group agreed to support the
W-1 program at its November 1973 meeting, beginning with the first full
year of operation, namely calendar year 1974, provided the management of
the program was placed in the hands of a specially created Steering Com-
mittee which would have responsibility for the oversight of the coordinated
trials and related training activities. However, given the short time which
had been available for consideration of the matter, no funds for 1974 were
in fact pledged at the meeting, and it was early in 1974 before it was pos-
sible to organize some $475,000 for the W-1 program from 7 Consultative Group
donors.

5. Meanwhile, the following significant developments may be noted:

(1) WARDA in July 1973 began its program of field trials, using
bilateral funds already available for a smaller W-1 program.

(2) Its 1975 program and budget were endorsed by its Governing
Council in December 1973, and approved by the Steering Committee at
its first meeting in April 1974. (To supplement the information in
the program and budget, portions of the original submission which
WARDA made to the TAC in June 1973 are attached, referring in
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particular to the locations and the unit costs of the field trials.)

(3) Dr. ten Have retired in March 1974 as the Research Coordi-
nator and was replaced in July by Dr. Harry Will, Director of the
Rokupr Research Station of Sierra Leone, who had been associated
with the development of the W-1 - W-4 programs.

(4) The Steering Committee at its first meeting in April made
three significant decisions:

(a) It recommended the appointment of Dr. Harry Will as
Research Coordinator.

(b) It asked that the nature and role of the Committee
should be reviewed in the light of the functions of WARDA's own
Governing Council, Advisory Committee, and Scientific and
Technical Committee. The Committee took the view, as stated
in its Report (attached), that its role should be one of advice
and review and not, as intended by the TAC Resolution of July
26, 1973, a role of providing adequate scientific leadership
and supervision to guide the W-1 program, with authority for de-
sign and execution of the program, including authority for ex-
penditures, monitoring of progress, and the phasing of expansion
of the coordinated trials.

(c) The Steering Committee endorsed the proposal of the
Executive Secretary of WARDA that the Consultative Group should
be approached through TAC for support for the W-2 - W-4 programs.
It appears that the W-2 - W-4 programs have been impeded because
of difficulties in agreeing with donors and member governments
on the conditions of funding and because the individual grants
of bilateral donors do not completely cover small but critical
items needed for these programs. The WARDA Secretariat believes
that a grant of $100,000 from the Consultative Group would ac-
tivate these three programs, which are in fact complementary to
the W-1 program which is central to WARDA's operations.-/ The
Consultative Group Secretariat does not have information that
bilateral funds are, in fact, available on the scale intended
(viz., some $500,000 p.a.).

6. On July 15-20, just before International Centers Week, WARDA will
hold its first Annual Research Review Meeting at which all of the field trials
initiated in 1973 will be reviewed and assessed by experts from the WARDA
Committees and from member countries. There will be an oral report from
Mr. Diouf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, during the Presentation Days
on this meeting, and the Research Report prepared for the sessions will be
circulated to Consultative Group members by WARDA.

1/ W-2 is the Varietal Improvement Program; W-3 is the Soil Fertility and
Soil Management Program; and W-4 concerns Plant Protection. WARDA's country
members contribute the local costs and the headquarters overhead of all its
programs, and the W-2 - W-4 programs are at present intended to be financed
by bilateral sources.
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II. The 1975 Budget Proposal

7. The 1975 program and budget document is the first such paper by
WARDA. It is not based on a full year's experience and is not prepared
completely along the lines customary in the Consultative Group network.
In part, this is because the Consultative Group is directly concerned with
a single program of WARDA and not with the institution as such.

8. In 1973, WARDA had prepared a 1974 and 1975 budget for W-1 which
is compared with the current budget proposal in the following table:

WARDA BUDGET, 1974-1975
($000's)

1974 1975
Item Budget Rev. Budget Rev.

Capital 111 98 5 43

Operating W-1 656 582 715 782

T67-/ 65~01 7201/ 8251/

3/
Bilateral funds 146 ) - -35

)4752/
CG Request 621 ) 720 790

GAP - 175

Trial Locations 29 35

Field Trials 225 275

Field Assistants 58 70

(2 per location)

1/ Excludes member country contributions of 113 (74) and 116 (75).
2/ Represents bilateral funds already agreed plus CG-mobilized funds.
3/ CG Secretariat adjustments for apparent duplication in some

categories in 10 per cent allowance for 1975 inflation.

9. Comparing the current 1974 estimate with the original one, there is
a lower rate of spending than first envisaged. This is because WARDA, partly
through not having a clear signal on the financing available, moved more
slowly in 1973-74 in organizing the W-1 program of field trials. Moreover,
there was slower progress in the construction of the Monrovia seed storage
and service center and the Ibadan plant quarantine facilities than had been
expected. It is also clear that the program will have to move more slowly
than planned in 1974, in view of the apparent $175,000 deficit for this year.
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10. For 1975, the program is very much along the lines envisaged in
WARDA's 1973 presentation, except that capital expenditures have been spread
between 1974 and 1975 and an additional glass house is planned for the
quarantine station at Ibadan. In estimating the cost of core operations, a
10 per cent inflation has been allowed and there is provision for a 20 per
cent increase in field assistants and field trials. The increase in budgeted
costs of $140,000 is almost evenly split between the inflation allowance
and increased field activities. In staffing, WARDA had envisaged a nucleus
of 5 senior experts and three technical assistants, together with 58 field
staff for 1974. Most of this staff is expected to have been recruited during
1974. The number of field assistants will increase to 70 as the program of
field trials is extended to 35 locations, with two assistants at each location.

11. Looking to 1976-78, the proposed budget increases reflect a con-
tinuing 10 per cent inflation allowance and a further increase each year in
the number of locations and field trials and correspondingly in staff. WARDA's
estimate of field trial costs centers around $3,000 per annum for a field as-
sistant, $330 for expenditures of field labor, fertilizer and other costs per
trial and $110 of minor capital equipment for each new trial.

12. These figures exclude local costs borne by member governments. It
is WARDA's intention to increase the proportion of local financing; for ex-
ample, the Group-financed portion of the cost of a field assistant is to be
cut 25 per cent between 1974 and 1976.

III. Issues

13. The Secretariat of the Consultative Group is making arrangements
for Bank staff to visit WARDA and some of the field trials stations in the
coming months to see how these W-1 program units are working out, and, as
necessary, to follow up on the recommendations of the July/August meetings
of TAC and the Consultative Group. The Steering Committee report of April
1974 clearly summarizes some of the progress and the problems arising in
terms of the training and quality of field staff, collaboration between the
field stations and the WARDA headquarters, and certain technical problems
such as plant protection. More generally there are considerations of how the
trials are managed and their costs estimated, the staffing and organization
of the field trials on site, and their integration in the national research
programs of the countries concerned.

14. For 1974, even though financing of almost half a million dollars
has now been arranged, the WARDA Secretariat still faces the problem of cut-
ting back the program. The Secretariat plans to go more slowly in headquarters
recruitment and in the expansion in the number of trials, depending on exactly
what funding turns out to be available for the year as a whole.

15. For 1975, where there is an apparent 40 per cent ($315,000) short-
fall based on 1974 contributions, there is clearly a need to reassess the
size of the program, depending on the amount of financing that the Consulta-
tive Group decides it can make available at its October/November review of
funding operations for 1975.

16. Apart from the need for more funds if the W-1 program is to be
implemented at the rate envisaged by the WARDA Secretariat, there are two
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basic questions which in the opinion of the Secretariat need discussion by
TAC and the Consultative Group (para. 5(4) above):

(a) Depending on the recommendation of TAC, there may be a need
to clarify and decide on the request that the CGIAR provide $100,000
as a catalyst to launch the W-2 - W-4 programs.

(b) The most important issue is to review the need for and the
role of the Steering Committee so as to ensure that provisions for
the management and control of the W-1 program are adequate in both
scientific and financial terms. In line with the TAC Resolution of
July 26 which was accepted by the August 1973 Consultative Group, ef-
forts were to be made to strengthen the management of the W-l program
by placing the responsibility for the program clearly with a Steering
Committee of scientists with authority to ensure effective management
with respect to scientific direction and quality, the control of expendi-
tures, and the size of the program.

The Committee was in fact created by WARDA at the end of 1973 and
includes representatives of IITA, FAO, IRAT and IRRI, as proposed by
TAC. It was the Committee as a whole, and in particular these external
members, who felt that it should have a more advisory and evaluative
role rather than a managerial one. It would prefer to see WARDA strengthen
the Scientific and Technical Committee by including IITA and then place
the managerial role (both scientific and financial) in that Committee,
together with the Executive Secretary who is responsible for the overall
operation of WARDA's programs. The Steering Committee would then be
disbanded. The Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group
has been asked to consider the statement made by the Steering Committee
on this subject and to recommend a position to the Consultative Group.

17. The issues raised above need to be resolved as soon as possible as
a basis for funding decisions at the October/November meeting of the Consulta-
tive Group. Depending on the outcome of discussions during International
Centers Week, the Consultative Group Secretariat would, as indicated in para-
graph 13, arrange for any further discussions with the WARDA Secretariat well
in advance of the October/November meeting of the Group.

July 16, 1974
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APPENDIX 6

BASIC DATA USED FOR COSTING OF ITEMS IN THE BUDGET

Operating Costs:

Annual Total Costs for:

Expert ' 33,000

Technical Assistant 10,000

Jr. Technical Assistant 3,3001/

Bilingual Secretary 10,000

Secretary 6,000

Clerk-typist 3, 300

Typists 2,500

Driver 1,200

Labourer 1,000

Watchman 800

Operational Cost for field trial 330

Capital Costs (Investment):

Car and renewal 7,900 (4,400 + 3,500 )

*Furnished house for Expert 30,000

*Furnished house for Res. Assistant 20,000

*House for Jr. Technical Assistant 5,000

*Cost for 1 ha field trials 300

*HQ Services = 10% of Project Costs

MHousing, offices, laboratory facilities

and fields = 10%o of Capital Cost

Not in budget (Contributions in cash and in kind of

Member States)

1/ This is the June 1973 estimate for 1974. Currest estimate is $3,000.
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APPENDIX 6 (Cont'd)

Tistribution of Capital Cost per Proj ct and Experimental
Station:

Wl: Investment per Trial 4; 110

Mopti Rokupr Bouake Rich.Toll Ibadan Total

W2: Investments
Total 26,500 32,000 9,000 - 67,500

Enluipment 15,000 15,000 8,000 - 38,000
Installation 9,000 14,000 - 23,000
Others 2,500 3,000 1,000 - 6,500

W3: Investments
Total 39,800 2,200 42,000

Equipment 30,000 30,000
Installation 6,500 6,500
Others - 3,300 2,200 - 5,500

W4: Investments
Total 11,600 13,800 10,100 35,500

Equipment 3,300 5,500 10,100 18,900

Installation 6,600 6,600 - 13,200
Others 1,700 1,700 3,400



APPENDIX I

TEST LOCATIONS IN THE WARDA REGION

Country: .Stations:

Mauritania Ka6di

Senegal Djibdlor, Sdfa, Richard Toll

The Gambia Jenoi, Sapu

Sierra Leone Rokupr, Mange

Liberia Suakoko

Ivory Coast BouakJ, Man, Odienn.6,

Ferkessedougou

Ghana Kpong, Nyankpala

Togo Mission Tov6, Sotouboua

Dahomey Houdda, Ina

Nigeria TITA (Ibadan), Badeggi, Bernin

Kebbi, Ilushi

Niger Kolo

Mali Mopti, Sikasso, Kogoni

Upper Volta Banfora, Valldo du Kou

Guinea Koba
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REPORT OF V3RiST SESSION OF

THE STEERING COMMITTEE, DAKAR

1-3 APRIL 1974

The first session of the steering Committee wa, held

in Dakar, Republic of Senegal between 1-3 April 1974. _ ls
of participants is given in Appendix I.

I. OPENING OF THE SESSION

1. The meeting. was opened by H.E. Adrien Senghor, 1Mini:tei
of Rural Development of the Republic of Senegal. who welcomied
members of the Committee and indicated, with reference to the
scourge of drought in Sahelian countries, the importance 3enegai
attached to the work of the Committee and WARDA in the develop-
ment of rice production in West Africa.

2. -In replying, the Executive Secretary on behalf of
the steering Committee and WARDA expressed gratitude to
the Government of the Republic of Senegal for hosting the meet-
ing in Dakar.

II. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN VICE-CHAIRMAN AND OF RAPPO[dTEIJR
3. The following were elected unanimously:

Chairman Dr. S.V.S. Shastry - nominated
by Dr. Djibril Sene and seconded
by Dr. W.R. Furtick.

Vice-Chairman Mr. Vernon Ross - nominated by
Dr. L.J. Marenah and seconded

by Mr. 3.O.E. Amon.
Rapporteur : Dr. L.J. Marenah - nominated

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon and seconded

by Dr. J. Nickel.

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

4. The agenda of the session was adopted after amending the
provisional agenda proposed by the WARDA Secretariat (Appendix
II).



IV. TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE T EVE RIG COMMITTEE

5. The Committee included in its agenaa a consideration

of its terms of reference as otlined in the 
exchange of letters

in 1973 between the Chairman of CGIAR and the 
Executive

Secretary of WARDA and a study of the WARDA structure. 
These

general terms of reference had been accepted in part by the

Executive Secretary with the endorsement of the WARDA Governing_,

Council.

6. The Executive Secretary detailed the research planning,

budgetting and approval procedures for 
the W1 and other research

activities of WARDA. It was very clear that all these activitie

included the active participation by IRRI, IRAT, FAO and IITA.

7. Since Project W1 has been developed and the budget

accepted by the WARDA Governing Council, it was not appropriate

for the Steering Committee to attempt more than to review

the programme and budget as established and make general comments.

8. The Committee concluded that the terms of reference as

proposed by TAC and partly accepted by WARDA 
were not a workable

basis for the Committee. It therefore recommends that TAC re-

examine the Committee's terms of reference.

9. It would appear that the appropriate function of the

Committee would be more in the form of an independent assessment

of the technical, fiscal, and management procedures and effective-

ness of WARDA in conducting programmes funded by the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research. Something along

the lines of the review procedures developed by the CGIAR 
for

the International Research Centres is envisaged.

10. Initially the Committee's function should involve an

in-depth review of the programme at appropriate time annually.

Once TAC was satisfied with the level of performance, the

interval of review could be less frequent.

11. The Committee would have a dual role of making

recommendations to WARDA on means of strengthening its 
technical

and management performance and to the TAC as a basis for

determining the level and type of support provided and conditions



that should be placed on such support.

V. THE COORDINATED TRIALS

12. The Executive Secretary in introducing this item

referred to trials under different ecological conditions, the

solution to problems of plant quarantine, seed storage and

treatment, and the need for proper training and adequate

supervision of the field assistants. All the different trials

have begun except the insect control trials for which the

insecticides have not yet been obtained.

13. During the discussions the Committee highlighted the

following and recommended:

(a) the extension of the trials from stations to

farmers fields and a comparative study of the

results obtained from the two groups of sites.

(b) The provision of packaged inputs for the trials.

(c) Better training of field assistants and their

supervision in order to improve local research

capability.

(d) Attention to maximising the efficiency of input

in view of their increasing costs.

(e) The results of these trials should provide

feedback to the researchers and thus influence

research at national and international research

centers.

(f) The development of the human element through

research workers participating in training and

research workshops, field days and the award

of prizes or travel fellowship for workers with

the best performance was emphasized.

(g) Further applied research at the local level

complementary to the coordinated trials to

maximise benefits derived from these trials.
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(h) A better knowledge and definition of the

ecology of experiment station, in order to

facilitate interpretation or application of

results elsewhere was also mentioned.

(i) The coordinated variety trials will need to be

continuously supported by screening tests to

determine varietal reaction to various pests and

diseases.

VI. BUDGETS FOR 1974 ANT) 1975

14. The amended budgets for 1974 and 1975 in respect of

Project Wl were considered by the Commitee and approved.

15. In considering these budgets there was no question

regarding external financing for central coordination, workshop-

and training in relation to the coordinated trials, but some

feeling was expressed about the need for the member countries

to meet the full local costs of the coordinated trials. There

was a consensus supporting the philosophy that as . long-term

policy, member countries should increasingly meet the local

costs including the salaries and allowances of field assistants

or research workers involved, especially after the benefits

of these trials have been demonstrated. The more individual

member countries accept these trials as their own with the necessary
financial commitments, the higher can be expected the returns

from the total investment in them.

16. In view of the current financial burden on member

countries in supporting WARDA and partially meeting the local
costs of the trials and also because a large number of the
world's least developed countries are in the WARDA region, the
Committee did not consider it expedient to pursue this approach.
This aspect could be reviewed in a few years time.

VII. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS TRIALS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENT

17. A more complete assessment of the problems encountered
in conducting the coordinated trials and suggestions for
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improvement will emerge from the first Annual Research Review

meeting due to be held in May 1974.

18. Meanwhile the Executive Secretary has identified thn

following major problems.

(a) The shortage of research staff at the professiona

level in Monrovia during the first two seasons

of the trials which had militated against the

frequent supervision of the trials in member

states of WARDA.

(b) With the relatively large amounts of seed

required, some of which is imported into the

Region, there is an urgent need for seed storage

and treatment facilities as well as the expansion

of the plant quarantine facilities at Moor

Plantation, Ibadan.

(c) There have been considerable delays in getting

iresults of trials. This may be solved by a

mission from WARDA visiting member states to

assist in the proper and timely collection of

data.

(d) With the delay in the implementation of projects

W2, W3 and W4, plant protection officers under

these projects arc not available to support the

trials.

(e) In some cases the current methods of channelling

correspondence to member countries have resulted

in unnecessary delay and will have to be reviewed.

(f) There are indications already that the field

assistants need additional training to improve

their skills and to improve the standard of

recording.

VIII. ANY OTHER MATTERS

19. Recruitment of Research Coordinator: The Executive
Secretary consulted the Committee regarding two applications for

*fees/.
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the vacant post of Research Coordinator, the former research

coordinator's contract terminating with effect from 17 March,

1974. The applications from Drs. H. Will (Sierra Leone) and

T.M. Wormer (Netherlands) were supported by curriculum vitae.

20. In view of his better qualifications and experience

for the job, his orientation and familiarity with rice research

problems in the region, the Committee recommended the appoint-

ment of Dr. !M.ll as Dr. ten Have's successor.

21. Extra Funds for Pro jects W2, W3 and W4: The Executive

Secretary drew the attention of the Committee to the rigidity

of funding for Projects W2, W3 and W4 under bilateral aid arrange-

ments. This is adversely affecting the initial and/or efficient

implementation of these projects. Considering the importance of

the successful integration of this group of projects with Wl,

the Executive Secretary proposed an application to TAC for a

catalyst lump sum of approximately 100,000 dollars to support

the three projects.

22. The Committee recommended that this problem should be

brou"ht to the notice of TAC.

IX. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING

23. The Committee decided to J. ,ave open the date and place

of its next session.

24. The Committee held the view that a convenient time for

the Executive Secretary of WARDA to propose a date for the next

meeting of the Committee would be after the July/August Budget

session of Consultative Group and when the reactions of TAC to

the report of the first session of the Committee (particularly

to the proposals for its terms of reference) are known.

X. CONSIDERATION AND ADOPTION OF REPORT

25. The Committee unanimously adopted the report and finally

expressed its sincere thanks to Dr. Shastry for the able and

efficient manner in which he had chaired the meetings.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bruce M. Cheek DATE: July 9,l974

(through Mr. Ralph rt )
FROM: Paul Zuckerman, WAPA1

SUBJECT: Report of a two-day visit to WARDA (Monrovia)

I visited the West Africa Rice Development Association head-
quarters in Monrovia on July 2 and 3. Mr. Diouf was on leave and I
visited primarily with Dr. L. Are, the Deputy Executive Secretary.
I also had discussions with Mr. 0. Koffi and Mr. F. Faye, vho are
presently responsible for, respectively, the soils and fertilizer
trials of W1 and the variety improvement component of WI; and with
Mr. J. Osguthorpe, the USAID adviser to WARDA.

I was informed of the following facts and gained the following
impressions:

1. Funding for W1 for 1974

The balance sheet on 3/7/74 was:

Country/Organization Amount offered Amount paid in DLfference

I.D.A. $ 95,O0O.00 95,OOO.0 - o -
Canadian I.D.A. 100,000.00 102,597.25 + 2,597.25
Belgium 45s,000.0 (-o-) - 45,000.00
USAID 100,000.00 -o- - 100,000.00
France 101,000.00 101,000.00 - o -

It is not yet known whether the French contribution is to con-
tinue over the next few years or if the Dutch contribution of $175,000
for 1974 is to be channeled through the CG.

The Kuwait funding appears to be earmarked for the construction
of a dormitory building at the University of Liberia to allow WARDA to
conduct its own training programs on the spot, using the resources of
its experienced staff.
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2. Funding for W 2, W 3, and W 4 for 1974

The only signed commitment is by USAID for $45,0000 to pay
the salary of the entomologist at Rokupr from April 1974. No back-up
facilities such as housing and equipment are provided in this agreement
The entomologist in fact arrived in November 1973 and his salary from
this date to April 1974 is to come out of USAID's 1973 allocation.

The UK Government (Mr. Witeleg) have offered $100,000 for
funding programs W 2 and W 3. This would involve paying the salaries
of a plant breeder and a soil scientist to be stationed at Rokupr and
to provide some equipment for the entomologist. This offer has been
outstanding for over a year as the UK Government and Mr. Diouf cannot
agree on either the principle that no local costs are funded nor on
the amount of the funding. In March 1974 the UK Government apparently
said that the two scientists would be available for a three year period.

IDRO (Dr. Ker) has indicated that it would like to fund the
weed program in W 4 for three years. This should total some $300,000.
WARDA is expecting confirmation in the immediate future and has already
started to recruit research assistants for this project.

USAID have a team arriving in Monrovia sometime in July 1974
to consider funding for programs W2, W 3 and W 4. They are apparently
particularly interested in the disease aspect of W 4.

The Japanese team who visited WARDA early May 1974 were con-
sultants for the Japanese Government. WARDA have been informed that
they are reviewing the question of funding for WARDA but Dr. Are's
impression is that they were more interested in funding agricultural
projects in which there could be a demand for their exports and that
they were therefore unlikely to help finance part of WARDA's program.

Are informed me that Dioufhas written to Sir John Crawford to
explain how they propose to use the $100,000 they are asking the OG for,
with respect to programs W 2, W 3 and W 4. He explained that no back-up
facilities are offered by many of the prospective donors such as USAID
and ODA and that this money is required to support the seven experts
that will soon be operating under these programs. The seven are:
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1. the entomologist at Rokupr provided by USAID (W)
2. the pedologist at Richard Toll provided by the French

Government (W3)
3. the rice specialist at Mopti provided by IDRC (WU)
4. the rice breeder at Bouake provided by the French

Government (W2)
5. the rice breeder at Mopti (W2)
6. the plant breeder at Rokupr provided by 9DA(W3)
7. the soil scientist at Rokupr provided by ODA (W3)

3. All inputs for the 1974 W1 coordinated trials were sent out mid-
May. There were some delays in dispatching the seeds as seeds were received
late in Monrovia and treatment of the seeds took a considerable amount of
time due to the climatic conditions. This is the first season in which all
stations will carry out weedicide and insecticide trials within the W1 program.
In 1973 W1 was scheduled to be carried out at 27 locations. The number of
locations has increased this year by 2 as Upper Volta ratified their agreement
with WARDA in December 1973.

4. A scientific report of the 1973 season W1 trials is being completed.
It will be some 200 pages or more in length. This paper will be discussed
at the Rice Research Review July 15-July 20 to be held in Monrovia. The paper
and recommendations of the workshop will be brought to Washington by Mr. Diouf.
I reiterated the necessity for this.

5. All reliable results for the W1 trials held mid-1973 have been received
at Monrovia and analyzed and have been included in the above report.

6. The revised P & B estimate for W1 for 1975 was sent to CG members
by air mail in the middle of May. This revision does not incorporate a cut-back
in total cots to $465,000* and WARDA do not appear to have any contingency plans
should funding above the $465,000 level not be forthcoming.

7. Dr. Harry Wills, previously the Director of Rokupr, is joining the
staff July 8 as Scientific Director. I understand Dr. Wills was IITA's choice
for Director. He was Director of Rokupr Rice Research Station for 3 years and
the Deputy Director for the two prior years. He has a Ph.D. from a UK University
and spent seven years in the UK in research after completing his Ph.D. He was
Sierra Leone's representative on the Advisory Committee and helped formiuhte pro-
grams W1 through W4 when employed as a consultant to WARDA.

His salary will increase from $7,000 per annum to $20,000 per annum
as a result of the move.



8 * The Ghanaian firm of auditors are presently auditing WARDA's
accounts for calendar 1972 and 1973. They spent three weeks in Monrovia
in October/November 1973 and three weeks in April/May 1974. They pro-
mised the accounts by the end of June 1974 and Are was expecting them at

any time. I indicated that the CG would appreciate Diouf bringing them with
him in order to help standardize all acounts rendered by the International
Centres/Institutes.

The principal partner in the firm is the Chairman of the Ghana
Hotels Federation and apparently a man of importance in Ghana.

9. The seed storage centre at Jacksonville, Monrovia, is due to
be completed October 1,1974. The building is now complete up to the

roof joists and 90-95% of the equipment is on site. The contract for the

construction work includes a heavy penalty clause should work not be com-

pleted on time.

10. A cable was sent three weeks ago to Moor Plantation to authorize

preparation bo build one glass home at WARDA's expense for the Plant Qua-
rantine Unit. This is all WARDA feel that at this time they can afford.

11. Dr. Sheshu, the Deputy Director of the All India Coordinated Rice

Improvement Project (AICRIP), is about to be appointed as the fourth member

of WARDA's Research Department which is responsible for programs W1 - W4.

12. WARDA is presently borrowing $79,000 from the Chase Manhattan Bank

in Monrovia to cover the costs of operding W1 in 1973. This is because USAID

have not yet credited WARDA with this amount.
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With respect to the operation of Program W1I I formed the following
impressions:

While the concept of W1 is sound and whereas the procedure for design-
ing the trials is - on paper - adequate there are serious problems with res-
pect to the financial and scientific control of W1. These should be cleared
up before funds are comitted beyond 1974.

WARDA appears to be run on a day to day basis and not according to
sound financial practices. For instance, various members of WARDA had seen
an announcement in the paper the previous week that WARDA was to build a $4.5 m
training center in Monrovia but no one except presumably Mr. Diouf knew any
thing about it. The seed storage building has apparently been built on land
to which WARDA has no title. The Permanent Secretary Federal Ministry of Agri-
cultura and Natural Resources Nigeria has agreed to provide staff, at no cost
to WARDA, for the Plant Quarantine Facilities at Ibadan but the agreement is
only verbal. Liberia, for instance, put in a claim for expenses for W1 trials
based on the claim that it took 70 men to clear one acre of land. One station
in Dahomey claimed expenses and yet never initiated the trials, and the Federal
Government of Nigeria are still holding their 1973 advance because they did not
participate in the trials last year for political reasons. WARDA have brought in
Mr. Miquel on a FAO/UNDP grant as Chief of Administration and Finance. He
appears to be competent but administration and finance may be too much for one
man to handle.

WARDA have introduced for 1974 a new accounting procedure for the
field trials of W1. Half of the estimated cost of salaries and the cost of
all agricultural inputs are advanced to the member country before trials
commence. The account for this has to be rendered by September 1 in time
for the Council meeting in November, and the final account has to be rendered
by the end of the season. No monies will be advanced for the next season until
the account for the previous season has been settled.

While this system may improve the situation, the 1973 accounts should
be cleared up and the problems with USAID sorted out before the CG commits
further funding. It would help if the financial arrangements for W1 were under
the authority of a man more often in Monrovia than Mr. Diouf.

Mr. fiMouf is a French trained agronomist and has the equivalent of
a Master's degree in Agricultural Economics. Previous to his appointment to
WARDA he was for six years the Executive of the Groundnut Council for Africa,
based in Lagos. At present he has final authority on the details of all re-
search programs in WARDA, and I question whether he is qualified for such a
role. Although I did not see the analysis of the 1973 W1 trials, I gained
the impression that they had been well thought out but it does not seem that
the scientific quality of the program can be assured unless the final authority
for the program is vested in capable technical hands.
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With respect to the operation of Programs W2, W3, and Wh the same
reservations apply. In addition, plans for financing much of the programs
are only tentative and back-up funding should perhaps only be made available
by the CG when funding for the essential parts of the programs has been firmed
up. Member governments such as Sierra Leone are also finalizing agreements
with WARDA on the provision of local costs.

W1 Trials:

The analysis of the results of the mid 1973 trials was overseen by
Drs. ten Have and Harry Wills. The trials appear to have been well managed
though guidelines were not always followed and there were some technical
problems with pumps. The supervision in French speaking countries was generally
not as good as in the English speaking countries. At Suacoco the trials were
badly managed when the supervisor went on leave. As aresult of this overall
experience member countries have been asked to nominate supervisors' names to
WARDA for WARDA approval. All trials in mid 1973 were visited by WARDA central
staff.

Mr. Faye, a Senegalese, who is the variety Improvement Coordinator
for W1 was appointed in February 1974. He has a Bachelor's degree from the Uni-
versity of California and has spent two years on a course at IRRI. Mr. Kofi,
a Togo national, is a soil scientist with a Masters debree from France. He
has eleven years of experience in Togo.

The W1 program seems to be well conceived. I was concerned that the
choice of varieties for the fertilizer trials was left to each Station but I
was informed that as high yielding varieties are identified in the variety
trials these will be used in the fertilizer, weedicide and insecticide trials.
For 1974 the varieties used in these types of trial will differ per station
and it will consequently be difficult to separate out the effects of the eviron-
mental conditions and the variety in the response to fertilizer, and therefore
to make any overall assessment of the effect of fertilizer under different
climatic and soil conditions.

Plant Quarantine Facilities at Ibadan:

There appears to be some disagreement betieen WARDA and the FAO/UNDP
team at Ibadan responsible for the Plant Quarantine Facilities because the
FAO/UNDP team believe that they alone can build the glass house as there are
no contractors in Nigeria with sufficient technical know-how. WARDA believe
that the CG requires that they advertise for tenders from at least five con-
tractors. As a result of this disagreement there has been a delay in orga-
nizing the construction. WAIWA have now asked the FAO/UNDP team to advertise
for tenders.
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Organizational Structure of WARDA:

Mr. Diouf runs very much of a one man show. He is away a
considerable amount of the time and delegates little authority. Dr. Are,
his Deputy, is fully occupied editing WARDA publications, and pricing
for cost estimates and has little time for administration. He is a
Yoruba from Ibadan; was previously a Professor of Agriculture at the
University of Sierra Leone and before that Deputy Director of the Cocoa
Research Institute of Nigeria. An indication of his work load is that
the proceedings of the Plant Protection Seminar of May 1973 have yet to
be edited and published. It appears that Mr. Diouf needs a Deputy who
is an administrator and also will take on some of Mr. Diouf's responsibilities,
particularly those involving the day to day operations of WARDA.

In Conclusion:

My general impression is that WARDA is an exciting organization
with potential. Its finances seem to be somewhat disorganized and at
the moment there is no sure way in which the quality of its scientific
work is assured. I would recommend that immediate steps are taken to
rectify both points so that a visit by Bank staff could testify to the
adequacy of financial and scientific management prior to the November
meeting of the CG.

PZuckerman:hmm

cc. Messrs.

R.E. Rowe,
H. Graves,
M. Yudelman/G.F. Darnell
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: JULY 9, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: FULL RATE
Ext. 3454

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

PRIMO FURTHER MY LETTER JUNE 28 AND JULY 1 CABLE WE WOULD

APPRECIATE YOUR CABLING COMMENTS ON SECRETARIAT NOTE ON WARDA BY

THURSDAY EVENING JULY 11 STOP PAPERS MUST BE CIRCULATED TO

CONSULTATIVE GROUP THIS WEEK STOP

SECUNDO DIRECTORS OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

HAVE APPROVED ADDITIONAL GRANT OF TEN THOUSAND U.S. DOLLARS FOR

YOUR 1974 BUDGET STOP AM ASKING THAT IT BE TRANSFERRED TO YOUR

ACCOUNT THIS WEEK REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M.'Cheek

DEPT. LCulture Rural Development Cj

REFERENCE- For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT, See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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July 2, 1974

Dear Mr. Diouf:

On June 28, I sent you our draft Secretariat paper on the WARDA
1975 Program and Budget and on July 1 I cabled you to say that this
had been done and that we would like your comments by cable so that
we could circulate the Secretariat paper to the CG members and TAC
as soon as possible before Centers Week.

We are looking forward to your coment on the draft paper. Mean-
while, we have reviewed the draft with a view to clarifying several
points. Attached, then, is a second draft which reflects changes of
this type, notably in paras. 2(b), 6, 8 and 13 (a) and in the elimina-
tion of some of the annex material from the June 1973 WARDA proposal.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce X. Cheek

Enclosure

Mr . Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development Association
E.J. Roye Memorail Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia

cc: Sir John Crawford
Dr. W. David Hopper

BMC:mcj
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION. AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: JULY 1, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

ON JUNE TWENTYEIGHT AIRMAILED YOU DRAFT SECRETARIAT NOTE ON WARDA

BUDGET PROPOSAL AS PER MY LETTER MAY 14. WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CABLED

COMMENTS EARLIEST POSSIBLE IN ORDER CIRCULATE NOTE IN ADVANCE CENTERS

WEEK. ALSO APPRECIATE KNOWING WHETHER YOU HAVE CONTACTED CRAWFORD

REGM =- 4 PWROGRAMS REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY- CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME
Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT.A~:mcj

SIGNATURE 
-'(SIGW RE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHO D APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communicati s Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guid, for prepering form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ARE DATE: jULy 1, 1974
WARDA
M)NROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT
3454

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.

WOULD APPRECIATE IF YOU WOULD DISCUSS WITH ZUCKERMAN OR LET US

KNOW DIRECTLY BY CABLE STATUS OF FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR W2 THROUGH W4

PROGRAMS WHICH APPEAR TO NEED SOME TWO MILLION DOLLARS IN FOUR YEARS

BEGINNING 1974 BUT FOR WHICH 1973 WARDA BASIC PROPOSAL INDICATED LESS

THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND MDBILIZED

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. riculture & Rural Development 4PIC:mcj

SIGNATURE
( IGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZ4 iRV)

REFERENCE; For Use By Comm nications Sectio

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
IMPORTANT Ue. Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Chcked fr Diopetch
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ZUCKERMAN DATE: JULY 1, 1974
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

WOULD APPRECIATE IF YOU COULD CLARIFY WITH DIOUF AND ARE WHAT

IS THE STATUS OF FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR W2 THROUGH W4 PROGRAMS WHICH

APPEAR TO NEED SOME TWO MILLION OWUMN DOLLARS IN FOUR YEARS BEGINNING

1974 BUT FOR WHICH 1973 WARDA BASIC PROPOSAL INDICATED LESS THAN

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND MOBILIZED

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. ~ Agriculture & Rural Development : mcj

SIGNATURE_
(SGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications ction

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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June 20, 1974

Dear Mr. Dlouft

When I was in Paris late last month, I rae.tioned to Mr. Vornode,
in the inistry of Foreign Affairs, your uncertainty about whether

the recently diselosed Freneh grant to WADA yes a total of FW00()0

for four years, or 500,000 each year for four years. Mr. Vernede

said that it was his understanding that the vrant was a total of

T500,000 for four years;' and this corresponds to the informtion
Which we have in writinp from the offtee of the French Executive

Dirtector of the World Baink.

The French Governent intend* to vake its payneut in a single

lamp sun. The Comultative Group Secretariat, however, is expecting
that WARDA will spend this awunt over the four years 1974-77.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. Jacques Diouf
ixecutive Seeretary
West Africa Rice Devlepmant Association
t. J. Roy. Memorial building
T. 0. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia

cc: Mr. R. Vernede

HMraves.apm



June 19, 1974
Dear Mr. Diouf:

We have just received Dr. Are's letter enclosing the agenda for
the Annual Research Meeting which WARDA is holding at your headquarters
on July 15-20. It is good to know something of the subjects which you
will be covering, including the Country Reports.

I am sorry that we are not able to arrange for attendance on behalf
of the Consultative Group Secretariat. I hope, however, that during his
proposed visit around July 8, Mr. Paul Zuckerman of the Bank's West Africa
Regional staff will be able to discuss with you and your colleagues some
of the matters which you expect to take up in the Research eeting, parti-
cularly in the light of the Country Reports which you expect to be receiv-
ing in late June.

In line with our discussions on May 8, I hope that you will soon be
able to circulate your 1975 program and budget paper. While the outcome
of the Review Meeting will no doubt feature in your presentation here at
Centers Week, we would also expect you to circulate the findings of the
meeting to CG members when they are ready.

As mentioned in Mr. Graves' letter of May 14, we would appreciate
hearing from you about any contacts you have made with Sir John Crawford
concerning the W-2 - W-4 programs or the role of the Steering Committee.

Thank you for keeping us posted by cable on your continuing discus-
sions on financing for the W-1 program.

With best wishes for the Research eeting,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rie Development Association
E.J. Roye bieurial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Mourovia, Liberia

cc: Sir John Crawford )
Mr. Darnell ) with incoming
Mr. Rowe/Mr. Zuckerman)

BMC/mcj
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: JUNE 14, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

THANKS YOUR CABLE JUNE TWELVE RE ZUCKERMAN VISIT STOP HE LEAVES

TODAY ON AGRICULTURAL APPRAISAL MISSION NORTHERN NIGERIA FOR TWO TO

THREE WEEKS AND WILL THEN VISIT WARDA STOP GIVEN FLEXIBILITY OF NIGERIAN

APPRAISAL SCHEDULE ZUCKERMANS MONROVIA VISIT NOW MORE LIKELY AROUND JULY

EIGHT STOP HE WILL CABLE DOCTOR ARE FROM NIGERIA

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRfBUTION:

NAME
Bruce M. Cheek cc: Mr. Zuckerman

DEPT.

A griculture & Rural v10 nt :me1j
SIGNATUlRE SGATREI

(SINATr-R6 I DUAL -AUTHORIZED To' APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By C munications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INTBAFRAD WSH INCOMING CABLE

INTBAFRAD001 FUF094 LXF884

UFNX HZ LXMV 046

MONROVIA 46/44 12 0953 Distribution
June 12, 1974

Mr. Cheek
Agriculture & Rural Dev.

LTF

CHEEK INTBAFRAD

WASH INGTONDC

REYRTEL SEVEN JUNE PLEASED ZUCKERMAN VISIT MONROVIA JULY ONE

STOP WILL BE ABSENT ON LEAVE BUT DEPUTY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY DOCTOR

ARE WILL RECEIVED HIM STOP GRATEFUL CABLE DATE ARRIVAL AND

FLIGHT TIME TdIENABLEUS MEET HIM AIRPORT STOP REGARDS

DIOUF WARDA

COL NIL



INCOMIG CABLE

INTBAFRAD WSH

TLXA061 WAD053(1038)(1-101651G157)PD 06/06/74 1037

ICS IPMIIHB IISS
Distribution: Mr. Graves

IISS FM FCH 06 1037 Agriculture & Raral Development

PMS WASH DC

FCA830 FUF837 LXF079

UFNX HZ LXMV 040

MONROVIA 40 5 1857

L TF June 6, 1974

GRAVES INTBAFRAD

WSHINGTTONDC

REGARDING FINANCING W1 BY FRANCE NO FINAL DECISION YET TADEN

ALTHOUGH MOST LIKELY ONEHUUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS WOUDBE FOR ONEYEAR

STOP WOULD APPRECIATE ACTION ONYOUR SEDE STOP NO NEW DEVLLOPMENT

REGARDING OTHER COUNTRIES STOP REGARDS

DIOUF WARDA



INCOMING CABLE /

VXp

INTBAFRAD WSH

WU WSH

TLXA035 WAA034(0932)(1-099563G158)PD 06/07/74 0931

ICS IPMIIHA IISS

IISS FM FCH 07 0931 Distribution:

MS WASHINGTON DC Mr. Cheek

FCA104 FUF426 LXF271 Agriculture & Rural Devo
UFNX HZ LXMV 019

MONROVIA 19 6 1747 Jiue 6, 1974

LTF

CHEEK INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTONDC

REYRTEL 5/6 WARDA RESEARCH REVIEW MEETING NOW SCHEDULED 15 TO 20

JULY REGARDS

ARE WARDA



ICOONMG Q&3LE

RECEIVED
INTBAFRAD WSH

WU WSH

TLXA209 WAF304(2110) (1-217558G1/74 2108

ICS IPMIIHA IISS S CTION

I I SS FM RCA 04 2108 X gtribatin: Mr. Cheek

PMS WASH DC Aplciltuz'e & Raral Bev.

WUG0751 SDU978 CSA906

URNX HL AACA 030

CANBERRAACT 30 5 1027 JUNE S, 1974

LT

CHEEK

CARE INTBAFRAD

WASH INGTONAMERI CA

GRATEFUL YOU CONTACT ORAM AND ASK FOR HIS COMMENT YOUR LETTER MAY

29TH RE WARDA STOP I SEEM UNABLE TO GET RESPONCE FROM ROME

CRAWFORD

COL LT 29TH

NNN



Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: JUNE 5, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: FULL RATE

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

FURTHER OUR DISCUSSION MAY NINE REGARDINGCOONSULTATIVE GROUP

PROGRAM)ITH WARDA WOULD PROPOSE THAT PAUL ZUCKERMAN OF BANKS WEST

AFRICA PROJECTS DEPARTMENT VISIT I MONROVIA FOR ABOUT TWO DAYS

BEGINNING AROUND JULY ONE TO DISCUSS W-1 PROGRAM STOP WOULD APPRECIATE

KNOWING WHETHER WARDAS RESEARCH REVIEW MEETING STILL SCHEDULED FOR

ABOUT TWO WEEKS BEGINNING JUNE TWENTY FOUR

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY- CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cleared with and cc: Mr. P. Zuckerman
cc: Mr. H. T. Chang

DEPT. -Agriculture & al Development BMC:mcj

SIGNATURP
SGAUE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHCMM!PPROVE

REFERENCE For Use By Co unications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT. See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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ul00F JUaE 5, 1974oloiA

LIdEkIA

wuRiuiz eui DiiscussloN MA NmE xxGARiM* CO SULTAUVE GRg

WEXEAM WIZh WAIDA L40A hLOP$S TAI PAUL ZUCE 01 O SMtX WgS

A!aICA PIOJECTS MJPAMEN VISII S isWaVIk 1m& Ab0OWT 1; 1aYS

ECt&M1NG ASUN4D J1ULY (ObE To Ag1SCU$S W- IRGA 5T0? iAflLL APkECIATRi

Mi4WIMG WkEiLE ZARSRSERNRV1EWi EThG $?XLL seULm yi

AEOU TWOWEEE BE INCN JUNE TWis Tf

keue . Metrdw and tEC M. P. ZEksua
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FORM NO. 249

(3M N4) WORLD BANK GROUP
D E

INCOMING MAIL ROUTING SLIP DJN N 12
Mr. Adler E624 Mr. Knapp E1227

Mr. Aldewereld E1236 Mr. Knox A813

Mr. After A908 Mr. Lejeune A1013

Mr. Bart F718 Mr. McNamara E1227

Mr. Baum E 1023 Mr. Muller N436

Mr. Bell A1136 Mr. Nurick E915

Mr. Benjenk E723 Mr. Paijmans D1032

Mr. Broches E923 Mr. Rayfield N434

Mr. Cargill A513 Mr. de la Renaudiere C302

Mr. Cauas N234 Sir Denis Rickett E1204

Mr. Chadenet E1204 Mr. Rotberg E427

Mr. V. C. Chang E516 Mr. Thalwitz A210

Mr. Chaufournier A313 Mr. Tims D428

Mr. Chenery E1239 Mr. Twining N635

Mr. Wm. Clark E823 Mr. van der Tak E1023

Mr. Clarke D1029 Mr. Votaw C702

Mr. Damry A1219 Mr. Wapenhans A712

Mr. D. A. de Silva N635 Mr. Weiner A507

Mr. Diamond A613 Mr. Wiese A837

Mr. Fowler A1219 Mr. Willoughby G1050

Mr. Gabriel E516 Mr. Wright A307

Mr. Goodman C602

Mr. Goreux N235

.Me=FrnemE 1039

Gulhati D530

Mr. Hittmair E427

Mr. Hoffman E823

Mrs. Hughes D529

ir. Husain C1001

Mr. Kirmani A1042 , j

FROM: Communications Section, Room C-219, Ext. 2023



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association Pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone : 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

LAA/cw I914 /74 June 4, 1974

Dear Mr. Executive Secretary:

I wish to refer to an earlier cable from the WARDA
Secretariat invitingyou to participate in the Annual
Research Review Meeting of the association, We have
had to advance the date of the meeting which will now
take place from 15 - 20 July 1974 in Monrovia, Liberia.

For the tentative programme for this meetings about
3 days will be used for Varietal Improvement and the
Coordinated Variety Trials and about 2 days are set
aside for Fertilizer Use and the Coordinated Fertilizer
trials. During these 5 days adequate time will be made
available for presentation of the various country reports.

Under the topic "Country Report" Scientists will be
given the opportunity to present recent results of rice
research in their respective countries. We expect
Scientists to submit a concise report on their programme
stressing the objectives, what they have done, results
obtained and their interpretation with a review to
indicate trends. Pertinent observation could be inserted
wherever appropriate.

We shall be very grateful it your Country R ort
is forwarded to reach the WARDA Secretariat 1 esb
June 24, 1974. Please find enclosed a tentatvTo pro ramme.

Best wishes.

Yours rely

Deputy Exeutive ecretary

The Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

& Agricultural Research
I.B.R.D.
1878 H St. N. W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U. S. A.
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TENTATIVE PROGRAMME

Topic Rice Research Review

Period 15 - 20 July 1974

Place City Hall, Monrovia, Liberia

Sunday 14 July

16:00 - 18:00 Registration

Monday 15 July

09:00 - 09:25 Opening Ceremony

09:30 - 10:00 Varietal Trials:
Rainfed - F. Faye

10:00 - 11:00 Discussion

11:00 - 11:15 Break

11:15 - 11:45 Fertilizer Trials:
Rainfed - 0. Koffi

11:45 - 12:45 Discussion

LUNCH BREAK

14:30 - 15:00 Varietal Trials: Irrigated -
short duration - F. Faye

15:00 - 16:15 Discussion

16:15 - 16:30 Break

16:30 - 17:00 Fertilizer Trials: Irrigated -
short duration - 0. Koffi

17:00 - 18:00 Discussion

18:00 - 18:30 Country reports

Tuesday 16 July

09:00 - 09:30 Varietal Trials: Irrigated -
medium - F. Faye

09:30 - 10:45 Discussion

10:45 - 11:00 Break

11:00 - 11:30 Fertilizer Trials: Irrigated -
medium - 0. Koffi



Rice Research Review.........2

11:30 - 12:15 Discussion

12:15 - 12:45 Country reports

LUNCH BREAK

14:30 - 15:00 Varietal Trials - Deep flooded/
Mangrove - F. Faye

15:00 - 16:00 Discussion

16:00 - 16:15 Break

16:15 - 16:45 Fertilizer Trials - Deep flooded/
Mangrove - 0. Koffi

16:45 - 18:00 Discussion

18:00 - 18:30 Country reports

Wednesday 17 Jul

09:00 - 09:30 Varietaj Tf Js: Floating

09:30 - 10:15 Discussion

10:15 - 10:30 Break

10:30 - 11:00 Fertilizer Trials: Floating
rice - 0. Koffi

11:00 - 11:45 Discussion

11:45 - 12:45 Country reports

LUNCH BREAK

14:30 - 15:30 Main results from Initial
Evaluation Tests (IET) -
Country reports

15:30 - 16:30 Suggestions for improving
IETs - Discussion led by
M. Jacquot

16:30 - 16:45 Break

16:45 - 17:15 Preliminary Discussion on
Preliminary Variety Trials
(PVT) - MI. Jacquot

17:15 - 18:30 Country reports



Rice Research Review ..... 3

Thursday 18 July

09:00 - 10:00 Country reports

10:00 - 10:30 Suggested changes to improve
present Fertilizer Trials -
Discussion led by 0. Koffi

10:30 - 11:45 Break

11:45 - 12:30 Suggestions for new Fertilizer
Trials - 0. Koffi

LUNCH BREAK

14:30 - 16:00 Suggested changes for improving
present Varietal Trials -
Discussion led by F. Faye

16:00 - 16:15 Break

16:15 - 17:30 Suggestions for new Varietal
Trials - F. Faye

Friday 19 July

09:00 - 11:00 Committee meeting on Varietal
Trials.
Committee meeting on Fertil-
izer Trials.

11:00 - 11:15 Break

11:45 - 12:15 Report of Committee on
Varietal Trials

12:15 - 12:45 Report of Committee on Fertil-
izer Trials

Friday_1.9 July

Afternoon FREE

Saturday 20 July

10:00.- 11:30 Pdoption of Recommendations
and Final report.



May 29, 1974
Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
Australia

Dear Sir John:

By now you will have received a copy of the letter of May 17 which
we wrote to Mr. Diouf following his visit to the Bank on May 9 concern-
ing various aspects of the WARDA W-A program. I am now enclosing a
memorandum based on that meeting, together with a copy of the First
Report of the Steering Committee of WARDA and of the 1975 budget pre-
sentation. The budget paper lists the members of WARDA's Governing
Council, Advisory Committee, Scientific and Technical Committee, and
Steering Committee.

As you will note from the enclosures, two subjects came up which
are of direct concern to TAC. One is the request for an "initial fund-
ing" by the Consultative Group for the W-2 - W-4 programs which have
not gotten under way as rapidly as was planned in the WAYRDA document
submitted to TAC in 1973. Mr. Diouf is to write to you directly on
this matter and I trust that he will do this promptly so that you can
consider tne matter by Centers Week.

The second question is the much broader one of the role of the W-1
Steering Committee which WARDA set up in December, at its Governing
Council meeting, in response to TAC's request conveyed through the Con-
sultative Group that such a Committee be established to strengthen the
management of the W-1 program, at least in its first few years. You
will note in the report on the First Session of the Steering Committee,
that the members themselves, notably the external members appointed in
line with the TAC proposal, decided that the role of the Steering Com-
mittee should be more that of an evaluation and advisory role. On this
basis, they have asked that the terms of reference of the Committee be
referred back to TAC for further consideration, again by Centers Week,
With our letter of April 5, we had sent to you and Mr. Diouf a draft
terms of reference for the Steering Committee in which we tried to be
specific on points that had remained somewhat vague in the exchange of
correspondence between Mr. Demuth and Mr. Diouf last September/October.
This draft reached WARDA after the Steering Committee had held its first
meeting in Dakar on April 1-3, but you can see from the proceedings that

. .. .. ./
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they have a quite different view of the Committee's functions. Accordingly,
we are turning to you again to reassess the situation with regard to the
role of the Steering Committee, in the light of the comments made by the
Steering Committee itself and of some of the points covered in the attached
memorandum based on the discussion with Mr. Diouf.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce K. Cheek

Enclosures (3)

cc: Mr. Oram, FAO
Mr. R. Rowe

MC:mj
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Mr. Baum and Mr. Yudelman May 29, 1974

Bruce H. Chee

WARDA -- Diouf Visit of May 9

Attached are a mamo of May 24 on the meeting which Harold Graves
and I had with Mr. Diouf on May 9, together with a letter to Sir John
Crawford re the two operative points arising therefrom. One is a re-
quest for funds for launching W2-W4; the other is a request to review
the concept of the Steering Committee. Establishment of a Steering
Committee was a condition of CG support, and I have asked Sir John to
take the matter up in TAC with a view to advising the CG on the pro-
posed modification of the Steering Committee's function and the trans-
fer of its 'management' role to a somewhat strengthened Scientific and
Technical Committee.

Attachments

cc: Sir John Crawford
MC:mcj



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 24, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: WARDA -- Visit of Executive Secretary

On May 9, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, Mr. Jacques Diouf, visited

the Bank to discuss the W-1 program which is being financed by the Consulta-

tive Group as of January 1, 1974. We had written to Mr. Diouf on April 5

concerning the Terms of Reference for the Steering Committee. He brought
his reply of April 29, together with the Final Report of the First Session

of the Steering Committee which met on April 1-3, in Dakar. He also brought

revised material for the draft 1975 program and budget paper which he had

previously sent to the Secretariat.

On the sources of funding for WARDA and the W-1 program, we referred to

the total mobilized for W-1 through the Consultative Group as being $465,000

for 1974. By contrast, Mr. Diouf's program for 1975 and 1976 was for

$650,000 and $825,000 respectively. We asked about two new sources of financ-

ing. The recent $150,000 grant from Kuwait will be used exclusively for

training. Its use reflects WARDA's decision not to rely on IITA for training

nor to try and develop training facilities in Bouake as offered by the

Ivorien Government. This reflects some dissatisfaction with IITA's decision

not to hold a field trials training program in collaboration with WARDA each

year, as in 1973, but only possibly in alternate years. With respect to

funds from France, we told Mr. Diouf that we understood the recent French

grant of $100,000 for the W-1 program applied to the first four years as a

whole. Mr. Diouf said his understanding was that the annual rate was $100,000;

he intended to press this matter in Paris on his way back to Monrovia.

Concerning the program and budget of WARDA, we reviewed the beginning

of activities in 1973, the conduct of the program in 1974 and the prospects

for 1975. Details were given about trial costs and locations and other as-

pects of operations which will be covered in a Secretariat note to CG members.

In 1973, when there were no CG funds, Mr. Diouf had launched the W-1 program

by using bilateral funds of the Netherlands and the U.S. during the second

half of the year. In 1974, he expected to spend only $470,000 as against

$650,000 in his original program submission of June, 1973. There were lags

in recruitment and in construction. The plant quarantine station in Ibadan,
Nigeria, had not gotten under-way, though the Nigerian Government had agreed

to pay for the staff of the station. The seed storage center in Monrovia

had been delayed in construction but was now being built. For 1975, Mr.

Diouf appreciated the gap between his estimate of $650,000 and the advice of

the Secretariat not to rely on the availability of CG funds above the 1974

level. Asked where he would make cuts in his program, he said he could phase

the program more slowly and that the cost of field workers has been calcu-

lated on a lump sum basis per country and economies could often be achieved.
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On reporting to the CG at Centers Week, it was agreed as follows:

(a) WARDA would circulate its 1975 program and budget paper, with
some amendments along lines discussed;

(b) After a scientific workshop on June 24 - July 2, it would cir-
culate its first annual research report to CG members;

(c) The Secretariat would circulate the 1973 paper, which WARDA had
submitted to TAC, because it contained so much of the basic in-
formation for the WARDA program, particularly in the absence of
any comprehensive internal or external review at this stage.
The Secretariat would add a short note on the status of the pro-
gram in 1974-75 and would comment on any changes between the
1973 submission and current plans.

(d) Bank staff from the West Africa region would be visiting WARDA
headquarters and the field trials stations from time to time as
a way of keeping in touch with the progress of the W-1 program
on behalf of the CG. As yet we have made no definite plans for
this though we have had discussions with Mr. Zuckerman who has
immediate responsibility for the WARDA program in the West Africa
Regional Office. It does not appear feasible for someone to at-
tend the June meeting on scientific review, but visits will be
arranged in time for a report to be made to the November CG meet-
ing which is when the financial commitments for 1975 are made by
donors.

The Terms of Reference of the Steering Committee had hung fire since the
exchange of letters in September/October, 1973, between Mr. Diouf and the
then Chairman of the CG, Mr. Demuth. Our letter of April 5, 1974, had at-
tempted to define a clear position on various points where there was a gap
or difference of opinion between TAC and WARDA. However, it was apparent
from discussion with Mr. Diouf, based on his letter of April 29. and the
Steering Committee's report on its first session, that there is a basic
difference of principle. As stated in the attached extract from the Steer-
ing Committee's report, it concluded that its terms of reference'as proposed
by TAC and accepted in part by WARDA" were not a workable basis for the
Committee. It therefore recommended that TAC re-examine the Terms of Ref-
erence.

The Committee felt that its function would be that of an independent
assessment of the technical, fiscal and management procedures and effective-
ness of WARDA in conducting programs funded by the CGIAR. Initially, the
Committee's function should involve an in-depth review of the program at an
appropriate time annually. Once TAC was satisfied with the level of per-
formance, the in-depth review could be less frequent. The Committee would
have the dual role of making recommendations to WARDA on means of strengthen-
ing its technical and management performance and to TAC as a basis for
determining the level and type of support provided and conditions that
should be placed on such support.
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The Committee therefore felt that it should not be a Steering Com-
mittee as envisaged by TAC. Mr. Diouf pointed out that this was not a
WARDA decision but the Committee's; he had taken the position that he
would negotiate a Terms of Reference along the lines of the April 5 letter,
though with some differences. As things now stood, the Committee did not
wish to manage or guide, but only to evaluate. It was not interested in
budgets or expenses nor in regulating the program nor in preparing or imp-
lementing it, but rather in reviewing and commenting to WARDA and the CG,
assessing the program and giving recommendations on what changes should
be made. Mr. Diouf pointed out that this was a decision of the Committee
which already included members from the institutions which TAC has asked
to be included in the Steering Committee (FAO, IITA, IRAT, IRRI and an
independent scientist). It was not a decision by the three members from
the developing countries themselves. The Committee therefore regards the
next move as being up to TAC in reviewing the basic concept of the Com-
mittee's function.

It also appeared from discussions with Mr. Diouf that, even on the
basis of the April 5 draft Terms of Reference, there would be two points
of disagreement. First, on the question of control of expenditures by
the Steering Committee, I think we could accept the position of WARDA that
it already accounts separately for the funds provided by each donor and that
this would be a sufficient control system on the use of CG funds. We may,
however, want to check on the Ghanaian auditing firm used by WARDA. Sec-
ondly, the more important point is that WARDA itself, and not only the
Steering Committee, disagrees with the position that any expansion of the
W-l program should be under the control of the Steering Committee. If
WARDA secures additional bilateral funds for W-1, then WARDA should be
free to increase the staffing and program of field trials as agreed with
member countries, and not have to depend on the approval of the CG or TAC.
We reiterated the point in our April 5 letter that the W-l program has to
be seen as a whole and that changes of any magnitude would affect the
balance of and the capacity to execute the program as an integrated opera-
tion.

On the point of whether there should be 8 or 9 members in the Steering
Committee, there appeared to be no great problem in reducing the number to
8 at the next meeting of the Governing Council in November; but this of
course would depend on the fate of the Steering Committee per se.

The solution that we had agreed might well eventuate in two or three
years was that the membership of the Scientific Committee should be strengthened
by the addition of IITA and that it would take over the management role on
the basis of the work of the Steering Committee. This is the position of
the Steering Committee right now: that IITA should join the Scientific Com-
mittee in November 1974 and the Committee would then carry out the mandate
given by TAC.
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Mr. Diouf added, as in his letter of April 29, that only three of the
7 members of the Scientific Committee could come from outside, namely IITA,
IRRI and IRAT; there would be four, that is a majority, from the region,
two each in research and development.

Mr. Diouf referred to the request in paragraph 21 of the Steering
Committee report that TAC and the CG be approached to grant $100,000 as
a catalyst to get the W-2 - W-4 programs launched. By comparing the 1973
WARDA submission with the current papers, it is clear that there have been
delays in launching the W-2 - W-4 programs. Part of these have been due
to funding problems with bilateral donors. We suggested to Mr. Diouf that
he write directly to Sir John Crawford with an explanatory note for the re-
quest and that this be done as soon as possible in view of TAC's own meet-
ings on July 24-27 prior to Centers Week.

Reference was made to three other matters:

(a) The Scientific Director. He is responsible for the W-l through W-4
programs. Dr. ten Have left WARDA in March and was replaced by Dr. Harry
Will of Sietra Leone. Mr. Diouf had put two names to the Steering Committee
as possible Research Coordinator -- Dr. Will of Sierra Leone and Dr. Wormer
of the Netherlands. The Committee had recommended Dr. Will in view of his
qualifications and experience and his orientation and familiarity with rice
research problems in the region. We have the c.v. of Dr. Will which will
be reviewed in the Bank.

(b) We had some discussion on the unique nature of the CG contribution
to WARDA, pointing out that it is really the type of program which one would
expect a local government to finance. Mr. Diouf said that this had been
discussed in the Steering Committee and referred to paragraphs 15 and 16 of
their report. There was a consensus in the meeting that as a long-term
policy, member countries should increasingly meet the local costs including
salaries and allowances of field assistants or research workers. However,
in view of the current financial burden on member countries in supporting
WARDA and partially meeting the local costs of the trials and also because
a large number of the world's least developed countries are in the WARDA
region, the Committee did not consider it expedient to pursue this approach.
This aspect could be reviewed in a few years' time. Mr. Diouf added that
already the member countries were contributing in cash about $30,000 each
per annum and an equivalent amount in kind.

(c) A delegation from Japan had recently visited WARDA's headquarters
in Monrovia. The visit has occured during Mr. Diouf's absence and he was
not aware of the composition of the delegation or the real purposes of their
mission. He would let us know more on the Japanese visit.

cc: Mr. Baum
Sir John Crawford
Mr. Roger Rowe
Mr. Zuckerman
Mr. Oram, FAO

BMC:mcj
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May 17, 1974

Dear Mr. Diouf:

During our discussions in the Bank on May 8, vs covered a
number of matters which were in fact referred to in your letter
of April 29 to Mr. Graves, particularly concerning the role of
the Steering Committee for the W-1 program. At that stage, we
worked from your copy of the letter as the original was still In
the mails. The letter has now arrived, including the c.v. of
the new Scientific Director, Dr. Harry Will.

I wrote you on May 14 as a result of our meeting here and at
this stage have nothing further to add. As soon as there is pro-
gress on the various matters in question, I shall write you again.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development

Association
E.J. Roys Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

cc: Sir John Crawford, with copy of incoming
Mr. Roger Rowe, with copy of incoming

B:mcj



May 14, 1974

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development Association
E.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf:

It was good to see you on May 8 and to have the opportunity of
reviewing WARDA matters as they relate to the Consultative Group. I
thought it might be useful to summarise briefly where the Group See-
retariat seems to stand on several of the points we discussed.

Regarding the Steering Committee and its functions, it was help-
ful to have your explanation of the position which the Committee itself
had taken with respect to its role in contrast to that put forward by
the Technical Advisory Committee and discussed in the exchange of letters
between you and the Chairman of the Consultative Group. We are taking
up the matter with the Chairman, Mr. Baum, and with Sir John Crawford
and will be in touch with you again.

On the proposal that the Consultative Group consider a once-for-
all grant of $100,000 to help fit together the funding of the W-2 - W-4
programs, it would be best for you to write an explanatory note to Sir
John Crawford, with a copy to the Secretariat. He would need to hear from
you as soon as practicable as TAC' s own meeting will be held in Washington
on July 24-27, immediately before Centers Week. Sir John's address is:
32 Melbourne Avenue, DEAKIN, Canberra A.C.T. 2600, Australia.

For myself, I would be most interested to hear from you concerning
any further developments on the W-1 financing which may have resulted
from your visits to Canada and Europe (especially France) after leaving
here. Indeed, it would be helpful if you could let me know by cable of
any significant changes.

Concerning the 1975 Program and Budget paper which we discussed, I
expect that you will be revising it slightly and then sending it directly
to the CG members. For your convenience, I am enclosing a set of mailing
addresses, indicating wherever more than one copy should be sent. This
list should also be used for the research report which you plan to circu-
late after the June/July conference on WARDA's work program. Most centers
have their final trustee meetings in late May or early June after which
they send out their 1975 program and budget documents, and I would expect
you will be well able to meet such a schedule. The scientific report will
of course have to follow the June/July session as soon as practicable.
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For our part, we shall circulate the 1973 basic paper on the W-1
program together with a short note, perhaps a page or two, on the status
of the WARDA program as we see it. We shall send a draft of this note
to you for co nnt and would expect to have our mailing made by mid-
June, again so as to give appropriate time to CG members to review the
programs in question.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Roger Rowe

C/HG:mcj



Letter No. 87

May 13, 1974

Dear 'Toshi:

Jacques Diouf, the Executive Secretary of the West African

Rice Development Association (WARDA) has been in Washington this

week, and has spent some time visiting the Secretariat of the

Consultative Group. I thought I should rention to you that he

reports that a Japanese delegation of some kind visited WARDA

headquarters in Monrovia, Liberia, late in April or early in

May of this year. He was not in Monrovia at the time, so that

he is not quite sure just what kind of deleration it was -

whether it was a scientific group or simply a general trade or

goodwill mission of some kind. Diouf had talked with Shiotani

in Washington both in 1972 and again in 1973 about WARDA, and

thinks that the Japanese visit may have resulted partly from

these. conversations.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. Aritoshi Soejima
Director
World Bank Tokyo Office
Room 916, Kokusai Building
1-1, 1arunouchi 3-chome
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100
Japan

Thraves:apm



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association Pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone : 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

JD/bj '90 3 May 1974

Dear Mr. Graves,

Further to my letter of 9 April, 1974, please find enclosed
sixty copies in English and thirty in French of the Complementary
Document to the Coordinated Trials: Proposed budget for 1975 already
sent under cover of my letter referred to above.

Also enclosed, please find sixty copies in English and thirty
in French of the Report of the First Session of the Steering Committee
which took place in Dakar, Senegal, from 1 to 3 April, 1974.

Best Regards,

Yours 9incerely,

(J ques Diouf)
Executive Secretary

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
I. B. R. D.
1818 H Street N.W.
WASHINGTON D.C. 20433
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION *

STEERING COMMITTEE

First session

Final report

DAKAR - APRIL 1974



REPORT OF FIRST SESSION OF

THE STEERING COMMITTEE, DAKAR

1-3 APRIL 1974

The first session of the steering Committee was held

in Dakar, Republic of Senegal between 1-3 April 1974. A list

of participants is given in Appendix I.

I. OPENING OF THE SESSION

1. The meeting was opened by H.E. Adrien Senghor, Minister

of Rural Development of the Republic of Senegal who welcomed

members of the Committee and indicated, with reference to the

scourge of drought in Sahelian countries, the importance Senegal

attached to the work of the Committee and WARDA in the develop-

ment of rice production in West Africa.

2. In replying, the Executive Secretary on behalf of

the stecring Committee and WARDA expressed gratitude to

the Government of the Republic of Senegal for hosting the meet-
ing in Dakar.

II. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN2 VICE-CHAIRMAN AND OF RAPPORTEUR

3. The following were elected unanimously:

Chairman Dr. S.V.S* Shastry - nominated

by Dr. Djibril Sene and seconded

by Dr. W.R. Furtick.
Vice-Chairman Mr. Vernon Ross - nominated by

Dr. L.J. Marenah and seconded

by Mr. B.0.E. Amon.
Rapporteur Dr. L.J. Marenah - nominated

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon and seconded

by Dr. J. Nickel.

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

4. The agenda of the session was adopted after amending the
provisional agenda proposed by the WARDA Secretariat (Appendix
II).
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IV. TERMS OF TEFERENCE OP THE STEERING COMMITTEE

5. TheCommittee included in its agenda a consideration

of its terms of reference as outlined in the exchange of letters

in 1973 between the Chairman of CGIAR and the Executive

Secretary of WARDA and a study of the WARDA structure. These

general terms of reference had been accepted in part by the

Executive Secretary with the endorsement of the WARDA Governing

Council.

6. The Executive Secretary detailed the research planning,

budgetting and approval procedures for the Wl and other research

activities of WARDA. It was very clear that all these activities

included the active participation by IRRI, IRAT, FAO and IITA.

7. Since Project W1 has been developed and the budget

accepted by the WARDA Governing Council, it was not appropriate

for the Steering Committee to attempt more than to review

the programme and budget as established and make general comments.

8. The Committee concluded that the terms of reference as

proposed by TAC and partly accepted by WARDA were not a workable

basis for the Committee., It therefore recobmeids that TAC re-

examine the Committee's terms of reference.

9. It would appear that the appropriate function of the

Committee would be more in the form of an independent assessment

of the technical, fiscal, and management procedures and effective-

ness of WARDA in conducting programmes funded by the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research. Something along

the lines of the review procedures developed by the CGIAR for

the International Research Centres is envisaged.

10. Initially the Committee's function should involve an

in-depth review of the programme at appropriate time annually.

Once TAC was satisfied with the level of performance, the

interval of review could be less frequent.

11. The Committee would have a dual role of making

recommendations to WARDA on means of strengthening its technical

and management performance and to the TAC as a basis for

determining the level and type of support provided and conditions



that should be placed on such support.

V. THE COORDINATED TRIALS

12. The Executive Secretary in introducing this item

referred to trials under different ecological conditions, the

solution to problems of plant quarantine, seed storage and

treatment, and the need for proper training and adequate

supervision of the field assistants. All the different trials

have begun except the insect control trials for which the

insecticides have not yet been obtained.

13. During the discussions the Committee highlighted the

following and recommended:

(a) the extension of the trials from stations to

farmers fields and a comparative study of the

results obtained from the two groups of sites.

(b) The provision of packaged inputs for the trials.

(c) Better training of field assistants and their

supervision in order to improve local research

capability.

(d) Attention to maximising the efficiency of input

in view of their increasing costs.

(e) The results of these trials should provide

feedback to the researchers and thus influence

research at national and international research

centers.

(f) The development of the human element through

research workers participating in training and

research workshops, field days and the award

of prizes or travel fellowship for workers with

the best performance was emphasized.

(g) Further applied research at the local level

complementary to the coordinated trials to

maximise benefits derived from these trials.
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(h) A better knowledge and definition of the

ecology of experiment station, in order to

facilitate interpretation.or application of

results elsewhere was also mentioned.

(i) The coordinated variety trials will need to be

continuously supported by screening tests to

determine varietal reaction to various pests and

diseases.

VI. BUDGETS FOR 1974 ATT 1975

14. The amended budgets for 1974 and 1975 in respect of

Project Wl were considered by the Commitee and approved.

15. In considering these budgets there was no question

regarding external financing for central coordination, workshops

and training in relation to the coordinated trials, but some

feeling was expressed about the need for the member countries

to meet the full local costs of the coordinated trials. There

was a consensus supporting the philosophy that as a long-term

policy, member countries should increasingly meet the local

costs including the salaries and allowances of field assistants

or research workers involved, especially after the benefits

of these trials have been demonstrated. The more individual

member countries accept these trials as their own with the necessary

financial commitments, the higher can be expected the returns

from the total investment in them.

16. In view of the current financial burden on member

countries in supporting WARDA and partially meeting the local

costs of the trials and also because a large number of the

world's least developed countries are in the WARDA region, the

Committee did not consider it expedient to pursue this approach.

This aspect could be reviewed in a few years time.

VII. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS TRIALS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENT

17. A more complete assessment of the problems encountered
in conducting the coordinated trials and suggestions for
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improvement will emerge from the first Annual Research Review

meeting due to be held in May 1974.

18. Meanwhile the Executive Secretary has identified the

following major problems:

(a) The shortage of research staff at the professional

level in Monrovia during the first two seasons

of the trials which had militated against the

frequent supervision of the trials in member

states of WARDA.

(b) With the relatively large amounts of seed

required, some of which is imported into the

Region, there is an urgent need for seed storage

and treatment facilities as well as the expansion

of the plant quarantine facilities at Moor

Plantation, Ibadan.

(c) There have been considerable delays in getting

results of trials. This may be solved by a

mission from WARDA visiting member states to

assist in the proper and timely collection of

data.

(d) With the delay in the implementation of projects

W2, W3 and W4, plant protection.officers under

these projects arc not available to support the

trials.

(e) In some cases the current methods of channelling

correspondence to member countries have resulted

in unnecessary delay and will have to be reviewed.

(f) There are indications. already that the field

assistants need additional training to improve

their skills and to improve the standard of
recording.

VIII. ANY OTHER MATTERS

19. Recruitment of Research Coordinator: The Executive
Secretary consulted the Committee regarding two applications for
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the vacant- post of Research Coordinator, the former research

coordinator's contract terminating with effect from 17 March,

1974. The applications from Drs. H. Will (Sierra Leone) and

T.M. Wormer (Netherlands) were supported by curriculum vitae.

20. In view of his better qualifications and experience

for the job, his orientation and familiarity with rice research

problems in the. region, the Committee recommended the appoint-

ment of Dr. ill as Dr. ten Have's successor.

21. Extra Funds for Projects W2, W3 and W4: The Executive

Secretary drew the attention of the Committee to the rigidity

of funding for Projects W2, W3 and W4 under bilateral aid arrange-

ments. This is adversely affecting the initial and/or efficient

implementation of these projects. Considering the importance of

the successful integration of this group of projects with W1,

the Executive Secretary proposed an application to TAC 
for a

catalyst lump sum of approximately 100,000 dollars to support

the three projects.

22. The Committee recommended that this problem should be

brought to the notice of TAC.

IX. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING

23. The Committee decided to f ?ave open the date and place

of its next session.

24. The Committee held the view that a convenient time for

the Executive Secretary of WARDA to propose a date for the 
next

meeting of the Committee would be after the July/August Budget

session of Consultative Group and when the reactions of TAC to

the report of the first session of the Committee (particularly

to the proposals for its terms of reference) are known.

X. CONSIDERATION AND ADOPTION OF REPORT

25. The Committee unanimously adopted the report and finally

expressed its sincere thanks to Dr. Shastry for the able and

efficient manner .in which he had chaired the meetings.
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: APRIL 25, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

APPRECIATE YOUR LETTER APRIL NINE WITH 1975 PROGRAM AND BUDGET

PAPER FOR COORDINATED TRIALS STOP BUDGET TABLES AS GIVEN IN YOUR

DOCUMENT SHOULD ALSO EXTEND TO ESTIMATES FOR 1976 COMMA 1977 AND

1978 STOP WE WILL OF COURSE UNDERSTAND THAT THESE ARE ESTIMATES

AND THAT THEY CANNOT BE KIMEKOT ATTRIBUTED TO GOVERNING COUNCIL

STOP WE FURTHER NEED A TELEGRAM FROM YOU STATING WHAT FUNDS YOU

EXPECT TO RECEIVE FROM WHAT DONORS FOR YOUR 1974 TRIALS PROGRAM STOP

AS WE SEE IT SUCH FUNDS DO NOT YET ADD UP TO YOUR 1974 BUDGET

ESTIMATE OF EXPENDITURES. REGARDS

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc: Mr. Lewis, P & B

DEPT. Agriculture & Rural Devlopment MC/HG:mcj

SIGNATURE ZL 11111

REFERENCE (For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File COpy
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: April 11, 1974

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: WARDA

In a telephone convers tion yesterday, Mr. Krause of the Africa
Bureau of USAID indicated hat it would be feasible to set the American
contribution to WARDA a $115,000 for 1974, and that this amount would
be paid out of USAID's Elr- 1974 funds (i.e., before June 30).

He also asked where the Secretariat had found that the U.S. already
had been committed to a contribution of $58,000 to WARDA on a bilateral
basis. I said that this figure had often been used by Dr. Omer Kelley
of USAID in our discussions of this subject and that it also appeared in
WARDA's own documentation (i.e., the Association's presentation to TAC
in 1973).

Mr. Krause said that he had been unable to find any record of this
matter in the files of the Africa Bureau. In any case, we agreed to use
a figure of $115,000, in which the $58,000 of bilateral funds would be
included, should their existence be confirmed.

HG:mcj



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION _

Association Pour le Developpement de Ia Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernrnental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone : 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

9th April, 1974.

LAA/swc/ 0742

Dear Mr. Graves,

This is to acknowledge the receipt of your circular letter
of March 22, 1974 with thanks.

I regret being unable to meet the deadline of March 31,
1974 for the submission of the draft of our 1975 programme and
budget for the Coordinated Trials. This was mainly because the
budget had to be presented to the Steering Committee for WARDA's
Coordinated Trials at its first meeting in Dakar, Senegal held
from 1 to 3 April, 1974. Sixty copies of the English version
and thirty copies of the French version are herewith~-enclosed.

The 1973 Annual Report and the final audit of our accounts
for 1973 should be ready by the end of June 1974 when I hope we
shall be in a position to make them available.

Please accept, dear Mr. Graves, the assurances of my high
considerations.

Yours sincerely,

Jac s Diuf,
EXECUT VE SECRETARY.

Mr. Harold Graves,
Secretary,
Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research,
1818 H St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Encls:



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: APRIL 8, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.: MANY THANKS YOUR TELEGRAM APRIL "WL. LOOKING FORWARD TO RECEIVING

YOUR PROGRAM AND BUDGET PAPER FOR 1975. TRUST YOU HAVE BEEN INFORNED

OF FRENCH CONTRIBUTION OF FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND FRANCS TO W ONE PROGRAM

FOR YEARS 1974 THROUGH 1977 INCLUSIVE. THIS EQUIVALENT TO ABOUT ONE

HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS TOTAL OR TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR

IF SPREAD EVENLY THROUGH FOUR YEARS. ALSO WE SEE NEWSPAPER REPORTS OF

KUWAIT CONTRIBUTION AND TRUST YOU WILL SEND US DETAILS OF WHETHER AND

HOW THIS APPLIES TO RICE TRIALS PROGRAM. IN MEANTIME WE STRONGLY URGE

YOU NOT BUILD UP ANNUAL RATE OF EXPENDITURE IN 1974 TOO FAR BEYOND TOTAL

OF FUNDS YOU CAN EXPECT TO RECEIVE FOR 1974 SO THAT IF 1975 CONTRIBUTIONS

REMAIN ONLY AT SAME LEVEL YOU WILL AVOID HARSH NECESSITY OF CUTTING BACK

IN 1975. WE CALCULATE YOUR AVAILABILITIES FOR THE PRESENT YEAR AT ABOUT

FOUR HUNDRED SEVENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WITHOUT INCLUDING WHATEVER IS

AVAILABLE FROM KUWAIT CONTRIBUTION. REGARDS.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. Agrtculture & Rural Developmuet

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APfROV E)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INTERNATIONAL DEVP OPMENT INTERNArIONAL DAN K FINTER-NATI NAL FINAN CE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTPUCiON AND DEVELO CENT CORPORATiON

OFFIC MEM ORANDUM
Mr. George Darnell April 8, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: ARDA -- Reviews by Bank Staff of Headquartars and Field Operations

On the basis of your recent discussion o[ this subject with Mr.
Roger Rowe of the est Africa Region, you asked me to draft terms of
reference which might be used by Bank staff, whether from headquarters
or from Abidjan, if they visited WARDA's headquarters in Monrovia or
any of the 30 or so sites for the field trials of the 1-1 program in
the various member countries of WARDA.

I understand that regional staff will be visiting Liberia in May
on general agricultural matters and could devote some time to, discuss
the WARDA prograin with the Executive Secretary of WARDA, Mr. Diouf, and
his headquarters staff. They could also visit the one field trials site
in Liberia which is at the Central Agricultural Research Station at Suakoko
as well as the Seed Stage and Service Center in Monrovia which is part of
the program. On the basis of the June 1973 proposal whi.ch Mr. Diouf made
to TAC and the CG, the mission should be asked if it would:

(a) discuss the initiation of the W-1 program in 1974 with Mr. Diouf
and his staff with a view to assessing the efficiecoy with which
the prograu is being managed fron headquarters, including its
relation to the W-2 to W-4 research teams;

(b) assess the work of the Scientific Director, Dr. ten Have, and
ascertain the situation with respect to the duration of his tenure
and his possible replacement;

(c) examine, if staffing permits, the way in which the field trial
units are costed, staffed and organized;

(d) discuss WAIDA's- proposals for moving from the 1974 initial pro-
grain into the 1975-78 period;

(e) review in the field in Suakoko the actual implementation of the
field trial, and review the work of the Seed Service and Storage
Center in Monrovia; and

(f) discuss with Mr. Diouf the other centers w1i h are sufficiently
advanced for field visits. (Thc Se cretaria will acquan t him
with our intention of making fiel visits aS sf permit.)

With respect to actual fiel'd visits, thse could be made by Bank staff
members only as part o01 broader visits to the countries in question. Again,
the June 1973 report by WARDA j thie basic briefing fcr any such iassio,.
In the field, we would like 1he isi to:



Mr. Darnell - 2 - April 8, 1974

(a) check on actual progress in impelementing the field trials, in-
eluding the staffing, organization and management of the unit;

(b) -determine the obstacles that the program may be facing, the
methods that are being used to overcome them, achievements al-
ready made or likely in the near future;

(c) assess the adequacy of the techniques being used and of the
staffing provided, and the trend in costs; and

(d) perhaps most importantly, secure the views of the agricultural
experts and administrators of the country concerned on the opera-
tion and effectiveness of the field trials unit within the research
program of the country.

BMC:mcj
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REPORT OF FIRST SESSION OF

THE STEERING COMMITTEE, DAKAR

1-3 APRIL 1974

The first session of the steering Committee was held

in Dakar, Republic of Senegal between 1-3 April 1974. A list

of participants is given in Appendix I.

I. OPENING OF THE SESSION

1. The meeting was opened by H.E. Adrien Senghor, Minister

of Rural Development of the Republic of Senegal who welcomed

members of the Committee and indicated, with reference to the

scourge of drought in Sahelian countries, the importance Senegal

attached to the work of the Committee and WARDA in the develop-

ment of rice production in West Africa.

2. In replying, the Executive Secretary on behalf of

the steoring Committee and WARDA expressed gratitude to

the Government of the Republic of Senegal for hosting the meet-

ing in Dakar.

II. ELECTION OF THE CHAIRMAN, VICE-CHAIRMAN AND OF RAPPORTEUR

3. The following were elected unanimously:

Chairman Dr. S.V.S. Shastry - nominated

by Dr. Djibril Sene and seconded

by Dr. W.R. Furtick.

Vice-Chairman Mr. Vernon Ross - nominated by

Dr. L.J. Marenah and seconded

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon.

Rapporteur Dr. L.J. Marenah - nominated

by Mr. B.O.E. Amon and seconded

by Dr. J. Nickel.

III. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

4. The agenda of the session was adopted after amending the
provisional agenda proposed by the WARDA Secretariat (Appendix
II).
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IV. TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE . TERIWG COMMITTEE

5. The Committee included in its agenda a consideration

of its terms of reference as outlined in the exchange of letters

in 1973 between the:Chairman of CGIAR and the Executive

Secretary of WARDA and a study of the WARDA structure. These

general terms of reference had been accepted in part by the

Executive Secretary with the endorsement of the WARDA Governing

Council.

6. The Executive Secretary detailed the research planning,

budgetting and approval procedures for the Wl and other research

activities of WARDA. It was very clear that all these activities

included the active participation by IRRI, IRAT, FAO and IITA.

7. Since Project Wl has been developed and the budget

accepted by the WARDA Governing Council, it was not appropriate

for the Steering Committee to attempt more than to review

the programme and budget as established and make general comments.

8. The Committee concluded that the terms of reference as

proposed by TAC and partly accepted by WARDA were not a workable

basis for the Committee. It therefore recommends that TAC re-

examine the Committee's terms of reference.

9. It would appear that the appropriate function of the

Committee would be more in the form of an independent assessment

of the technical, fiscal, and management procedures and effective-

ness of WARDA in conducting programmes funded by the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research. Something along

the lines of the review procedures developed by the CGIAR for

the International Research Centres is envisaged.

10. Initially the Committee's function should involve an

in-depth review of the programme at appropriate time annually.

Once TAC was satisfied with the level of performance, the

interval of review could be less frequent.

11. The Committee would have a dual role of making

recommendations to WARDA on means of strengthening its technical

and management performance and to the TAC as a basis for

determining the level and type of support provided and conditions
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that should be placed on such support.

V. THE COORDINATED TRIALS

12. The Executive Secretary in introducing this item

referred to trials under different ecological conditions, the

solution to problems of plant quarantine, seed storage and

treatment, and the need for proper training and adequate

supervision of the field assistants. All the different trials

have begun except the insect control trials for which the

insecticides have not yet been obtained.

13. During the discussions the Committee highlighted the

following and recommended:

(a) the extension of the trials from stations to

farmers fields and a comparative study of the

results obtained from the two groups of sites.

(b) The provision of packaged inputs for the trials.

(c) Better training of field assistants and their

supervision in order to improve local research

capability.

(d) Attention to maximising the efficiency of input

in view of their increasing costs.

(e) The results of these trials should provide

feedback to the researchers and thus influence

research at national and international research

centers.

(f) The development of the human element through

research workers participating in training and

research workshops, field days and the award

of prizes or travel fellowship for workers with

the best performance was emphasized.

(g) Further applied research at the local level

complementary to the coordinated trials to

maximise benefits derived from these trials.
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(h) A better knowledge and definition of the

ecology of experiment station, in order to

facilitate interpretation or application of

results elsewhere was also mentidned.

(i) The coordinated variety trials will need to be

continuously supported by screening tests to

determine varietal reaction to various pests and

diseases.

VI. BUDGETS FOR 1974 ArT 1975

14. The amended budgets for 1974 and 1975 in respect of

Project Wl were considered by the Commitee and approved.

15. In considering these budgets there was no question

regarding external financing for central coordination, workshops

and training in relation to the coordinated trials, but some

feeling was expressed about the need for the member countries

to meet the full local costs of the coordinated trials. There

was a consensus supporting the philosophy that as r long-term

policy, member countries should increasingly meet the local

costs including the salaries and allowances of field assistants

or research workers involved, especially after the benefits

of these trials have been demonstrated. The more individual

member countries accept these trials as their own with the necessary

financial commitments, the higher can be expected the returns

from the total investment in them.

16. In view of the current financial burden on member

countries in supporting WARDA and partially meeting the local

costs of the trials and also because a large number of the

world's least developed countries are in the WARDA region, the

Committee did not consider it expedient to pursue this approach.

This aspect could be reviewed in a few years time.

VII. PROBLEMS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS TRIALS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR IMPROVEMENT

17. A more complete assessment of the problems encountered

in condubting the coordinated trials and suggestions for
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improvement will emerge from the first Annual Research Review

meeting due to be held in May 1974.

18. Meanwhile the Executive Secretary has identified the

following major problems:

(a) The shortage of research staff at the professional

level in Monrovia during the first two seasons

of the trials which had militated against the

frequent supervision of the trials in member

states of WARDA.

(b) With the relatively large amounts of seed

required, some of which is imported into the

Region, there is an urgent need for seed storage

and treatment facilities as well as the expansion

of the plant quarantine facilities at Moor

Plantation, Ibadan.

(c) There have been considerable delays in getting
'results of trials. This may be solved by a

mission from WARDA visiting member states to

assist in the proper and timely collection of

data.

(d) With the delay in the implementation of projects

W2, W3 and W4, plant protection officers under
these projects are not available to support the

trials.

(e) In some cases the current methods of channelling

correspondence to member countries have resulted

in unnecessary delay and will have to be reviewed.

(f) There are indications already that the field
assistants need additional training to improve

their skills and to improve the standard of

recording.

VIII. ANY OTHER MATTERS

19. Recruitment of Research Coordinator: The Executive
Secretary consulted the Committee regarding two applications for
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the vacant- post of Research Coordinator, the former research

coordinator's contract terminating with effect from 17 March,

1974. The applications from Drs. H. Will (Sierra leone) and

T.M. Wormer (Netherlands) were supported by curriculum vitae.

20. In view of his better qualifications and experience

for the job, his orientation and familiarity with rice research

problems in the region, the Committee recommended the appoint-

ment of Dr. %ill as Dr. ten Have's successor.

21. Extra Funds for Projects W2 W3 and W4: The Executive

Secretary drew the attention of the Committee to the rigidity

of funding for Projects W2, W3 and W4 under bilateral aid arrange-

ments. This is adversely affecting the initial and/or efficient

implementation of these projects. Considering the importance of

the successful integration of this group of projects with Wl,

the Executive Secretary proposed an application to TAC for a

catalyst lump sum of approximately 100,000 dollars to support

the three projects.

22. The Committee recommended that this problem should be

brought to the notice of TAC.

IX. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING

23. The Committee decided to $ .ave open the date and place

of its next session.

24. The Committee held the view that a convenient time for

the Executive Secretary of WARDA to propose a date for the next

meeting of the Committee would be after the July/August Budget

session of Consultative Group and when the reactions of TAC to

the report of the first session of the Committee (particularly

to the proposals for its terms of reference) are known.

X. CONSIDERATION AND ADOPTION OF REPORT

25. The Committee unanimously adopted the report and finally

expressed its sincere thanks to Dr. Shastry for the able and

efficient manner in which he had chaired the meetings.
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April 5, 1974

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development

Association
E.J. Roy. Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf i

I refer to the exchange of letters between you and Mr. Demuth
dated September 12 and October 3, 1973, on the scientific management
of the WARDA W-1 program and to your letter of December 31 concerning
the composition of the Steering Committee for the W-1 program.

You will recall that the Consultative Group meeting on November
1-2, 1973, concluded that the exchange of letters provided an adequate
basis for proceeding with the W-1 program and for endeavoring to organize
financial support among donors. You will have noted that there are
several points in which the ideas expressed in your letter of October
3 modify somewhat the positions expressed in Mr. Demuth's September 12
letter and in the TAC Resolution appended to it. You offered in your
letter to discuss these matters during the November meeting, but this
did not turn out to be possible. Furthermore, as indicated in your letter
of December 31, the Governing Council of WARDA has nominated three members
to the Steering Committee to represent the WARDA member governments and
one independent scientist.

To establish an agreed basis for the operation of the Steering Com-
mittee, we have drafted a Terms of Reference for the Committee, taking
into account both your letters and the views expressed by Mr. Demuth and
by TAC. I am enclosing the draft and am also sending it to Sir John
Crawford, the Chairman of TAC. I should like to have your comments as
well as Sir John's, so that we can have an agreed framework of operation
for the Steering Committee.

It may be useful to indicate points where the draft Terms of Reference
express more specifically some of the matters raised in the exchange of
letters:

(1) Paragraph 2 expresses the responsibility of the Steering Com-
mittee to the Governing Council and its obligation to report
annually through the Executive Secretary.
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(2) In paragraph 3, we have followed the TAC Proposal that therebe two member country representative, which we regard as
adequate in a Committee of eight. We hve as seciid
that the independent scientist wuld have also specified
WARDP Governing Council. appointed by the

(3) In paragraph 4, we have stated the consultative role of theSteering Committee in the selection of the Scientific irector
and that he shall be responsible for the W-1 througg W-4 pro-gram.

(4) 1n Paragraph 5, item (a) enables the Committee to recommendmodifications of the design of the program as necessary in thelight of experience. We regard this an an appropriate Con-mittee function though, for the reasons you have indicated
we would not expect major changes in the short period with
which, for the moment, we are concerned.

Item (b) gives the Comittee a budget and expenditure responsi-bility, including the establishment of a separate account forthe W-1 program, which is a necessary part of accounting to theConsultative Group for the use of the funds each year.
Item (d) gives the Committee the right to approve any furtherexpansion of the W-1 program; in terms of effective scientificmanagemen and execution of the project, it is not desirable orpracticable to divide the program according to sources of financ-Ing.

(5) In paragraph 6, we have formulated a set of relationships betweenthe Steering Committee, the WARM Governing Council and relatedCommittees, the Executive secretary of WARM, and the ConsultativeGroup on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR).

(6) Paragraph 7 contains the statement that the Scientific Committeemay in due course absorb the Steering Committee.

The basic point is that the CGIAR wishes to support the W-1 program andthat the role of the Steering Committee is essentiarly to provide adequatescientific leadership and supervision to guide the W-1 program. On the basisof the Steering Committee reports, we would expect you as Executive Secre-tary to submit a report to Centers Week and to the TAC when they meet In July/August of each year concerning the progress of the W-l program. This indeedwould be the basic mechanism for the coordination of the WAR program withthe Consultative Group. In addition, from time to time, as is the case withthe international centers, we would expect, as stated in the TC Resolution,#hat there would be an external review of the progress of the program.

Finally, it would be helpful for us in understanding the operation ofWARDA as a whole, if you could let us have information on two points inparticular:
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(1) The firm which is responsible for conducting your annual audits.In principle, we would not wish to have a different audit firm for the W-1program but rather to work within the WARDA auditing process, so long asthe W-1 expenditures were specifically identified as is suggested in thedraft Terms of Reference, Item 5(b).

(2) The membership of the existing Scientific and Technical Committee,both in terms of the institutions represented and the names of the peopleon the Committee with some short statement of their qualifications. Weshould also like to know how these members are elected and the duration oftheir terms.

I am writing you separately regarding the financing available fromthe CGIAR for the 1974 WARDA W-1 program and the annual review procedures
for Group-sponsored activities, including the nature of the 1975 programand budget paper which we would expect to receive from you and circulate
to CG members and TAC well before Centers Week at the end of July. I wouldhope, too, in this regard that we can arrange for Bank staff to visit you,possibly in the course of May.

I look forward to having your response to this letter, in particularyour comments on the attached draft Terms of Reference for the Steering Com-mittee for the W-l program. Perhaps you could also let us know the situationwith respect to Dr. ten Have, since we understand that his term as scientificdirector may be completed in the near future.

With beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Enclosure

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. Peter A. Oram -- FAO
Mr. William T. Mashler -- UNDP
Mr. Roger Rowe

r MC/HG:mj



STEERING COMMITTEE FOR THE W-1 PROGRAM

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE

1. With respect to that part of WARDA's research program (Item W-1)

which consists of coordinated rice trials at a network of locations in

West Africa, the Governing Council of WARDA shall establish a Steering

Committee which shall be responsible for the W-1 program, such responsi-

bilities to include (1) oversight of the coordinated trials and associated

training activities, and (2) ensuring the active involvement of appropriate

international agricultural research institutes.

2. The Steering Committee shall be responsible to the Governing

Council of WARDA, and shall report to it annually through the Executive

Secretary.

3. The Steering Committee shall consist of eight (8) members repre-

senting: the Executive Secretariat of WARDA, IITA, IRRI, IRAT, FAO and two

member countries of WARDA appointed by the Governing Council. The eighth

member shall be an independent scientist chosen by the Governing Council.

4. A scientific director shall be appointed to lead the execution

of the W-1 program in an integrated manner with the W-2, W-3 and W-4 items

of the overall WARDA research program, for which he shall also be responsible.

Such scientific director shall be appointed by the Executive Secretary after

consultation with the Steering Committee. He shall report quarterly to the

Steering Committee on the progress of the W-1 program.

5. The Steering Committee shall guide the execution of the W-1 program,

and specifically will: -
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(a) follow the progress of the projects which constitute the pro-

gram and review and recommend modification of its design as

necessary in the light of experience;

(b) approve the budget for the program, including the budgets for

each of the coordinated trials, and authorize expenditures on

the program by the Executive Secretariat from a separate ac-

count established for the W-1 program and audited annually by

a firm acceptable to the Committee;

(c) regulate the expansion of the coordinated trials of the W-l pro-

gram, in phase with the improvement of the scientific capabilities

of the member countries of WARDA to supervise the trials;

(d) approve any further expansion of the W-l program which the

Scientific or Advisory Committees may recommend to the Govern-

ing Council as additional funds become available for W-1 from

whatever source;

(e) ensure that arrangements are made for training programs for field

trials officers and for more senior research staff; and

(f) ensure close cooperation with IITA and the development of an active

program of collaboration with IITA, IRRI and IRAT.

6. The Scientific and the Advisory Committees of WARDA shall transmit

their reports and recommendations (in both French and English) on the W-l

program through the Steering Committee to the Governing Council. Based on

a report from the Steering Committee, the Executive Secretary shall submit

a report on the W-1 program to the Consultative Group on International Agri-

cultural Research (CGIAR) and to the Group's Technical Advisory Committee by

March 31 of each year, together with a draft program and budget paper for

the following calendar year. The Steering Committee shall be responsible for

drafting the program and budget in time to meet this schedule.
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7. If the Governing Council and the CGIAR so agree, after two or

three years' experience and when IITA has appointed a member to the Sci-

entific Committee, the Steering Committee shall be merged with the

Scientific Committee, which shall then take on the responsibilities of

the Steering Committee.

April 5, 1974
Consultative Group Secretariat
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April 5, 1974

Sir John Crawford
32 Melbourne Avenue
Deakin
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
Australia

Dear Sir John:

I am writing to you on the WARDA W-1 program; there are still some
lose ends to tie up with respect to the scientific management of the W-1
program. To move the matter along, we have drafted a Terms of Reference
for the W-1 Steering Committee which we are now sending to you and Mr.
Diouf for comment.

I am enclosing for your reference the exchange of letters between
Mr. Demuth and Mr. Diouf on September 12, October 3, and October 17 of
last year, Mr. Diouf's letter of December 31 to Mr. Graves regarding
nominations for the Steering Committee, and a copy of Mr. Graves' cable
of February 4 on financial aspects of the WARDA W-1 program for calendar
year 1974. 1 think you have seen all except the cable. I also enclose
Harold Graves' letter to Mr. Diouf on the Steering Committee's Terms of
Reference.

On the financial side we have mobilised, subject to final donor action,
about $475,000 for calendar 1974, including a French contribution of
FF500,000 for 1974-77. Harold is writing to Mr. Diouf to ask where he now
stands in terms of actual plans for implementing the W-1 program and to re-
quest a program and budget paper for 1975 in accord with the Bell report.
A copy of this letter will be sent to you.

Concerning the Steering Committee, you will recall that the November
1973 Consultative Group meeting endorsed the exchange of letters between
Mr. Demuth and Mr. Diouf as constituting a satisfactory basis for establish-
ing the W-1 program. While there are a number of points of agreement be-
tween Mr. Demuth's September letter, including the TAC resolution attached
to it, and Mr. Diouf's replies of October 3 and December 31, there are some
points which remain open-ended. While we could let them run and rely on
the annual reporting mechanism to TAC and Centers Week in July/August of
each year as the safe-guard for ensuring that the WARDA W-1 program was
functioning satisfactorily, a strong case can be made for defining terms
of reference with respect to W-1 and its Steering Committee. Indeed, our
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action is in part prompted by a cable from Brian Webster on behalf of FAO,
indicating that they do not wish to respond to Mr. Diouf's recent invita-
tion to appoint someone to the Steering Committee without having definite
terms of reference for the Committee. The 1973 exchange of letters as
such does not form a consistent and watertight terms of reference for any
Commit tee.

The objectives of TAC was to have responsibility for the W-1 program
placed clearly and unequivocally in the hands of the Steering Committee.
We hope the draft Terms of Reference do this, while also allowing for the
existing organization of WARDA. As you will note from the exchange of cor-
respondence and the latest letter to Mr. Diouf, we have taken certain po--
sitions in the Termi of Reference with respect to the scientific director,
expansion of the W-1 program, control of expenses, etc., and it is on such
points that agreement needs to be reached.

We would appreciate your reaction to the draft Terms of Reference and
would hope to discuss them with you when you are in the Bank later this
month.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

C: Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosures

cc: Mr. Brian Webster - FAO

Mr. William T. Mashler - UNDP
Mr. Roger Rowe

BMC:mcj



Mr. Harold Graves March 27, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

WARDA - Draft Terms of Reference for W-1 Steering Committee

Attached is a draft Terms of Reference (TORS) for the Steering Cola-
mittee which WARDA is to establish as part of the W-1 program. By letter
of December 31, 1973, Mr. Diouf already gives us the nominations for the
Committee on the part of the WARDA Governing Council and we know that he
has written to IITA, FAO and presumably to IRRI and IRAT for their nomina-
tions. Indeed, in response to his letter, FAO cabled the Consultative
Group Secretariat stating that specific terms of reference should be drawn
up for the Committee before they would be prepared to nominate their rep-
resentative.

The draft TORS are based on the TAC Resolution of July 26, 1973, and
the exchange of correspondence in September/October between Mr. Demuth as
Chairman of the Consultative Group and Mr. Diouf the Executive Secretary
of WARDA. As I indicated in my note of October 15, 1973, there are some
points to be reconciled in the exchange of correspondence if there is to
be a clear modus operandi for the Steering Committee. In the draft TORS,
I have made choices on certain points and it will be necessary to have
these choices confirmed or changed in agreement with TAC and WARDA. I
would first like to have your comments on the TORS and would then propose
that you send them to the Chairman of TAC and to Mr. Diouf with a view to
reaching agreement.

Some of the points outstanding are:

(1) Regarding paragraph 2 of the draft TORS, Mr. Diouf has nominated
three member country representatives to the Committee whereas
TAC suggested two, as do the TORS. I have also indicated that
the eighth member, the independent scientist, would be chosen by
the Governing Council without indicating any right of comment or
approval by a CG-related body.

(2) Regarding paragraph 3, the differences include:

- on (a), Diouf feels there is no need for further study of the
W-1 program with a view to its modification;

on (b), the TORS specify an expenditure control and auditing
procedure different from Diouf's arrangement, though I think
they are reconcilable;

- on (c), Diouf would allow expansion of the coordinated trials
program with non-CG money on the advice of his own committees.
I have taken the view that the whole W-1 program must be under
authority of the Steering Committee.
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(3) Regarding paragraph 4, I have attempted to devise a set of
relations between the Steering Committee, the WARDA Govern-
ing Council and related committees, and the TAC/CGIAR
mechanism. I have accepted Diouf's point that the Scientific
and Advisory Committees shall also comment to their Governing
Council on the W-1 program.

(4) In paragraph 5, I have stated that both parties in principle
accept the view that the Scientific Committee could, all being
well, be phased out after two or three years and absorbed by
the existing Scientific Committee.

(5) In paragraph 6, I have acknowledged the right of the Executive
Secretary to appoint the scientific director and that such person
shall be responsible for the W-1 through W-4 programs with the
Steering Committee having only a consultative role in his selec-
tion, in particular in the replacement of Dr. ten Have who is the
present director.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Yudelman
Mr. Darnall
Mr. Neylan

BM:mcj
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STEERING COMIITTEE FOR THE W-1 PROGRAM

TERMS OF RE FERENCE

1. With respect to that part of WARDA's research program (Item W-1)

which consists of coordinated rice trials at a network of locations in

West Africa, which Item the Consultative Group on International Agricul-

tural Research has agreed to help finance over the period 1974-1977, the

Governing Council of WARDA shall establish a Steering Committee which

shall be responsible for the W-1 project, such responsibilities to include

(1) oversight of the coordinated trials and associated training activities,

and (2) ensuring the active involvement of appropriate international agri-

cultural research institutes.

2. The Steering Committee shall consist of eight (8) members repre-

senting: the Executive Secretariat of WARDA, TITA, IRRI, IRAT, FAO and two

member countries of WARDA appointed by the Governing Council. The eighth

member shall be an independent scientist chosen by the Governing Council.

3. The Steering Committee shall have authority to direct (execute)

the W-1 project, including the following responsibilities:

(a) to monitor the programs which constitute the project, including

any necessary review and modification of its design in the light

of experience;

(b) to approve the budgets for each of the coordinated trials and

authorize related expenditures by the Executive Secretariat from

a special account established for the W-1 program and audited

annually by a firm acceptable to the Committee;
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(c) to determine the phasing of any expansion of the coordinated

trials of the W-1 project which must be closely in step with

the improvement of the scientific capabilities of the member

countries of WARDA to supervise the trials and, for this reason,

to approve any further expansion of the W-l program which the

Scientific or Advisory Coimittees may recommend to the Govern-

ing Council on the basis of funds made available for W-1 by

other donors;

(d) to arrange training programs for field trials officers and for

more senior research staff; and

(e) to develop close operational ties with IITA and work out an

active program of collaboration with IITA, IRRI and IRAT.

4. The Steering Committee shall be responsible to the Governing Council

of WARDA, and shall report to it annually through the Executive Secretary.

The Scientific and the Advisory Committees of WARDA shall comment on the W-1

program, transmitting their reports and recommendations through the Steering

Committee to the Governing Council. Based on a report from the Steering Com-

mittee, the Executive Secretary shall submit a report on the W-1 program to

the Technical Advisory Committee and to the Consultative Group by March 31 of

each year, together with a draft programming and budgeting paper for the fol-

lowing calendar year. The Steering Committee shall be responsible for draft-

ing the program and budget in time to meet this schedule.

5. It is intended that, if the Governing Council and the CGIAR so agree,

after two or three years' experience and when IITA has appointed a member to

the Scientific Committee, the Steering Committee shall be merged with the

Scientific Committee which shall then take on the responsibilities of the

Steering Committee.
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6. A scientific director shall be appointed to lead the execution

of the W-1 program in an integrated manner with the W-2, W-3 and W-4

items of the overall WARDA research program, for which he shall also be

responsible. Such scientific director shall be appointed by the Executive

Secretary after consultation with the Steering Committee. He shall report

quarterly to the Steering Committee on the progress of the W-1 program,

taken in the context of the overall WARDA research program.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOC!ATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Harold N. Graves DATE: March 25, 1974

FROM: Jacques Henri Wahl 14 f
SUBJECT: International Agricultural Research

ADRAU/WARDA program WI

JCF/gt
74-54

My authorities have sent me a cable to be forwarded to you.

It reads :

"Please inform the CGIAR Executive Secretary that France will be
able to contribute FF 500, 000 to the financing of the coordinated program
for rice field trials of the Association for the Development of Rice Culture
in Western Africa (program ADRAO/WARDA-W1), which is supported by
the Consultative Group.

That contribution is a global one and applies to the four years of
the program. It is already available in its entirety.

On principles grounds, such a contribution is consistant with the
permanent position taken by the french delegation at CGIAR meetings : to
take into consideration well defined programs, with a limited implementa-
tion length, carried out, whenever possible, through existing agencies, in
close relations with the beneficiary countries.

It is to be stressed that the line of credit thus opened comes as a
complement to the important contributions already provided by the french
government to rice production in Western Africa, either through A DRA 0
channels, or through bilateral cooperation agreements with several of the
member countries of the Association.

It would be desirable that the other members of the CGIAR who
do not have such important additional committments, show a positive
interest for that program, in order that it could be achieved in its entirety.
A larger participation of IDA would especially appear advisable."
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Mr. M. Yudelman March 18, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

WARDA -- Field Review by Bank/Secretariat

Roger Rowe called me about the memorandum I had written on March 14
concearning the desirability of a field check on the operations and manage-
ment of WARDa. Such a visit would help both the Bank and the Secretariat
with respect to the proposed four-year program for the WARDA W-1 coordi-
nated field trials which the CC has begun to sponsor in calendar 1974.

Mr. Rowe referred to my inquiring of Mr. Picciotto whether the staff
member who was going to a vork-shop at ITA in June could call at WARDA
headquarters in the course of his mission. He referred to the continuing
interest of the West African Regional Office in the operations of WARDA
and the working contacts that his office had with WARDA.

The basic point he made is that there is need not only to discuss
matters at headquarters in Monrovia, but to do an actual field check in
some of the 26 locations of the field trials to see what actually is
happening in the operations of W-1 and indeed in WARDA's program generally,
and to obtain the views of the nationals who are working in and with the
WARDA program. He also made the point that Dr. ten Have, the Scientific
Director, would be retiring and that the quality of his successor was an
important consideration in WARDA's effective operation.

I briefly sumarised where we stood with WARDA with respect to the
CG-financing beginning in 1974 and the outstanding questions on the Ia-

proved scientific management if WARDA's organization is to conform to the
requirements established by TAC in July 1973. We agreed to discuss the

matter further when I had drafted letters to Sir John Crawford and to Mr.

Dinuf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, concerning the outstanding questions.

I think we should then review matters with Mr. Rowe and act on his
willingness to arrange some on-the-spot check of WARDA's field operations.
This step could also tie in with our need for some sort of specific re-
view of WARDA's effectiveness for Centers Week or at least for the November
Consultative Group session, so that we can have a weli-informed basis on
which to decide how and how far to maintain support for the WARDA W-1 program.

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. Roger Rowe

BMCmej



Mr. Robert Picclotto March 14, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

West African Rice Development Association (WARM)

I refer to our telephone conversation on March 13 concerning the

WARDA program of coordinated field trials in twelve of its member coun-

tries in West Africa. At its meeting in November 1973, the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research agreed to support this pro-

gram beginning with calendar year 1974. At that stage no funds were

forthcoming around the table, but the Secretariat has subsequently been

able to mobilise some $450,000 for calendar 1974 and there are similar

possibilities for the three or four remaining years of the WARDA W-1

program. While the Group endorsed WARDA's rice program and eventually
six donors came forth with funds, there were reservations expressed at

the July meeting of the TAC and the Consultative Group concerning the

scientific management of WARDA, and therefore concerning the execution

of the program. There was an exchange of letters in September/October

between the then Chairman of the Consultative Group, Mr. Demuth, and

the Executive Secretary of WARDA, Mr. Diouf. We are still clarifying
some of the points concerning the proposed scientific steering committee

which is to supervise the W-l program so as to ensure high standards of

execution.

At a meeting on March 12, Mr. Yudelman mentioned that one of your

staff members would be attending the rice mechanization conference at

IITA from June 10-14 of this year. The point I was raising on the 'phone

was whether this staff member could devote one or two days to visiting

the WARDA headquarters in Monrovia, Liberia, and discussing the contents

and programming of WARDA's work with Mr. Diouf and his staff. The Bank

has not recently had a direct contact with the WARDA program in the field

in this way. The staff member concerned would also find that IITA is

tied in with the program, is indeed a basic support element and is to pro-

vide a member of the proposed steering committee. He could therefore

discuss the WARDA program with IITA staff who are familiar with the per-

sonnel and program of WARDA and have indeed recently done a training

course for 26 technicians from the member countries of WARDA.

From our conversation, I understand that you are prepared in prin-

ciple to consider our request which is made on behalf both of the Bank

and of the Secretariat of the ConsultAtive Group. You will be in touch

with Mr. Vergin on his return from mission to see what might be practi-

cable from the point of view of your staff commitments.

We would greatly appreciate your help which would benefit the Con-

sultative Group program as a whole. We can provide some basic materials

which would be of use to the staff member before he went into the field.
I look forward to hearing from you when you have been able to review the
matter further.

: Mr. Yudelman, Mr. Darnell, Mr. Neylan and Mr. Roger Rowe

Mmcj
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: FEBRUARY 4, 1974
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.

WE NOW HAVE FOLLOWING INDICATIONS OF SUPPORT FOR WARDA FIELD TRIALS

PROGRAM IN 1974. CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY SEEKING AND

EXPECTING SOON TO RECEIVE MINISTERIAL APPROVAL FOR GRANT OF ONE HUNDRED

THOUSAND DOLLARS. FOREIGN MINISTRY OF BELGIUM WILL GRANT TWO MILLION

FRANCS WHICH IS ABOUT FORTY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS. UNITED STATES

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT WILL INCREASE SUPPORT FROM FIFTY

EIGHT THOUSAND TO ABOUT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND. DIRECTORS OF INTERNATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION OF WORLD BANK GROUP ARE CONSIDERING GRANT OF

NINETY FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND EXPECTED TO ACT BY FEBRUARY TWENTY.

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ALREADY EXISTING DUTCH AND BRITISH GRANTS THIS SEEMS

TO INDICATE ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED AND THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS AVAILABLE.

PLEASE CABLE INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT WHERE AND HOW FUNDS SHOULD BE DEPOSITED.

ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE WITH THANKS YOUR LETTER OF DECEMBER THIRTY ONE CONCERNING

DECISIONS YOUR GOVERNING COUNCIL. WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CABLING ACKNOWLEDGMENT

OF THIS MESSAGE. REGARDS.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. A Ir ulture and Rural Development

SIGNATURE ___________V___k_
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE

REFERENCE: HGraves :apm For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Mr. Yudelman January 31, 1974

Harold Graves

WA1IDA

Bruce Cheek probably has mentioned to you that the Belgians have
decided to make 2 million Belgian francs (currently about $45,000)
available for the W-1 program of WARDA. Ian Robertson of the Canadian
International Development Agency was greatly cheered to hear this: his
cold feet are now a bit warmer, and he will proceed to clear a $100,000
grant for WARDA with his minister. CIDA has had some ministerial
troubles with other aid projects which, in the opinion of the minister,
had too little support from other donors; and I promised Robertson to
use best efforts to persuade the Norwegians to put some of their unal-
located funds (say, $25,000) into the WARDA program.

I also talked with Omer Kelley of USAID about the matter. He said
that the United States would now be willing to raise its grant from
$58,000 to a level of $100,000-115,000. I said that IDA was proposing
to start out at $95,000, but would be willing to consider coming up to
the U.S. figure (in our second tranche of grants for 1974).

The arithmetic for WARDA now looks like this:

USAID $ 100,000 perhaps plus $ 15,000
Canada 100,(00
IDA 95,000 perhaps plus 20,000
Netherlands 75,000
Belgium 45,000
United Kingdom 13,000
Norway 0 25,000

$ 428,000 perhaps plus $60,000

HGNj
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: CARRIERE DATE: JANUARY 10, 1974

INTBAFRAD
PARIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT:
Cable No.: 45 WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR REVIVING WITH VERNEDE THE QUESTION OF A

POSSIBLE FRENCH CONTRIBUTION TO WEST AFRICAN RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION.

ALSO WOULD APPRECIATE OPPORTUNITY OF SHORT TALK WITH VERNEDE IF YOU

COULD ARRANGE THAT FOR NINE O'CLOCK NEXT WEDNESDAY MORNING WHEN I WILL

BE PASSING THROUGH PARIS EN ROUTE TO WASHINGTON FROM ADDIS ABABA. REGARDS.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMI1TED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N, Graves, Jr.

DEPT. Agrlcu Lture and Rural Development

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: HGraves : apm For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Association Pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cable: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P. O. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

December 31, 1973

JD/bp/2535/73

Dear Chairman:

I am pleased to inform you that the Third Session of the
Governing Council of WARDA recently concluded at Abidjan,
Ivory Coast approved the recommendation of the Consultative
Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) to set
up a Coordinating Committee for the WARDA Coordinated Trials.
It is made up of representatives from three member countries of
WARDA, IRAT, IRRI, IITA, FAO, WARDA Secretariat and an independent
scientist. Relevant extracts from the minutes of the said
Governing Council meeting are shown below:

"18. Many delegations expressed their concern on the
authority which was to be given to the Committee, recommended
by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the Consultative
Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), to be
set up for Cbordinated trials."

"19. On the invitation of the Chairman, observers from
Cooperating States who are members of the CGIAR, took the floor
to state their views on the matter. They were generally
favourable to the need for strengthening relations between
WARDA and the Consultative Group. They stated that they would
abide by the decision of the Governing Council on this matter."

"20. After a long discussion, the Governing Council decided
to accept the creation of such a Coordinating Committee and
approved its functions as defined in a letter sent by the
Executive Secretary to the Chairman of the CGIAR, which was
appended to the Report of the Executive Secretary."

"21. The Governing Council stressed the provisional nature
that should characterize this Committee whose term should not
exceed a period of 2-3 years. The composition of the Scientific
and Techitical Committee could then be modified to take into
account the recommend~t*s' ;1,11,AR. The Governing Council
further approved the ri6Miati on of _the following scientists to
the Committee: Mr. B.O.E. Amon (Nigeria), Dr. L.J. Marenah
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(Gambia) and Mr. Djibril Sene (Senegal) representating member
states and Dr. S.V.S. Shastry (AICRIP) as the independent
scientist."

The Governing Council also at its Third Session in Abidjan
approved the following to serve on the Committee:

Representing Member States

Mr. B.O.E. Amon, Secretary, Agricultural Research Council
of Nigeria, P.M.B. 5382, Ibadan, Nigeria.

Dr. L.J. Marenah, Director of Agriculture, Department of
Agriculture, Cape St. Mary, Banjul, The Gambia.

Mr. Djibril Sene, Agronomist, Directeur des Services de
Recherche, C.N.R.A. de Bambey, Senegal.

Independent Scientist

Dr. S.V.S. Shastry, Director, AICRIP, Rajendranagar,
Hyderabad-30, Andrha Pradesh, India.

IITA, IRRI, IRAT and the FAO have been contacted to
forward names of their nominees.

Please accept, Dear Chairman, the assurances of my high
consideration.

Yours sin e-rly,

JaCt[ues Diouf
Executive Secretary

The Chairman
Consultative Group on International

A *ltural Research
H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20033



INTERNATIONAL DEVE..OPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK Fl INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND CE'ELCPMENT CORFORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Baum and Mr. Yudelman - DATE: December 26, 1973

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: WARDA

You will remember that at the most recent meeting of the ConsultaLive

Group, the Secretariat was instructed to consult with members to see what

additional funds could be found for the W-1 (field trials) program of the

West African Rice Development Association (WARDA).

The WARDA budget for 1974 presented to TAC and the Consultative Group

amounted to $767,000. Mr. Diouf, the Executive Officer of WARDA, says it

would be possible to defer until 1975 $160,000 of this amount which was to

have been spent, under the W-1 program, on the Moor quarantine stationat

Ibadan. That would reduce his budget to $607,000 for 1974.

Previously, WARDA had bilateral funding pledged to the W-1 pragran

for 1974 as follows:

Netherlands $75,000
US3AID 50,00

Utted Yingdomn __tj

$146,OOC.

We are now informed that the Canadians are willing to make $100,000

available, and that the French also are considering a contribution. The

United States already had indicated that it would be willing to ircase

its grant to an amount not exceeding 25 pr cent of the total funding of

the W-1 program by all donors.

If the International Development Asa ciation were to join the funding

of the W-1 pwogram on the basis of the same 25 per cent formula as the

United States, its contribution apparently would need to be s-omewhere

between $94,000 and $144,000. If Canada were the only new donor apart

from IDA, the arithmetic would be as follcws:

Canada $100,000

IDA 94,000
USAID 94,600

Netherlands 75,000
U. K. 13,000

$376,000.



Mr. Baum and Mr. Yudelman - 2 - December 26, 1973

-If the-French agreed to contribute $100,000 (which is about the maxi-

mum that can be imagined), the arithmetic would be:

IDA $144,000
USAID 144,000
Canada 100,000
France 100,000

Netherlands 75,000
U. K. 13,000

$576,000.

While neither total would meet the smaller of Mr. Diouf's two budgets,

either presumably would be useful; the number of points at which field

trials would be conducted (intended to be 26) could be reduced to fit

the funds available.

For 1975, the Consultative Group will be presented with a full W-1

budget of $767,000 or more. If the British adhere to their present

intention of terminating their assistance to WARDA, there will be one

less donor.

IDA might then be asked to make a contribution of $192,000 or more

to WARDA in 1975. As you know, it seems virtually certain that the

requirerents of activities previously endorsed by the Consultative

Crc n- - th't WARDA, Pr; going to exceed tne sums available in

19Y5 irom the meLabers uf the Consultative Crcup, including lDA.

HGraves :apm
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 13, 1973

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: WARDA

The Financial Attache of the Netherlands Embassy, Baron de Vos van

Steenwijk, called on the telephone this afternoon to say that his

Government would be willing to make $75,000 available for the W-1 pro-

gram of the West African Rice Development Association (WARDA) in 1974,

provided that other donors would come forward in support of this program.

I said that we had received indications that the Canadians also were

considering the matter and, if the Canadians made an affirmative decision,

that it was possible that the Bank also would make some funds available

for W-1.

cc: Mr. Yudelman/Mr. Darnell

HGraves : apm
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Files 
December 13, 1973

Harold Graves

WARDA

The Financial Attache of the Netherlands Embassy, Baron de Vos van
Steewijk, called on the telephone this afternoon to say that his
Govermlent would be willing to wake $75,000 available for the W-1 pro-
gram of the West African XLce Development Association ( jARDA) in 1974,
provided that other donors would come forward in support of this program.
I said that we had received indications that the Canadians also were

considering the matter and, if the Canadiana made an affirmative decision,
that it was possible that the Bank also would make some funds available
for W-1.

cc: Mr. Yudelman/Mr. Darnell

HGr aves , ap
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA COMMISSION ECONOMIQUE POUR L'AFRIQUE

AFRICA HALL
ADDIS ABABA

CABLE: ECA. ADDis ABABA DATE 3 December 1973
P. 0. Box 3001
TELEPHONE 47000-47200 REFERENCE

Dear Sir,

I understand the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research met recently in Washington, D.C. and approved the financing
of the Wi (Rice Variety Trials) Project of- the West African Rice
Development Association (WARDA) depending on contributions to be made
by other donors. The total cost of project is $767,500 per annum and
will service trials in the 14 nations of West Africa comprising
Dahomey, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mauritania,
Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Siera Leone, Togo and Upper Volta.

Realizing the increasing importance of rice in the diet of the
people as well as in the economies of these West African countries,
ECA, together with UNDP, FAO and a number of bilateral donor countries,
was instrumental in 1969 in encouraging the 14 West African nations
to form the association for upgrading, marketing and expanding rice
production in the area* Since the initial stages, some progress has
been made and we believe the requested project is a step in the right
direction and one worthy of support from those interested in assisting
in improving the food situation in West Africa. In this connection,
it will be appreciated if ECA's interest is made known to responsible
parties in your organization together with the hope they find it
possible to assist WARDA in implementing this project. Meanwhile, it is
possible That an official request has already gone forward to your
organization directly from Mr. Jacque Diouf, Executive Secretary, WARDA,P.O. Box 1019, Monrovia, Liberia. If so, this lettier is simply in
support of such a request.

Sincerely yours,

R.K.A. Garkiner
Executive Secretary

Mr., L.J. C. Evans
Director
Agriculture Projects Department
IBRD
Washington, D 0 Ce
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

WARDA73AC /7

TRAINING CENTRE FOR WARDA

Abidjan, December 1973



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Committee
(13-15 December, Abidjan, Ivory Coast)

WARDA/7 3/Ac 3/7

TRAINING CENTRE FOR WARDA

One of the major constraints to increasing rice production

in member states is the shortage of trained personnel for

Extension Services in these States. With this in mind, the

Governing Council at its First ExtraOrdinary Session held in Bamako,

Mali in May 1972 approved the running of a Rice Production Specialist

Course (RPSC) annually. The first of these was held from June to

November 1973 at the IITA Ibadan.

WARDA got maximum support and cooperation for the course from

the Director of IITA and his staff. In view of the fact that the

IITA deals with many crops other than rice and because countries

serviced by IITA made requests for production training courses for

other crops to the IITA, this Institute has found it impossible to

host the RPSC every year and cannot undertake the course in 1974.

WARDA established contacts with the Government of the Ivory Coast

in October 1973 with a view to soliciting its assistance to run the

course at Bouak4 in 1974. The Secretariat is hopeful that the

Government of the Ivory Coast will not turn down this request but

appresiates that Bouak4 is also a National Training Centre for

Ivory Coast with its own set programmes. Consequently, the use

of Bouak4 in 1974 could at best be considered a temporary measure.

WARDA would therefore need to find a permanent solution for a

training centre for its courses.

During the 1973 RPSC course, two trainees were invited per

member country. Many member states have contacted the Executive

Secretary about the wish for this number to be increased substantially

if the desired increase in rice production is to be achieved fairly
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quickly. Other member states have also proposed that the minimum

requirement of Diploma in Agriculture plus five years field

experience or a first degree in Agriculture is so high that they

might be unable to supply candidates after another year or two.

From the foregoing, a clear need for a Training Centre mainly

for Rice Production Specialist appears to have been established.

The Secretariat has given considerable thought to this idea and

would appeal strongly to the Governing Council for the approval

of the project in principle. The Secretariat proposes that two

types of candidates be taken for the course:

(a) those with Diploma or B.Sc Agriculture to attend the
normal five-month RPSC and

(b) those with High School qualification to attend first

a five-six month orient.ticn and remedial courses

before joining the normal five-month RPSC.

Some of the graduates from this programme will undergo teaching

practice by training Field Assistants operating the Coordinated

Trials. This is to ensure that our trainees are able to impart the

newly acquired knowledge to others on returning to member states.

The Centre is proposed for Monrovia where the professional staff

of WARDA can assist as resource lecturers. Facilities needed in-

clude a dormitory for 120 trainees, a lecture theatre, dining and

recreational facilities. To successfully implement this project,

the Government of Liberia will be contacted to provide land for

this project.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Committee
(13-15 December, Abidjan, Ivory Coast)

WARDA/7 3/AC3/6

PROGRAMMES OF THE ASSOCIATION

The programmes of the Association are coordinated by the

Executive Secretary assisted by the Deputy Executive Secretary.

The Association is made up of the Executive Secretariat, a

Research Department, a Development Department, an Administrative

and Finance Division and the Documentation, Translation and

Editing and Data Processing Division. A programme of work was

prepared after a series of joint meetings by the various

divisions.

Office of the Executive Secretary

(i) The Executive Secretary is responsible for the day

to day management of the Association and the monitoring of all

the projects. A network analysis has been prepared for all

projects.

In 1974 the Executive Secretary will visit Member- States

and Cooperating States and Organisations to solicit further

financing for WARDA activities and to brief them on the progress

being made by the Association. He would also seize the opportunity

to contact new sources of finance and assistance with other

countries and organisations.

During one of his two visits to Member States in 1974, he

will seize the opportunity to sound potential member countries

on their wish to join WARDA.

During visits to Senegal, Niger and Mali, the Executive
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Secretary would discuss the possible contribution of WARDA with
a view to find some solutions to the drought problem in the

Sahelian zone of West Africa.

He is also to attend the meetings of the CGIAR and contact

USAID Washington, D.C. in July and November 1974.

The Executive Secretary is to submit an Activity Report to

the Governing Council annually. That for 1974 is planned for

October/November.

The Executive Secretary holds Administrative Meetings on
Mondays and Technical Meetings on Fridays with the staff concerned.

As this has proved a useful way of monitoring the activities of

the various members of staff and is also an opportunity for general

information on WARDA, it will be continued in 1974.

Field Days which will focus attention on the work of WARDA

are to be organised in all member countries in 1974.

A programme for the attendance of WARDA staff at International

Conferences cannot be supplied since dates of these conferences
are not known. Representation at such conferences will be based
strictly on the speciality of staff concerned and the overall

interests of the Association.

(ii) The Deputy Executive Secretary assists the Executive

Secretary in the running of the Secretariat. He is however

directly responsible for seminars, training and meetings of the

Association.

Seminars have proved useful in pooling available information on

rice in West Africa. The programme for 1974 is as follows:

February 4-8: Rice Project Managers' Meeting
April 22-26: Socio Economic Aspects of Rice

Cultivation in West Africa

July 15-19: Annual WARDA Research Review

September 9-13: Economics of Fertilizer Use in

Rice Production.

It is exprected that results obtained

from WARDA Coordinated Trials will

prove helpful.
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All Seminars will be held in Monrovia, Liberia.

Training

The Rice Production Specialist Course is planned to start
on June 1, 1974. The Association intends to invite two trainees

per member country. The IITA has informed WARDA of its inability

to accomodate the course in 1974, but expressed willingness to

consider hosting the course in 1975. Because of the importance
of the course and its relevance to rice production, WARDA has
established contact with the Ivory Coast Goverrment with a view
to conduct the course at Bouak6. This is yet to be finalised,

but there are indications that the course might have to start
in August as this is considered the most suitable time for
Bouak4. It is expected that both the USAID and the Ford Foundation
will finance this project.

The Field Assistants training course is scheduled to start
anytime between February and April, 1974. It will be an opportunity
to complete the training of all the Field Assistants taking part
in the Coordinated Trials in the region. Emphasis in this course
will be placed on plant protection and experimentation.

Meetings

It is proposed that the Scientific and Technical Committee,
the Advisory Committee and the Governing Council meetings of
WARDA take place in October or November 1974. This will allow
more time for contacting member states for their contributions
before the beginning of the new financial year i.e. January.

(iii) The Senior Agricultural Adviser will liaise with
the FAO and be responsible for the general management of FAO
staff at WARDA. He will continue to give advise to the
Executive Secretary and is expected to review the network in
January and June 1974. He is to issue a Progress report on Rice
Development Projects in West Africa which will form part of
a yearly publication by WARDA to be entitled "Rice Development in
West Africa."

DeveSopment Department

Staff recruitment will be intensified. Vacancies to be filled
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dxist in all the three divisions of the Department namely:

Project Design, Project Quantification and Loans Management

Division. Experts from France, USAID and Switzerland are expected

to assume duties in 1974.

Following requests received, project identification and

preparation shall be undertaken in Dahomey, Togo, Senegal, Mali,

Niger, Ivory Coast and Liberia. Additional studies could be

undertaken and consultancy provided depending on the requests

from member governments and availability of funds. Cooperation

with IBRD, ADB and other financing organisations shall be rein-

forced.

The overall supervision and monitoring of the Seed

Multiplication Project which is financed by France and- the

Mechanisation project is to be undertaken by the Senior Agricultural

Adviser. The Senior Adviser will issue progress reports on the

projects and redraft the Mechanisation Project in liaison with

the FAO. The Mechanisation Project is to be largely financed by

Cooperating States through the supply of experts to WARDA. It

is proposed that the Mechanisation Expert and his Associate come

from Italy, one Economist and an Associate from Belgium, while

one Associate Engineer would come from the FAO.

The Senior Agricultural Adviser will maintain contacts with

ongoing rice projects in the region following the February seminar.

A list of equipment based on experts' advice will be compiled and

sent to the FAO for comments before they are procured.

A Rice Development Report is to be submitted for publishing

in March 1974.

Research Department

Overall coordination of WARDA Research activities will continue

to be the responsibility of the Research Coordinator. The

Research Coordinator is to submit an Annual Report in June of every

year starting from June 1974.

The Coordinated Trials (Wl) and its associated Projects:

supplementing the Regional Plant Quarantine Station at Ibadan

and the operation of a Seed Storage and Treatment Centre at
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Monrovia are to be financed by the Consultative Group for

International Agricultural Research (CGIAR).

The construction of the Seed Storage and Treatment Centre

financed by the USAID is expected to be completed in April

1974 when a Seed Superintendent is to join WARDA. Equipment

for the Centre have been ordered and should arrive in

January/February 1974. The Seed Centre should be in a position

to order seeds in advance, assemble them for treatment in April

and September 1974 and dispatch them to member states in May and

October 1974 for sowing the two rice crops.

The glasshouses for the Plant Quarantine activities of WARDA

are expected to be ready in June 1974. Staff are to be recruited

for the Quarantine Project as from April 1974 to enable them

undergo some training before the commencement of the project.

Equipment specifications have been obtained. The equipment

should arrive by April 1974.

The Coordinated Trials are expected to be planted by

March/April 1974. The first crop should be harvested between

June 15 and December 31, 1974, while the second crop should be

ready between January and March 1975. Results obtained from

the second crop of 1973 should be sent to WARDA headquarters by

May 1974. Processing of these results will be completed by

August/September 1974. The Research reports on the first and

second crops of 1973 should be ready in May and December 1974

respectively.

Breeding and screening of lines now planned for Rokupr,

Mopti, Bouak4, Suakoko and IITA are to be expanded in 1974

to include Nyankpala (Ghana), Djibelor (Senegal) and Badeggi

(Nigeria). This needs to be approved by the Governing Council.

The expansion is at no extra cost to member countries but is

merely an expansion of the varietal improvement activity. One

WARDA Breeder from India is expected to assume duty in Mopti by

June 1974, while another requested from United Kingdom is

expected at Rokupr between January and March 1974.
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The experts and their Associates to execute the Soil

fertility and management project at Rokupr and Richard Toll

are to be supplied by the United Kingdom and France and should

be at post in 1974.

For the Plant Protection project, the Plant Pathologist

to be based at the IITA, the Weed Specialist at Mopti and their

Associates are expected to be in post in 1974. The Entomologist

financed by USAID resumed at Rokupr in November 1973.

A list of equipment has been compiled for the Special

Research Projects W2, W3 and W4 and they should be purchased in

1974 when the scientists to undertake the projects arrive.

Financing for the projects is being solicited from many Cooperating

States.

Documentation Translation and Editing and Data Processing Division

The Documentalist and his Associate are expected to be in

post early in 1974. The production of the second and third

issues of the "World Reference" are planned for May and October

1974 respectively. Inventory of documents and their classification

should be completed by January 1974. Collection of documents fro=

member countries will start again in March/April 1974. The

indexing of 250 documents is to be completed in 1973. The indexes

are to be sent to Rome for checking and comments received by

mid-January 1974.

All reports and publications are to be translated into

French and English. The brochure on WARDA: "What it is, What

it does and How it Works" is to be revised annually starting

from August 1974. A more detailed publication on WARDA will be

issued in April 1974. WARDA Progress Reports are to be issued

twice a year - 1st April and 1st October, while a WARDA Newsletter

is to be produced every three months in March, June, September

and December starting from 1974.

In view of the length of our Rice Production Specialist

Course (six months) and the Field Assistants Training Course

(six weeks) and the need to use the services of interpreters

for our seminars and meetings which take up about two months of
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the year, there appears justification for having full time

interpreters. If approved by the Governing Council, two

interpreters may be recruited full time in 1974.

Data Processing Unit

The expert is to resume work by January 1974 to join the

Associate Expert who has been at post since July 1973. The

programme of work of this unit will include:

(i) The processing of the Coordinated Trials result in

April and May 1974.

(ii) Collection of rice statistics from member states.

This should be completed by June/July 1974.

The updating of these data is to be done annually.

(iii) The publication of "WARDA Annual Rice Statistics";

the first is to be issued in August/September 1974.

Supplementary statistics may be published in

November and December of each year if additional in-

formation are obtained from member states after the

publication of the "WARDA Annual Rice Statistics."

(iv) The processing of data available in the Archives of

the Interafrican Bureau of Soils (BIS).

(v) Processing of data of the Development Department is

to start from January 7, 1974 and

(vi) the processing of documents of the Documentation Division

should start in 1974. Since at least 3,000 documents

might be involved, there appears a need for a second

Associate Expert for Data Processing in 1974.

Administration and Finance Division

The Staff Rules and Financial Rules are to be finalised

early in 1974. Comprehensive Insurance of WARDA staff and

property should also be finalised in 1974.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Committee
(13-15 December, Abidjan, Ivory Coast)

WARDA/73/Ac3/5

LANGUAGE LABORATORY FOR WARDA

The composition of WARDA staff reflects its International

funding and regional outlook. The staff who have been carefully

selected, first for their competence in their fields of speciality,

are at present made up of Americans, Dutch, French, Swiss,
Germans, Italians, Francophone and Anglophone West Africans.

Special effort was made to attract bilingual staff, but

experience has shown that bilingualism and professional/scientific

competence don't often go together. WARDA would need to derive
maximum benefits from the talents of its professional staff, but
our experience is that the effectiveness of most of our staff
is seriously handicapped by their inability to speak and write
good French and English. It is strongly felt that this

problem will be a permanent feature of WARDA unless we attempt

to remedy the situation. We have given serious thought to the

problem and discovered that many other regional organisations

confronted with a similar problem have created language

laboratories to solve the problem. We therefore appeal to

the Advisory Committee to recommend to the Governing Council

to approve in principle the establishment of a small language
laboratory at the WARDA headquarters in Monrovia with facilities

for 10 to 15 people at a time. We feel that the teaching staff
and equipment might be solicited from the cooperating states

or organisations. We realise that the teachers cannot be fully
utilised teaching both languages, hence we propose that they be
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used as translators as well. Inquiries made indicate that

the equipment will cost about $20,000.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Committee

(13-15 December 1973, Abidjan, Ivory Coast)

WARDA/73/AC3/4

SUMMARY PROGRESS REPORT

I. Introduction

During the seven months after the meeting of the

Second Ordinary Session of the Governing Council of WARDA, there
was an expansion of the activities of the Association with the

strengthening of the executive and management structures, as well
as, the implementation of research and development projects.

II. Executive and Management Structures

The Office of the Executive Secretary maintained its
contacts with the Cooperating States and Organizations and established
close relations with new partners.in.order to strengthen the influence
of WARDA in the Member States.

Efforts were made for improving the structure of the
Association as regards recruitment of staff and the adoption
of internal provisions for defining operating procedures of the

Administrative and Financial Services. The drafting of Administra-
tive and Financial Rules will be finalized in 1974.

The systematic and joiL programming of the activities
of the Association enabled the presentation of a "net-work analysis",
the control of which gives the possibility of comparing achievements
in relation to forecasts.

The recruitment of the staff in the Division of
Administration and Finance was completed. The Service Chief who
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left the Association was replaced after an interruption of a few

months.

The Accounting Service, which suffered from the lack

of staff is going to be reorganized and mechanized in order to

meet the requirements of the Consultative Group. It should be

able to indicate individually to each Cooperating State and

Organization the status of the funds it made available to the

Association. The contributions of the Member States, although

did not cover 100% of the Administrative Budget, reached a

reasonable level of about 88% for 1972 and 58% for 1973 (as at 30
September). The Secretariat is hoping that the percentage of the

contributions paid will be improved by adopting the Administrative

Budgets well ahead of time of payment.

The Association could not be fully represented at

many international meetings owing to the pressure of work at the

Secretariat and the small number of staff. WARDA was however

represented at the meetings of the Inter-State Committee for the

control of drought in the Sahelian countries, the Inter-African

Phytosanitary Council of OAU and also at the International Research

Centre Week. In 1974, WARDA is hoping to increase its attendance

at meetings of interest to it.

III. Training, Seminars and Meetings

Training of Rice Production Specialist at Ibadan, in

cooperation with IITA, started in June 1973 with 23 trainees from

Member States. The location of the next training course is still

being investigated because IITA does not think it is able to

organize a Training Course for rice specialists every year.

The training of field assistants will continue next

year between February and April. It will deal with problems of

plant protection and experimentation.

After the Seminar on Plant Breeding and Varietal

Improvement, and the Seminar on Soil Fertility and Fertilizer Use,

a Plant Protection Seminar took place in Monrovia, in May 1973.
It was attended by 44 research workers from all Member States and
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Cooperating States and Organizations. This Seminar recommended

the publication of a booklet on problems of plant protection of

rice in West Africa. The holding of many Seminars is foreseen

in 1974.

WARDA took part in the IRRI Seminar and the Scientific

Research Committee Meeting of the Ivory Coast.

IV. Research

The coordinated trials were successfully launched.

Thirty six fertilizer trials were conducted at National

Centres selected by WARDA, with seven treatments for each of the

different types of rice cultivation. Variety trials were conducted

at the same Centres. This enabled the testing of sixty varieties

at Richard Toll, Rokupr, Suakoko, Mopti, IITA for irrigated and

for rainfed rice. The same trials supplemented by herbicide trials,

were conducted in the second rice season in the countries concerned.

The treatment of the seeds was effected-with the kind

assistance and cooperation of the Research Centres at Suakoko and

Bouak6. The supply of seeds was adequately met by the Research

Centres working in the Member States and by the Rice Centres out-

side the Region.

The specific research projects were delayed for reasons

of financing and staff recruitment, but negotiations underway should

enable the launching of this programme in 1974. As a matter of

fact, an entomologist is already recruited to start project W4.

V. Development

The original seed Multiplication Centre has started

its operations in spite of the drought and a first sowing was

carried out during the 1973 season. In 1974, the whole of the

area earmarked for the project should be sown.

The mechanization project has not yet begun.

The programme of assistance to Member States for the

study of projects has started: the study of a project for a

National Rice Research Centre was prepared for Mauritania, while

two other development projects are being prepared for Dahomey and
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Togo.

Lastly, in cooperation with the World Bank, two

rice projects were studied in Nigeria.

VI. Documentation, Translation and Editing and Data
Processing' Division

WARDA's activities other than those related to research

and development have been brought together in a Division:

Documentation, Translation and Editing, and Data processing. We

shall briefly review the situation and the activities of the

various units of this Division since the last meeting of the

Governing Council.

1. Documentation Centre and Library. The documenta-

tion centre is engaged in tho preparation of the first bibliographic

indexes on rice in West Africa. At this time, approximately

1,200 documents have been collected. This figure, however,

represents only a small part of the existing literature. The

response to the many requests made by WARDA to several member states

has been inadequate in view of the large numbers of documents which

they have.

The first list of world rice references for West Africa

will be published very shortly. It will include more than 200

references.

The Library catalogue list is increasing regularly,

and now includes approximately 1,500 titles (books and documents).

The overall activities are progressing rather slowly

because of the shortage of staff. The documentalist, who resigned

at the beginning of July, has not yet been replaced, and neither

has the associate expert been recruited.

2. Translation unit. During the period under review,
there has been only one full time translator (English-French).

A second translator (also English-French) has been recruited on

a short term basis, for the last three months. It has not yet

been possible to recruit a French- English translator (post funded

by the USAID).
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3. Publications. Besides the regular working documents

of the Association, the Publications Unit has published the

report of the WARDA mission to Mauritania, and a general information

brochure (in English and in French) on WARDA. The number of

publications will increase sharply during the next year. It is

hoped that the recruitment of an associate expert (graphist)

will speed up the production of more publications. For the time

being, it is the same expert (the translator) who is in charge of

the three units.

4. Data Processing. The expert in charge of this

unit will be recruited fairly soon. The associate expert has

carried out a series of missions in the English-speaking

member states to collect statistical data and documents. Question-

naires have been prepared and circulated to member countries, and

some answers have been received. A second associate expert will

have to be recruited in particular to enable WARDA to fully utilise

all the data available in the documentation centre.

Finally, a series of public relations actions are planned

for 1974. These actions were started in 1973 with a "Field Day" at

Suakoko experimental station. Members of the Diplomatic Corps,

the press and the government were invited to visit the coordinated

trials at Suakoko.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPENT AS30CIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Comimittee

(13-15 December 1973, Abidjan, Ivory Coast)

WARDA/73/AC3/3

TENTATIVE WORK SCIEDULE

THURSDAY 13 9 - 10h - Registration of participants

10-11h - Opening of the Session

- Organizational matters:

Election of the Chairman

Election of the two Vice-Chairmen

Election of the Rapporteur

Adoption of the Agenda

Attendance of observers

11-13h - Summary Progress Report by the

Executive Secretary

15h30-18h30 - Consideration of the Report of the

Scientific and Technical Committee

FRIDAY 14 9-13h - Prbgranmes of the Association

- Implementation of the 1973 budget
(morning) and financing of the 1974 projects

- Other i'atters

(afternoon) free - Preparation of the Provisional

Report by the Secretariat

SATURDAY 15 11- 13h - Adoption of the Report

- Closing of the Session.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPEENT ASSOCIATION

Third Session of the Advisory Committee

Abidjan, Ivory Coast 13-15 December 1973

WARDA/73/AC3/2

DRAFT ANNOTATED AGENDA

1. Opening of the Session.

The members of the Committee are welcomed by the
Executive Secretary who invites the meeting to elect
its officers.

2. Election of the Chairman, of the Vice-Chairmen, and
of a Rapporteur.

The Chairman is elected after having been
nominated by a lember of the Committee and seconded

by another Member.

The same procedure is applied for the election
of the two vice-chairmen and of a rapporteur.

3. Adoption of the agenda.

The provisional agenda is generally adopted
without change. However, if some members feel that it
is desirable to modify the order of discussion or to
modify the wording of some items or to add new items
- and the Committee concurs - the agenda is adopted
as modified.

4. Attendance of observers at the Session.

Art. 38 of the Rules of Procedure of the
Advisory Committee provides that the Cooperating
States and Organizations that are not members of the
Advisory Committee and,subject to prior approval by
the Chairman of the Governing Council, other States
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and Organizations maintaining relations with the
Associationmay attend sessions of the Advisory Committee
in an observer capacity. Diembers of the Scientific and
Technical Committee may also-attend sessions of the
Advisory Committee as observers.

5. Sunmmary Progre-ss report.

A brief report is presented by the Executive

Secretary on the activities of the Association since
the last-session of the Advisory Cominittee(Yipnrovia,
April 1973).

6. Consideration of the Report of the Scientific and
Technical Committee.

This Report is submitted by the Rapporteur of

the Scientific and Technical Committee who highlights
the main topice of the report and the recommendations
made- by the -Committee.

7. Programmes of the Association.

Consideration of the activities of the Associa-

tion and of its programmes for 1974 (Art.VII.3 (a)
of the Constitution).

8. Implementation of the 1973 budg and financing of
the 1974 projects.

Consideration of the methods of implementating
of the research budget and of the financing of projects
(Art.VII.3 (a) of the Constitution).

9. Other matters.

Any matters the members of the Committee might

wish to raise within the framework of the agenda.

10. Adoption of the Report of the Session.

Art.VIC 4)(S) of the Constitution provides that
at the end of each Session, the Advisory Committee

shall adopt a report, which shall be circulated to the
Governing Council, all the members of the Advisory

.. /3
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Committee and of the Scientific and Technical

Corjmittee as well as the Cooperating States and

Organizations that are not members of the Advisory

Commiittee.

Art. VII (b) of the Constitution provides that
the reports of the Advisory Committee shall reflect

the views expressed during the deliberations, it

being understood that in the event of differences

of opinion on any given is;ue, such differences shall

be recorded in the report.

11. Closing of the Session.

The Chairman declares the closure of the Session

after the report has been adopted and the agenda

thoroughly covered.



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Association Pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cable: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

JD/bj 28 November 1973

Dear Mr. Graves,

I wish to refer to our telephone conversation relating to the
result of my contacts with certain member countries and organisations
of the Consultative Group on the problem of financing for the Wl

Project in 1974 and subsequent years.

1. USAID: Confirmation was given to me of the intention of USAID
to provide 25% of the project cost which would be roughly $150,900.
This contribution would be made through the Consultative Group in
addition to the $58,000 committed bilaterally to the Wl Project.

2. CIDA is willing to provide around $100,000 a year subject to
approva by appropriate authorities,

3. France is also willing to provide $100,000 a year subject to
approval by competent authorities.

4. Netherlands have confirmed that the $75.000 per annum given
bilaterally to WARDA would be committed entirely to Project Wl. They
will examine the possibility of giving additional funds directly
through the Consultative Group.

5. The Bank would consider providing 20% of the project cost which
would amount to $150,000.

6. United Kingdom is committed to provide bilaterally in 1974
equipme-nT t57 tevalue of $13,000 for the coordinated trials.

In addition to the above figures which we are almost sure of
obtaining, requests have been made to:

(a) UNDP for an amount of 100,000 dollars per annum under the
Africa Regional Project. We were told that this would be
favourably considered but a final decision would depend on the

fact finding mission being sent to West Africa to assess the actual
utilisation of funds put at the disposal of regional organisations;

(b) the Rockefeller Foundation for $70,000. We were asked to
prepare within the Wl Project'specific project in relation to
training and that this would be duly considered.

Mr. Harold N. Graves C
International Relations Department
IBRD
1818 H Street NW
WASHINGTON D.C.
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Finally, requests have been made to Denmark Sweden Switzerland
and Belgium all of whom have shown interest in Ihe WARDA Wl Project
but were not in a position to give any indication as to their possible
support.

Please accept, Dear Mr. Graves, the assurances of my highest
consideration and esteem and my thanks in advance for your support.

yours sincerely,

(Jacq Diouf)
Executive Secretary



P M EN r

PE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DLVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL

LE Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada, KiG 3H9 Telephone (613) 996-2321 Cable: RECENTRE Telex: 053-3753

November 20, 1973

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Harold,

Thank you for your letter of 13 November concerning WARDA
W-1 program for 1974. We have discussed this subject recently
with Dr. Diouf and he has promised to write to us again. At
the moment and without prejudice to any future decision, it
appears improbable that we will give support to the W-1 program.
It is possible however that Dr. Diouf will provide us with a
specific project component for W-2 or W-3 which, under our
mode of operation, we would find it convenient to support.

If there is any change I shall let you know but for the
moment I think you should exclude IDRC from the probable list
of donors to W-1.

Yours sinc erely

J.H. Hulse
Program Director
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences
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November 13, 1973

Raron Raint H. de Voa van Steenwijk
Financial Attache
Eabassy of the Netherlands
4200 Linnean Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Baron do Vos van Steewijk:

I a taking the liberty of sending you the attached memo-

randum on the needs of the WARDA W-1 program for 1974.

It seemed to be the consensus of the Consultative Group
in its recent meeting that the Group Secretariat should explore

the possibility of finding "bridging" funds which would enable

the W-1 program to go forward while potential donors were taking
time to consider whether, in fact, they would be willing to give

longer-term support to the W-1 program. It appears that
Mr. Diouf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, would be quite will-

ing to defer any expenditure on the Hoore quarantine station at
least until 1975, and that to do so would reduce his 1974 needs

to $607,000. Of that amount, perhaps as much as $238,000 could

be provided by donors already providing funds on a bilateral
basis.

The purpose of this letter is to ask, quite informally,
whether your authorities might be willing, apart from the funds

they already are providing, to make a contribution to bridging
funds for the W-1 program. If so, I would appreciate knowing
what the upper and lower ranges might be for the amount of such

support, and the period of time in which it might be available

for use -- that is, until the and of 1974 or until some earlier

date. I would propose that the funds be made available to the
end of 1974, so that if little or no support for W-1 were forth-
coming at International Centers Week next year, the program
could be terminated or modified in an orderly manner.
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Baron Reint H. de Vos van Steouwijk November 13, 1973

I am addressing a similar letter to I1)RC, and to the Canadian
and Swedish Governments, but, as you can appreciate, am completely
unable to say what their reaction may be. The World Rank, in its
role as residual donor, also might be able to consider a contribu-
tion to WARDA, depending on what calls it may face to give assist-
snee to existing international agricultural research centers; but
the outlook here, for the moment, is uncertain, pending a decision
by the Inter-American Development Bank on grants to the Western
Hemisphere centers.

Sincerely yours.

Harold Graves

Enclosure

HGraves aps



November 13, 1973

Mr. Arsold Willea
Read of Section
Department of Development Cooperation
Royal inistry for Foreign Affairs
Rox 16121
S-103 23 Stockholm 16
Sweden

Dear Arnold;

I am taking the liberty of sending you the attached meorandum
on the needs of the WARDA W-1 program for 1974.

It ased to be the consensus of the Consultative Croup in its
recent meeting that the Group Secretariat should explore the possi-
bility of finding "bridging" funds which would enable the W-1 program
to go forward while potential donors were taking time to consider
whether, in fact, they would be willing to give longer-term support
to the W-1 program. It appears that Mr. Diouf, the Executive Secretary
of WAIDA, would be quite willing to defer any expenditure on the Moore
quarantine station at least until 1975, and that to do so would reduce
his 1974 needs to $607,000. Of that anount, perhaps as much as
$238,000 could be provided by donors already providing funds on a
bilateral basis.

The purpose of this letter is to ask, quite informally, whether
you would be willing to propose to your authorities that your Govern-
ment make a contribution to bridging funds for the W-1 program. If
so, I would appreciate knowing what the upper and lower ranges might
be for the amount of your support, and the period of time in which it
might be available for use -- that is, until the and of 1974 or until
some earlier date. I would propose that the funds be made available
to the and of 1974, so that if little or no support for W-1 were
forthcoming at International Centers Week next year, the program
could be terminated or modified in an orderly manner.

I as addressing a similar letter to IDRC, and to the Canadian
and Dutch Goverments, but, as you an appreciate, am completely
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unable to say what their reaction may be. The World Bank, in its

role as residual donor, also might be able to consider a contribution
to WARDA, depending on what calls it may face to give assistance to
existing international agricultural research centers; but the outlook

here, for the moment, is uncertain, pending a decision by the Inter-
American Development Bank on grants to the Western Hemisphere centers.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure



November 13, 1973

Mr. Joseph Hulsa
Program Director
Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Sciences
International Development Research Centre
2197 Riverside Drive
Ottawa
Canada

Dear Joe:

Since you expressed some curiosity about the matter at the
time of our recent consultative Group meeting, I as taking the
liberty of sending you the attached memorandum on the needs of
the WARDA W-1 program for 1974.

It seemed to be the consensus of the Consultative Group in

its recent meeting that the Group Secretariat should explore the

possibility of finding "bridging" funds which would enable the

W-1 program to go forward while potential donors were taking
time to consider whether, in fact, they would be willing to give

longer-term support to the W-1 program. It appears that Mr. Diouf,
the Executive Secretary of WARDA, would be quite willing to defer

any expenditure on the Moore quarantine station at least until

1975, and that to do so would reduce his 1974 needs to $607,000.
Of that amount, perhaps as much as $238,000 could be provided by
donors already providing funds on a bilateral basis.

The purpose of this letter is to ask, quite informally,
whether you would be willing to propose to your authorities that

your organisation make a contribution to bridging funds for the

W-1 program. If so, I would appreciate knowing what the upper
and lower rangs" might be for the amount of your support, and the
period of time in which you would be willing to make it avail-

able for use - that is, until the end of 1974 or until some
earlier date. I would propose that the funds be made available

to the and of 1974, so that if little or no support for W-1 were
forthcoming at International Centers Week next year, the program

could be terminated or modified in an orderly manner.
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I am addressing a similar letter to C.I.D.A. and to the Dutch

and Swedish Governments, but, as you can appreciate, am completely
unable to say what their reaction may be. The World Bank, in its

role an residual donor, also might be able to consider a contribu-

tion to WARDA, depending on what calls it may face to give assistance

to existing international agricultural research centers; but the out-

look here, for the moment, is uncertain, pending a decision by the
Inter-American Development Rank on grants to the Western Heisphere
centers.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

IlGraves :apm



November 12, 1973

Dear Ian:

Since you have expressed an interest in the matter, I am taking the
liberty of sending you the attached memorandum on the needs of the WARDA

W-1 program for 1974. It appears that Mr. Diouf, the Executive Secretary

of WARDA, would be quite willing to defer any expenditure on the Moore

quarantine station at least until 1975, and that to do so would reduce
his 1974 needs to $607,000. Of that amount, perhaps as much as $238,000
could be provided by donors already providing funds on a bilateral basis.

It seemed to be the consensus of the Consultative Group that the

Group Secretariat should explore the possibility of finding "bridging"
funds which would enable the W-1 program to go forward while potential
donors were taking time to consider whether, in fact, they would be will-

ing to give longer-term support to the W-1 program.

The purpose of this letter is to ask, quite informally, whether you
would be willing to propose to your authorities that your organisation
make a contribution to bridging funds for the W-1 program. If so, I
would appreciate knowing what the upper and lower ranges might be for the
amount of your support, and the period of time in which you would be will-

ing to make it available for use -- that is, until the end of 1974 or un-

til some earlier date.

I would propose that the funds be made available to the end of 1974,
so that if little or no support for W-1 were forthcoming at International
Centers Week next year, the program could be terminated or modified in an

orderly manner. I am addressing a similar letter to IDRC, and to the

Dutch and Swedish Governments, but, as you can appreciate, am completely
unable to say what their reaction may be. The World Bank, in its role as
residual donor, also might be able to consider a contribution to WARDA,

depending on what calls it may fae to give assistance to existing inter-

national agricultural research centers; but the outlook here, for the
moment, is uncertain, pending a decision by the Inter-American Development
Bank on grants to centers in the Western Hemisphere.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure Harold Graves

Mr. Ian Robertson
Director
United Nations and Rese.rch Program Division
Canadian International Development Agency
Jackson Building, 122 Bank Street
Ottawa 4
Canada



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523

November 5, 1973

Mr. Harold N. Graves
Executive Secretary of the

Consultative Group and
Associate Director, Development

Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

I am attaching a copy of the paper on WARDA which we
discussed in our telephone conversation this morning.
I don't believe the attachments referred to are
necessary. However, the first attachment referred to
is the submission by WARDA to TAC and I am sure the Bank
has a copy of it.

Sincerely yours,

Omer J. Kelley
Director
Office of Agriculture
Bureau for Technical Assistance%

Attachment

el





THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

Omer J. Kelley

This section is concerned with the research aspects of the

WARDA program, Annex VA, WARDA Research Proposals constitutes

what has been envisaged so far by WARDA as their present research

goals. It contains detailed statement on objectives, budgets,

etc. (Appendix No. 1 CG Recommendations).

The Research Department is responsible for coordinating

all research concerned with production and marketing of rice in the

Member States. Further it attempts to identify research gaps and

to provide ways and means to fill these gaps. In carrying out

these responsibilities it is trying to follow suggestions made

during discussions leading to the establishment of WARDA, that

during the foreseeable future, the Association could move most

expeditiously toward its research objectives by utilizing the

services of established research institutions with national,

regional, continental and worldwide experience in rice research.

They Oduld bring to the Association's rice research program

the degree of scientific excellence and international recognition

and support needed for its success. Also, they could draw upon

research experience and resources and highly qualified scientists

not otherwise readily available. IRAT, ORSTOM, IRRI, and IITA

were possible sources of the expertise required. During the period

WARDA is receiving support the African research staff should have

been trained to assume responsibility for African operation of

WARDA.

Research

The Research Coordinator to be assisted by the Coordinators

for Variety Improvement and Soils and Fertilizer Use, coordinate

the research projects of the Association. (An Agronomic Statistician

is also to be located at the headquarters (Annex IIC)
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Two types of research are undertaken:

a) Coordinated Trials in a network of locations in

WARDA member countries with the aim of establishing

a direct impact on rice development in the region

(Project W1).

b) Special Research Projects to reinforce existing research

activities and for filling gaps in rice research in the

member countries. This is backstopped by available

knowledge and experience at the international level

(Projects W2, W3 and W4.)

Coordinated Trials

The first set of Coordinated Trials designed to provide

information on the best varieties available for each area and on

optimum fertilizer rates was planted in June/July 1973 at 27

locations in West Africa. There were 100 trials in all (Annex

VB). Twenty-five insect and weed control trials and another

25 variety trials are planned for member countries which have

a second crop season starting in November/December 1973. It

is expected that the total number of trials will increase to about

225 in 1974. The number of test locations, likewise, is expected

to increase during the coming years and the total number of trials

is likely to be 275 in 1975, 325 in 1976 and 375 in 1977.

For each trial, detailed guidelines and instructions are

issued along with data collection and trial information sheets

to enable a proper interpretation of the results obtained

(Annex VC). The seed rice for the 1973 Coordinated Trials were

supplied by Member Countries, IRRI and Thailand and were treated

at the Central Agricultural Experimental Station, Suakoko, Liberia,

before being redistributed to Member Countries for sowing the

trials.

A sound program of coordinated trials and effective links

between WARDA and the National Extension Services should lead to

a rapid introduction of improved varieties and better cultural

practices among the rice farmers in West Africa.



A review of Wi, its objectives, method of operation,

budget and so forth leads me to the following comments:

It is the first year of the Coordinated Trials and they
appear to be very well planned and coordinated to date. (We

visited one such set of trials at Suakoko and found the various
experiements and plots to be in excellent condition, well taken

care of, and that the workers were competent and enthusiastic.

Further, the scientist in charge was working with nine county

agents and sixty project agents who were carrying out 200

farm trials using the package approach of improved varieties,

fertilizers and plant protection. This extension to farmers'

fields is certainly to be commended).

The following table gives the proposed budget for Wl for the
next four years. The capital cost is mainly for strengthening

the Ibadan (Moor Plantation) Regional Plant Quarantine Station
with facilities to execute WARDA's rice improvement introduction
program. (Annex VE)

TABLE 1

BUDGET, Wl - COORDINATED TRIALS

1974 1975 1976 1977 Total
ital Cost (Investment)

Total 110,900 5,500 9,000 5,500 130,900

posr' of: Equipment 30,960 - 3,500 - 34,460
Installation 46,200 5,500 5,500 5,500 62,700

Others 9,840 - - - 9,840
- Initial In-

vestment 23,900 - - - 23,900
rating Cost 656,650 714,750 731,250 747,750 2,850,400
Personnel

Experts 5* 5 5 5'
Technical Assistants 3 3 3 3
Jr. Technical Staff 58* 70 70 70
Others 14 14 14 14

ect Costs W1-1974-77 767, 550 720, 250 740, 250 753, 250 2, 981, 300
* Four located at Headquarters, one at Ibadan

* Two to be located at each field trial location. Cost per person
budgeted at $3,300 or $6,600 per location. An additional $330
is provided for each field trial for supplies and general
expenditures. *4

-% i j
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The relationship with the Moor Plantation is to be commended,

and certainly the costs related to this cooperative activity are

fully justified. All other costs seem to be in order, with the

possible exception of the Junior Technical Staff. It is recognized

that it is essential to have Junior Technical Staff at each of

the locations where the covrdinated trials are being conducted

and that such people must be available for these trials on a

priority basis. Further, it is essential that these people be

trained, as has been done, and it is expected that training will

continue for the next two or three years. Likewise, after they

are trained it is important that they not be shifted to some

other job but that they be continued to be available for the work

for which they were trained. By providing up to $3,300 of their
salary in the budget these items are pretty well assured, but
there may be some defects.

It would appear that a better arrangement would have been,
assuming local funds were available, for the junior technical
staff to have been provided by the host countries. This would
tend to strengthen the national research effort of each of the
individual countries. It is suggested that this budgetary item
be left in the project as it is, but that at the end of three

years a hard look be taken to determine if these costs could be
shifted to the respective Governments where the trials are being
conducted.

Recommendation 1 - that as soon as possible, a way be

found to finance the junior technical staff

directly by Member Countries.

Special Research Projects

WARDA's plans for Special Research Projects in varietal
improvement (V12) are for the reinforcement of breeding work at
Mopti, Mali for deep water and floating rice and at Rokupr,
Sierra Leone, for mangrove swamp and irrigated rice. WARDA's
role in breeding work for rainfed rice will be limited in nature,
as varietal improvement for this type of rice cultivation is
being carried out both at IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria and Bouakd,

Ivory Coast. (Annex VA)
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At the present there appears to be some uncertainty

concerning the Mopti program. At present there are one senior

plant breeder (French) and three junior scientists. It is

understood that if WARDA places a senior plant breeder at

Mopti the present plant breeder will return to France. The

problems associated with the isolation of this station are also

frustrating. Adequate facilities for field research and office

space should be available (new station to be developed at

Mopti-Nord) at the time that the expert takes up his duties).

Project W3 is concerned primarily with the existing soil

fertility and soil management problems of mangrove soils. It is

estimated that on a world-wide basis there may be as much as 15

million hectares of mangrove swamp soils that can be brought

under rice cultivation. (Annex VA pp. 18-19). It is proposed

to place a senior soil scientist and an assistant at Rokupr,

and a research assistant at Richard Toll to assist the present

IRAT pedologist in the soils program. WARDA has developed

detailed research proposals for W2, W3, W4, water management and

mechanization, (Annex D) when funds and experts are available

for implementing W3 it is suggested that WARDA consider bringing

in some consultants from AID's Consortium that deals with

tropical soils to review the problem and make suggestions on

not only the mangrove swamp soils but also on other important

soils of the region.

Research on insect pests, diseases and weeds have been

integrated into one project labeled Plant Protection, W4.

Screening varieties and large numbers of selections for resistance

against pests and diseases, the development of suitable control

measures and the assistance to the regional rice breeders to

develop resistant varieties, will be undertaken by an Entomologist

to be stationed at Rokupr, Sierra Leone and by a pathologist to

be stationed at IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria. For diseases, major

emphasis will be on research on Piricularia orvzae. In weed

control, major emphasis will be on controlling the various types
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of wild rice in commercial plantings. (Annex VA, pp. 20-22)

It is my belief that not enough attention is being

planned for the weed research problems. A study of the area by

a knowledgeable weed expert (possibly someone from Oregon State

University) could provide needed information on the magnitude

of the weed problem and whether additional research is needed

or only operational activities are required.

In studying and discussing the plans for W2, W3 and W4,

with headquarters personnel it is my belief more work and

planning are needed on all three of these projects when funds

and experts are available. It has been difficult to plan

for these projects with the uncertainty of the availability of

personnel. It has been planned for donor agencies to provide

personnel rather than cash. The personnel so far have not been

forthcoming.

Recommendation 2 - It is recommended that the proposals for

W2, W3 and W4 be put together in a

form showing their regional significance,

their operational procedures, their

relation to international and regional

centers and their role and supporting

effects to national research stations.

This should than be made available to

TAC .and other possible donors. It is

further recommended when funds and

experts are available that for each of W2,

W3 and W4 a small team of experts review

the details of the research plans. This

should include the role of the senior

scientists of each project in assisting

scientists and programs at the individual

national stations as desired or necessary

to carry out regional programs and to

upgrade the local research works.



In WARDA's present research portfolio there is no mention

on plans for on-farm land and water management. (Annex VA)

(As indicated earlier a project plan exists (Annex VD) in

attachment D). It was quite obvious that even at the experimental

site at Suakok there is a need for improved land levelling and

water distribution facilities. On farm fields the problems are

even more accute. While it may be true in the short-run

that variety and fertility trials and initial plant protection

may give quicker results in terms of rice yields, it is apparent

that as WARDA moves forward, there are tremendous potentials

and opportunities for increasing production through improved

water management practices.

Recommendation 3 - It is recommended that sometime in the

not too distant future, possibly in the

next one to two years, a competent team

of water.experts (possibly from CUSHWASH)

be brought to the area to review and

study the present situation and make

recommendations as to what could be

done from a practicial operation standpoinl

and whether or not any adaptive research

activities should be undertaken.

Recommendation 4 - It is recommended that WARDA hire an

expert to assist the various research

stations in developing improved land

levelling and water distribution facilities

for their research sites. This should

be done as soon as feasible for each

location.

In outling the research problems, their scope and method of

operation, WARDA has called not only on the scientists of the

region but also scientists from IRRI, IRAT, IITA and other

consultants. They are to be complimented on having developed a

See Appendix No. 2 - Other Activities Relevant to WARDA's

Research Program.



good first approximation to the problems and particularly on the

adequacy and speed which they have gotten Wi underway. It

appears that research on the problems addressed in projects

W2, W3 and W4 is urgently needed, but whether these are adequate

is difficult to say. The suggestions made if carried out would

go a long way toward firming up these activities. The suggestions

made on water management would also identify the scope and

potential of improved practices.

As other problems arise or problems within these activities

appear to become more difficult, WARDA should continue to seek

the advice and council of the World's best experts in whatever

field or problem area seems to be important. As the individual

scientific capability of the countries involved continues to

increase, there will be less need for expatriates but a greater

need for these scientists and their institutions to become

more fully a part of the world network of research activities

that relate to their individual problems. This will mean more

travel to other institutions working on similar problems and

.increasing the number of scientific seminars and meetings that

relate to-the research being done on specific project activities.

The problems related to marketing, processing and storage

also need to be looked into in the near future. While these are

being considered in the development part of the WARDA program, it

might still be a good idea to have some research people in these

fields review these problems.



APPENDIX NO. 1

C.G.I.A.R. RECOMYTENDATIONS CONCERNING W1

The Research Proposal (W1, W2 and W4 - Attachment A)

was reviewed by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the

Consultantive Group on International Agricultural Research (CG)

at their July 1973 meeting. At the CG meeting (August 1-3, 1973)
TAC recommended to the CG that under certain conditions it should

be prepared to help finance that part of WARDA's research program

(item Wl) which consists of Coordinated Trials at a network of

locations in West Africa designed to have a direct impact on

rice development of the region.

In considering the TAC recommendations, the basic point

underlined by the Consultative Group was that WARDA, should as

proposed by TAC, make satisfactory arrangements for strengthening

the scientific management of the present project. Such arrangementt

TAC suggested should include a Steering Committee responsible

for the project and a Scientific Director appointed and responsi-

ble to the Steering Committee. TAC further recommended that

responsibility for overseeing of the Coordinated Trials and the

assisted training activities, as well as ensuring the active

involvement of the appropriate International Agricultural

Research Institutes in the program, should be clearly and

unequivocally placed in the hands of the Steering Committee. To

this end, TAC proposed that authority for the design and direction

(execution) of the project, including authoritative expenses,

monitoring of programs and phasing of the expansion of the

Coordinated Trials should be vested in the Steering Committee.

The Committee would appoint in consultation with the Executive

Secretary of WARDA a Scientific Director who would report to

it while it in turn could report to WARDA. The exact relation-

ship to the Committee of WARDA was more or less left up to WARDA.
It was felt however that it would be best if there was one

Scientific Director for the WARDA Research program as a whole.

The essential points are that the Committee, however it is

related to WARDA's existing structure, should be so composed and
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of such authority and staff as may be necessary to give strong
scientific leadership to the project and that the Scientific

Director should be a man who can effectively lead the program

execution preferred in an integrated manner with W2, W3 and W4.

The Executive Secretary of WARDA has written to Mr. Demuth
of CG agreeing to the conditions proposed by TAC and the CG.

Assuming that his letter is satisfactory to the CG, it would

appear that funds could be made available by CG for Wl by

January 1974.



APPENDIS NO. 2

OTHER ACTIVITIES RELEVANT TO WARDA'S RESEARCH PROGRAM

Training

WARDA's training programs are considered urgent in order

to quickly and fully convert accumulated research findings into

rice production. Because of the bilingual nature of WARDA

member countries, all courses are given in French and English.

This implies translation of Training Manuals and simultaneous

interpretation of all lecture notes.

Rice Production Specialist Course

This is a six month course designed to produce rice

production specialists who are to return to member countries 
to

organise, manage and conduct training courses for extension workers

who in turn will assist rice farmers to increase their yield. The

1973 course started at the IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria on June 1, 1973

and is expeated to end in November 1973. It is being attended

by 23 trainees from eleven member countries. The long training

period will allow adequate emphasis on all aspects of rice

cultivation and processing as practiced at the farm level. The

trainees are expected to acquire knowledge of both production

techniques and extension methods. Trainees are expected to

possess a B.Sc in Agriculture or a Diploma in Agriculture plus

five years post qualification experience in rice production.

Field Assistants Course

This is closely linked with the successful implementation of

WARDA Coordinated Trials. The training of these Field Assistants

will ensure standardization of observations and data collection.

The first course was held in February 1973 at the University

of Liberia Farm, Johnsonville, Liberia. It was attended
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by 37 Field Assistants who returned to their various countries
in March 1973 to collect data on the 100 Coordinated Trials in
progress in member countries. The field assistants are directly
supervised by Senior Field Officers of member countries, while
overall coordination of the programme is by the WARDA Research
Coordinator.

Seminars

Seminars are to be regularly organised to tap existing rice
knowledge in the region and elsewhere. The first three seminars
on Varietal Improvement (with 39 participants), Soils and
Fertilizer Use (with 44 participants) and on Plant Protection
(attended by 44 participants)* held in Monrovia, Liberia, proved
helpful in formulating and finalising arrangements for the
Coordinated Trials (Wl). They also assisted in further improving
on the WARDA Special Research Projects (W2, W3 and W4). The
first two were held in January 1973, while the last one was in
May 1973. They were attended by scientists from all member
countries, IRRI, IITA, IRAT, ILACO (Netherlands), FAO/UNDP,
ECA, OAU/STRC, the Quelea Project in Chad, Upper Volta, USA,
France, United Kingdom and The Netherlands.

Research Review Meeting

Yearly, WARDA plans to hold a review mweting at which a
Research Report incorporating all the results obtained from the
coordinated trials will be presented and discussed along with those
from rice research stations of individual countries and inter-
national research organizations in the region, like IRAT and IITA.
This annual Research Report may prove txbe an up-to-date and a
handy document, not only for research and extension workers in
West Africa, but also for other rice workers, organizations and
countries as it will cover all research activities on rice in
West Africa.
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Linkages with International Research Institutes

In research, strong linkages are sought and made with
international research organizations, like IRRI, IITA, IRAT

and CIAT to benefit as much as possible from their results and

experience, to avoid duplication and to maximize the output

from the investments to be made.

Seed Storage Centre

A seed storage and treactment centre is being established

at the University of Liberia Farm, Johnsonville, Liberia. It
is to import seed rice from member countries and elsewhere,

treat and process them and later dispatch adequate quantities
to all test locations for WARDA's cooperative experiments.

Rice Quarantine

The strict plant quarantine regulations in force in West
Africa, coupled with the limited facilities at the Regional
Plant Quarantine Station at Ibadan, Nigeria slow down the
introduction of large numbers of rice varieties needed for XVARDA's
research projects. To overcome this, WARDA is supplementing

the facilities at the Regional Plant Quarantine Station to enable
it to cope effectively with its introduction programme. In
addition to some capital improvements, one senior and two technical
assistants are stationed there.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 5, 1973

FROM: Harold Graves A

SUBJECT: WARDA: Bud ,et Requirements,_1974

I talked this morning with Jacques Diouf, the Executive Secretary of

the West African Rice Development Association, about the financial needs

of his W-1 (rice trials) program for 1974.

Mr. Diouf, in fact, began assuming commitments for a build-up of this

program soon after International Centers Week, feeling that WARDA's willing-
ness to meet the conditions posed at that time by TAC meant that the Con-

sultative Group would accept and fund his program.

As of now, he says, he is committed to all but $160,000 of the

$767,000 budget shown in his presentation to TAC (p. 13). Of the $607,000
balance, $146,000 is available from bilateral grants leaving approximately

$460,000 to be found as a minimum and $620,000 to be found if his program is

to be fully funded.

I told Mr. Diouf that we would attempt to find the minimum, at least.

He talked on Friday to Mr. Robertson of C.I.D.A. and Dr. Hopper of IDRC.

He is leaving today for London, Paris and the Hague. He is returning to

Monrovia on November 19, and will send me a telegram about any funds he

finds on this trip.

After talking to Mr. Diouf, I talked with Dr. Omer Kelley of TSAID.

According to him, USAID will maintain its bilateral funding at $58,000,

and will add to that figure an amount up to 25% of any additional funds

found for WARDA.

To meet WARDA's minimum budget of $607,000, it would be necessary to

find $369,000 from donors not now in sight. The arithmetic would be as

follows:

U. S. $150,000
Netherlands 75,000

U. K. 13,000
Other 369,000

$607,000.

To meet WARDA's full budget of $767,000, it would be necessary to find

$489,000 from other donors. The arithmetic in that case would be:

U. S. $190,000
Netherlands 75,000

U. K. 13,000
Other 489,000

$767,000.



Files - 2 - November 5, 1973
WARDA: Budget Requirements, 1974

Dr. Kelley observed that of the WARDA budget, about $160,000 was for

the salaries of 54 technicians working at national research stations. He
said he thought that these salaries ultimately ought to be paid by national
governments (perhaps in two or three years); but for the present he saw
no alternative to multilateral funding by the Consultative Group.

cc: Mr. Yudelman
Mr. Fransen
Mr. Neylan for Sir John Crawford

UGraves:apm



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523

- November 5, 1973

Mr. Harold N. Graves
Executive Secretary of the
Consultative Group and

Associate Director, Development
Services Department

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

I am attaching a copy of the paper on WARDA which we
discussed in our telephone conversation this morning.
I don't believe the attachments referred to are
necessary. However ,-the first attachment referred to
is the submission by WARDA to TAC and I am sure the Bank
has a copy of it.

Sincerely yours,

Omer J. Kelley
Director

Office of Agriculture
Bureau for Technical Assistance

Attachment



Omer J. Kelley

This section is concerned with the research aspects of the

WARDA program, Annex VA, WARDA Research Pro-osals constitutes

what has been envisaged so far by VWARDA as their present research

goals. It. contains detailed statement on objectives, budgets,

etc. (Appendix No. 1 CG Recommendations).

The Research Department is responsible for coordinating

all research concerned with production and marketing of rice in the

Member States. Further it attempts to identify research gaps and

to provide ways and means to fill these gaps. In carrying out

these responsibilities it is trying to follow suggestions made

during discussions leading to the establishment of WARDA, that

during the foreseeable future, the Association could move most

expeditiously toward its research objectives by utilizing the

services of established research institutions with national,

regional, continental and worldwide experience in rice research.

They could bring to the Association's rice research program

the degree of scientific excellence and international recognition

and support needed for its success. Also, they could draw upon

research experience and resources and highly qualified scientists

not otherwise readily available. IRAT, ORSTOM, IRRI, and IITA

were possible sources of the expertise required. During the period

WARDA is receiving support the African research staff should have

been trained to assume responsibility for African operation of

WARDA.

Research

The Research Coordinator to be assisted by the Coordinators

for Variety Improvement and Soils and Fertilizer Use, coordinate

the research projects of the Association. (An Agronomic Statistician

is also to be located at the headquarters (Annex IIC)
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Two types of research are undertaken:

a) Coordinated Trials in a network of locations in

WARDA member countries with the aim of establishing

a direct impact on rice development in the region

(Project W).
b) Special Research Projects to reinforce existing research

activities and for filling gaps in rice research in the

member countries. This is backstopped by available

knowledge and experience at the international level

(Projects W2, W3 and W4.)

Coordinated Trials

The first set of Coordinated Trials designed to provide

information on the best varieties available for each area and on

optimum fertilizer rates was planted in June/July 1973 at 27

locations in West Africa. There were 100 trials in all (Annex

VB). Twenty-five insect and weed control trials and another

25 variety trials are planned for member countries which have

a second crop season starting in November/December 1973. It

is expected that the total number of trials will increase to about

225 in 1974. The number of test locations, likewise, is expected

to increase during the coming years and the total number of trials

is likely to be 275 in 1975, 325 in 1976 and 375 in 1977.

- For each trial, detailed guidelines and instructions are

issued along with data collection and trial information sheets

to enable a proper interpretation of the results obtained

(Annex VC). The seed rice for the 1973 Coordinated Trials were

supplied by Member Countries, IRRI and Thailand and were treated

at the Central Agricultural Experimental Station, Suakoko, Liberia,

before being redistributed to Member Countries for sowing the

trials.

A sound program of coordinated trials and effective links

between WARDA and the National Extension Services should lead to

a rapid introduction of improved varieties and better cultural

practices among the rice farmers in West Africa.



A review of Wi, its objectives, method of operation,
budget and so forth leads me to the following comments:

It is the first year of the Coordinated Trials and they
appear to be very well planned and coordinated to date. (We

visited one such set of trials at Suakoko and found the various

experiements and plots to be in excellent condition, well taken

care of, and that the workers were competent and enthusiastic.

Further, the scientist in charge was working with nine county

agents and'sixty project agents who were carrying out 200

farm trials using the package approach of improved varieties,

fertilizers and plant protection. This extension to farmers'

fields is certainly to be commended).

The following table gives the proposed budget for Wl for the

next four years. The capital cost is mainly for strengthening

the Ibadan (Moor Plantation) Regional Plant Quarantine Station

with facilities to execute WARDA's rice improvement introduction

program. (Annex VE) A

TABLE 1

BUDGET, W1 - COORDINATED TRIALS

1974 1975 1976 1977 Total
ital Cost (Investment)

Total 110,900 5,500 9,000 5,500 130,900

posed of: Equipment 30,960 - 3,500 - - 34,460
Installation 46,200 5,500 5,500 5,500 62,700

Others ,-9 ,840 - - - 9,840
Initial In-

vestment 23,900 - - - 23,900rating Cost 656,650 714,750 731,250 747,750 2,850,400
Personnel

Experts 5* 5 5 5'
Technical Assistants 3 3 3 3
Jr. Technical Staff 58* 70 70 70
Others 14 14 14 14

ject Costs WT-1974-77 767, 550 720.250 740,250 753,250 2,981,300
* Four located at Headquarters, one at Ibadan

Two to be located at each field trial location. Cost per person
budgeted at $3,300 or $6,600 per location. An additional "330
is provided for each field trial for supplies and general
expenditures.
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- The relationship with 'the Moor Plantation is to be commended,
and certainly the costs related to this cooperative activity are
fully justified. All other costs seem to be in order, with the
possible exception of the Junior Technical Staff. It is recognized
that it is essential to have Junior Technical Staff at each of
the locations where the coordinated trials are being conducted

and that such people must be available for these trials on a
priority basis. Further, it is essential that these people be
trained, as has been done, and it is expected that training will
continue for the next two or three years. Likewise, after they
are trained it is important that they not be shifted to some
other job but that they be continued to be available for the work
for which they were trained. By providing up to $3,300 of their
salary in the budget these items are pretty well assured, but
there may be some defects.

It would appear that a better arrangement would have been,
assuming local funds were available, for the junior technical
staff to have been provided by the host countries. This would
tend to strengthen the national research effort of each of the
individual countries. It is suggested that this budgetary item
be left in the project as it is, but that at the end of three
years a hard look be taken to determine if these costs could be
shifted to the respective Governments where the trials are being
conducted.

Recommendation 1 - that as soon as possible, a way be

found to finance the junior technical staff

directly by Member Countries.

Special Research Projects

WARDA's plans for Special Research Projects in varietal
improvement (V12) are for the reinforcement of breeding work at
Mopti, Mali for deep water and floating rice and at Rokupr,
Sierra Leone, for mangrove swamp and irrigated rice. WARDA's
role in breeding work for rainfed rice will be limited in nature,
as varietal improvement for this type of rice cultivation is
being carried out both at IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria and Bouakd,
Ivory Coast. (Annex VA)



At the present there appears to be some uncertainty

concerning-the Mopti program. At present there are one senior

plant breeder (French) and three junior scientists. It is

understood that if WARDA places a senior plant breeder at

Mopti the present plant breeder will return to France. The

problems associated with the isolation of this station are also

frustrating. Adequate facilities for field research and office

space should be available (new station to be developed at

Mopti-Nord) at the time that the expert takes up his duties).

Project W3 is concerned primarily with the existing soil

fertility and soil management problems of mangrove soils. It is

estimated that on a world-wide basis there may be as much as 15

million hectares of mangrove swamp soils that can be brought

under rice cultivation. (Annex VA pp. 18-19). It is proposed

to place a senior soil scientist and an assistant at Rokupr,

and a research assistant at Richard Toll to assist the present

IRAT pedologist in the soils program. WARDA has developed

detailed research proposals for W2, W3, W4, water management and

mechanization, (Annex D) when funds and experts are available

for implementing V13 it is suggested that \WARDA consider bringing

in some consultants from AID's Consortium that deals with

tropical soils to review the problem and make suggestions on

not only the mangrove swamp soils but also on other important

soils of the region.
Research on insect pests, diseases and weeds have been

integrated into one project labeled Plant Protection, W4.

Screening varieties and large numbers of selections for resistance

against pests and diseases, the development of suitable control

measures and the assistance to the regional rice breeders to

develop resistant varieties, will be undertaken by an Entomologist

- to be stationed at Rokupr, Sierra Leone and by a pathologist to

be stationed at IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria. For diseases, major

emphasis will be on research on Piricularia oryzae. In weed

control, major emphasis will be on controlling the various types
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of wild rice in commercial plantings. (Annex VA, pp. 20-22)

It is my belief that not enough attention is being

- planned for the weed research problems. A study of the area by

a knowledgeable weed expert (possibly someone from Oregon State

University) could provide needed information on the magnitude

of the weed problem and whether additional research is needed

or only operational activities are required.

In studying and discussing the plans for W2, W3 and W4,

with headquarters personnel it is my belief more work and

planning are needed on all three of these projects when funds

and experts are available. It has been idifficult to plan

for these projects with the uncertainty of the availability of

personnel. It has been planned for donor agencies to provide

personnel rather than cash. The personnel so far have not been

forthcoming.

Recommendation 2 - It is recommended that the proposals for

W2, W3 and W4 be put together in a

form showing their regional significance,

their operational procedures, their

relation to international and regional

centers and their role and supporting

effects to national research stations.

This should than be made available to

TAC .and other possible donors. It is

further recommended when funds and

experts are available that for each of W2,

W3 and W4 a small team of experts review

the details of the research plans. This

should include the role of the senior

scientists of each project in assisting

scientists and programs at the individual

national stations as desired or necessary

to carry out regional programs and to

upgrade the local research works.



In WARDA's present research portfolio there is no mention

on plans for on-farm land and water management. (Annex VA)

(As indicated earlier a project plan exists (Annex VD) in

attachment D). It was quite obvious that even at the experimental

site at Suakok there is a need for improved land levelling and

water distribution facilities. On farm fields the problems are

even more accute. While it may be true in the short-run

that variety and fertility trials and initial plant protection

may give quicker results in terms of rice yields, it is apparent

that as WARDA moves forward, there are tremendous potentials

and opportunities for increasing production through improved

water management practices.

Recommendation 3 - It is recommended that sometime in the

not too distant future, possibly in the

next one to two years, a competent team

of water. experts (possibly from CUSHIASH)

be brought to the area to review and

study the present situation and make

recommendations as to what could be

done from a practicial operation standpoint

and whether or not any adaptive research

activities should be undertaken.

Recommendation 4 - It is recommended that WARDA hire an

expert to assist the various research

stations in developing improved land

levelling and water distribution facilities

for their research sites. This should

be done as soon as feasible for each

location.

In outling the research problems, their scope and method of

operation, WARDA has called not only on the scientists of the

region but also scientists from IRRI, IRAT, IITA and other

consultants. They are to be complimented on having developed a

See Appendix No. 2 - Other Activities Relevant to WARDA's

Research Program.



good first approximation to the problems and particularly on the

adequacy and speed which they have gotten W underway. It

appears that research on the problems addressed in projects

W2, W3 and W4 is urgently needed, but whether these are adequate

is difficult to say. The suggestions made if carried out would

go a long way toward firming up these activities. The suggestions

made on water management would also identify the scope and

potential of improved practices.

As other problems arise or problems within these activities

appear to become more difficult, WARDA should continue to seek

the advice and council of the World's best experts in whatever

field or problem area seems to be important. As the individual

scientific capability of the countries involved continues to

increase, there will be less need for expatriates but a greater

need for these scientists and their institutions to become

more fully a part of the world network of research activities

that relate to their individual problems. This will mean more

travel to other institutions working on similar problems and

.increasing the number of scientific seminars and meetings that

-relate to-the research being done on specific project activities .

The problems related to marketing, processing and storage

also need to be looked into in the near future. While these are

being considered in the development part of the WARDA program, it

might still be a good idea to have some research people in these

fields review these problems.



APPENDIX NO. 1

C.G.T.A.R. RECOYMETTDATIONS CONCERITING WVl

The Research Proposal (Wi, W2 and W4 - Attachment A)

was reviewed by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the

Consultantive Group on International Agricultural Research (CG)

at their July 1973 meeting. At the CG meeting (August 1-3, 1973)

TAC recommended to the CG that under certain conditions it should

be prepared to help finance that part of WARDA's research program

(item W1) which consists of Coordinated Trials at a network of

locations in West Africa designed to have a direct impact on

rice development of the region.

In considering the TAC recommendations, the basic point

underlined by the Consultative Group was that WARDA, should as

proposed by TAC, make satisfactory arrangements for strengthening

the scientific management of the present project. Such arrangement:

TAC suggested should include a Steering Committee responsible

for the project and a Scientific Director appointed and responsi-

ble to the Steering Committee. TAC further recommended that

responsibility for overseeing of the Coordinated Trials and the

assisted training activities, as well as ensuring the active

involvement of the appropriate International Agricultural

Research Institutes in the program, should be clearly and

unequivocally placed in the hands of the Steering Committee. To

this end, TAC proposed that authority for the design and direction

(execution) of the project, including authoritative expenses,

monitoring of programs and phasing of the expansion of the

Coordinated Trials should be vested in the Steering Committee.

The Committee would appoint in consultation with the Executive

Secretary of WARDA a Scientific Director who would report to

it while it in turn could report to WARDA. The exact relation-

ship to the Committee of WARDA was more or less left up to VARDA.

It was felt however that it would be best if there was one

Scientific Director for the WARDA Research program as a whole.
The essential points are that the Committee, however it is

related to WARDA's existing structure, should be so composed and



of such authority and staff as may be necessary to give strong

scientific leadership to the project and that the Scientific

Director should be a man who can effectively lead the program

execution preferred in an integrated manner with W2, W3 and W4.

The Executive Secretary of WAUDA has written to Mr. Demuth

of CG agreeing to the conditions proposed by TAC and the CG.
Assuming that his letter is satisfactory to the CG, it would
appear that funds could be made available by CG for W1 by

January 1974.

e1



APPEnDIS NO. 2

OTHER ACTIVITIES RELEVA7T TO WARDA'S RESEARCH PROGRAM

Training

WARDA's training programs are considered urgent in order

to quickly and fully convert accumulated research findings 
into

rice production. Because of the bilingual nature of WARDA

member countries, all courses are given in French and English.

This implies translation of Training Manuals and simultaneous

interpretation of all lecture notes.

Rice Production Snecialist Course

This is a six month course designed to produce rice

production specialists who are to return to member countries 
to

organise, manage and conduct training courses for extension workers

who in turn will assist rice farmers to increase their yield. The

1973 course started at the IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria on June 1, 1973

and is expeated to end in November 1973. It is being attended

by 23 trainees from eleven member countries. The long training

period will allow adequate emphasis on all aspects of rice

cultivation and processing as practiced at the farm level. The

trainees are expected to acquire knowledge of both production

techniques and extension methods. Trainees are expected to

possess a B.Sc in Agriculture or a Diploma in Agriculture plus

five years post qualification experience in rice production.

Field Assistants Course

This is closely linked with the successful implementation of

WARDA Coordinated Trials. The training of these Field Assistants

will ensure standardization of observations and data collection.

The first course was held in February 1973 at the University

of Liberia Farm, Johnsonville, Liberia. It was attended



by 37 Field Assistants who returned to their various countries
in March 1973 to collect data on the 100 Coordinated Trials in
progress in member countries. The field assistants are directly
supervised by Senior Field Officers of member countries, while
overall coordination of the programme is by the WARDA Research
Coordinator.

Seminars

Seminars are to be regularly organised to tap existing rice
knowledge in the region and elsewhere. The first three seminars
on Varietal Improvement (with 39 participants), Soils and
Fertilizer Use (with 44 participants) and on Plant Protection
(attended by 44 participants)' held in Monrovia, Liberia, proved
helpful in formulating and finalising arrangements for the
Coordinated Trials (W1). They also assisted in further improving
on the WARDA Special Research Projects (W2, W3 and W4). The
first two were held in January 1973, while the last one was in
May 1973. They were attended by scientists from all member
countries, IRRI, IITA, IRAT, ILACO (Netherlands), FAC/UNDP,
ECA, OAU/STRC, the Quelea Project in Chad, Upper Volta, USA,
France, United Kingdom and The Netherlands.

Research Review Meeting

Yearly, WARDA plans to hold a review mueting at which a
Research Report incorporating all the results obtained from the
coordinated trials will be presented and discussed along with those
from rice research stations of individual countries and inter-
national research organizations in the region, like IRAT and IITA.
This annual Research Report may prove t be an up-to-date and a
handy document, not only for research and extension workers in
West Africa, but also for other rice workers, organizations and
countries as it will cover all research activities on rice in
West Africa.
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Linkages with International Research Institutes

In research, strong linkages are sought and made with

international research organizations, like IRRI, IITA, IRAT

and CIAT to benefit as much as possible from their results and

experience, to avoid duplication and to maximize the output

from the investments to be made.

Seed Storage Centre

A seed storage and treactment centre is being established

at the University of Liberia Farm, Johnsonville, Liberia. It

is to import seed rice from member countries and elsewhere,

treat and process them and later dispatch adequate quantities

to all test locations for WARDA's cooperative experiments.

Rice Quarantine

The strict plant quarantine regulations in force in West

Africa, coupled with the limited facilities at the Regional

Plant Quarantine Station at Ibadan, Nigeria slow down the

introduction of large numbers of rice varieties needed for WARDA's

research projects. To overcome this, WARDA is supplementing

the facilities at the Regional Plant Quarantine Station to enable

it to cope effectively with its introduction programme. In

addition to some capital improvements, one senior and two technical

assistants are stationed there.



Mr. Yudelman October 18, 1973

Harold Graves

WARDA

Omr Kelley called from AID yesterday afternoon to talk about WARDA.

He was just back from Liberia, where he had spent some time in rather

intensive talks with Diouf , the Executive Secretary of WARDA. It had

seemed to Kelley that Diouf's letter to Demuth, describing the manage-

ment arrangements in force or in prospect at WARDA, had not been fully

responsive to Demuth's letter of inquiry, written on behalf of the

Consultative Group. When Kelley mentioned this to Diouf, Diouf's

reaction was that he would be more than willing to come to Wa&,hington

ahead of the Consultative Group meeting to work out a more satisfactory

reply.

I said that I had not followed WARDA closely, and did not know what

was thought on the point of the responsiveness of Diouf's reply. I
mentioned that Mr. Demuth, as Chairman, was writing Diouf a letter

indicating to him that it might be too early, for various reasons, for
Diouf to begin conversations with donors, whether in Washington or else-

where.

It seemed likely, however, that Diouf would come to Washington des-

pite this discouragement. I told Killey that from the standpoint of the

activities scheduled at around the time of the CG meeting, October 31,

the day he originally proposed for Diouf's arrival, would conflict with

a meeting of ICRISAT donors scheduled for the afternoon. Kelley then

mentioned October 30 as a possibility, which did not meet any objection

from my point of view.

Bruce Cheek tells me that you have expressed a special interest in

WARDA. October 30, if you wished to get involved, obviously would con-

flict with the meeting of the Bank's agricultural panel. I mention all

this against the possibility that you may wish to get directly in touch

with Kelley on the whole subject.

HGraves:a pa



October 17, 1973

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Ries Development Association
E.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf.

I should like to thank you for your helpful letter of October 3,
in reply to mine of September 12, regarding the possible collaboration
between the Consultative Group and WARDA in its program of coordinated
rice trials. I believe that our exchange of letters provides the Con-
sultative Group with an adequate basis for consideration, at its forth-
coming meeting on November 1-2, of the Technical Advisory Committee's
recommendation for support, on certain stated conditions, of WARDA's
W-1 program.

I note that you plan to be in Washington at the time of the Con-
sultative Group meeting. While the meeting as such is closed, your
availability could be helpful if further immediate discussions then
appeared to be useful. I must add, however, that it is not clear to
me at this stage that a visit on your part solely for this purpose
would be useful to WARDA and yourself. While we are circulating the
text of your letter promptly, most members of the Consultative Group
will receive it only a few days, at best, before the Consultative Group
meeting. It seems quite doubtful that individual members will have
been able, in the time available, to reach decisions with respect to
supporting WARDA's W-1 program and, indeed, before beginning their own
individual consideration of the matter, members may well wish to have
the benefit of whatever discussion takes place within the Consultative
Group. Up to now, in any case, members of the Group have not specifically
indicated to the Secretariat any intentions to consider contributions to
the W-I program- and it may be that, in fact, adequate support for the
W-1 program will not develop. In view of the uncertainties, I believe
you might wish to consider postponing your approach to possible donors
until the prospects have been clarified in the Consultative Group meet-
ing.

With best wishes,

Si

Richa .ith
Chairman

cc: Messrs. Baum, Yudelman, Neylan/Sir John Crawford, Oram (FAO)

C/HG/RHD:mcj
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Association Pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cable: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P. O. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466-21963 Monrovia, Liberia

J/bj U 511/73 3 October 1973

Bear Mir. Demuth,

T have the honour to acknowled ge receipt of yoiir letter dated
12 September, confirming the recommendation of the TAC to the Consulta-
tive Group for conditional financial support to WARDA. T rej-ret being
unable to lve an earlier reply as the letter took rather long to get
to me.

I wish to take this opportunity to express to you, Hr. Chairman,
and your Group the sincere thanks and gratitude of the member govern-
ments and the ecretariat of WARDA for such a favourable consideration
of our programme. I would also like to p!it on record our appreciation
of the policy of the Chairman and members of the 'PAC who understood
that International Research would he really meaningful only if those
who are expected to use the research results are assisted when they
take the initiative to set up a structure for cooperation and for
channelling accumulated world knowledge by international and national
institutes into productive ventures.

I have noted from the recommendation of the TAC the following
points:

(a) The strengthening of the scientific management of project
Wl by the creation of a Steering Committee comprising rep-
resentatives of the WARDA Secretariat, FAO IITA ITFRI,

I two member states and one tindependen, scientist.

(b) The appointment, in consiultation with the Executive Secretary,
ay that Steering Committee of a Scientific Director for
r ce trials responsible to that Committee.

IMr. R. H. Demuth
C hairm ana
Consultative Group on IntezrA*hn1* f ural Resea ch
1818 H Street I. W.
WA3HINGTON D. C. 20433
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(c) The authority to -e given to the Committee to:

(i) desien the project

(ii) make expenditures

(iii) monitor the programmes

(iv) decide the phasing of the expansion of coordinated
trials.

I further note the subsequent comments made by the Consultative
Group emphasising the following points:

(1) The need for having one sin-le Scientific Director who can
effectively lead the programme execution preferably in an
integrated manner with W32, 13 and V4 of the overall WARDA
programme, tak'ing into consideration the fact that one
already exists in VWARA.

(2) The functions envisaged for the 3teering Committee might
be entrusted to the Advisory Committee provided the com-
position, authority are adequate to give strong scientific
leadership to the Conress.

(3) The necessity to have close ties with ITTA and to work
out an active programme of collaboration with IITA, IPRI
and IRAT.

On the basis of these recommendations and having in mind the
novel nature of WARDA, together with the fact that both the TAC and the
Consultative Group are favourably inclined towards financing project
Wl, but would like to build adequate safeguard into the management of
this project, I therefore wish to suggest, as requested proposals
which I hope would meet the requirements of both the TA6 and the Con-
sultative Group without contravening the provisions of the Constitu-
tion (Final Act) of WARDA.

1. The need for a single Scientific Director for all research
activities is perfectly in line with the actual structure of WARDA as
there is already a Scientific Director.

2. The need for the appointment of a Scientific Director does not
arise as Dr. ten Have, the actual Scientific Director, can effectively
lead the research programme of WARDA in an integral manner. The con-
ditions under which the Scientific Director should be appointed in
future, when Dr. ten Have leaves WARDA, and to whom this Scientific
Director should be responsible raise constitutional problems.
According to Article X 3(g) the authority to appoint control, termi-
nate the appointment, accor ing to the provisions of he staff remu-
lations, is vested in the Executive Secretary. It is therefore propose6
that appointment and termination of appointment be made by the
Executive Secretary after consultation with the Steering Committee.

0* 1/



This formula would be in accordance with the WARDA Constitution give
a say to the Committee and take into consideration the fact thal the
Ocientific Director is in charge of coordinated trials, special research
projects and in addition the coordination of national rice research
programmes which are financed from different sources.

It is the objective of WARDA to ensure the implementation of
Wl in an inte.-ral manner with 12, W3 and W4, but this is denendent on
the financing of these projects. For some of these, projects
financing has been obtained, while negotiations are still on for the
others.

3. The creation of a Steering Committee is possible as under the
provision of Article VI (f) the Governing Council has the authority to
establish any committee or working parties that mybe considered
necessary for facilitating the work of the Association.

4. The composition of such a committee as suggested by the TAC should
not raise any problems.

5. The authority to be given to the Committee to ensure scientific
leadership is acceptable, but the functions as listed raise some
problems:

(i) To design project: this duty has already been performed
in a way that ensured scientific validity to the project. A
team of Consultants from the United States visited the region and
prepared research proposals which were discussed in the 3ecretariat
by Consultants from IRAT, IITA and rice specialists from three
member countries. Thereafter it was submitted to the Scientific
and Technical Committee of WIDA consisting of the former Director
of iR I )r, Chandler, Scientific Director of IOAT Mr. Vallaeys,

and scientisis from five member countries. It was further discussed
by the Advisory Committee in which IITA, IRAT ani FAO were
represented before cons ideration anri approval 1y the Governing
Council.

D)es.t qll -ese nrecuiztions we as requested by TAC set up an
ad hoc committee made up of TII 'IITA IT, FAO and {he
3ecretariat of WARDA to again review tAese projects. Improvement
in the programme was brou,-ht ab out by further amendments made by
this Committee. WNe also held three seminars on Varietal Improvement,
Soil Management and Fertilizer Use and Plant Protection with full
participation by IRAT, TITA, IRRI FAO and research workers specia-
lised in these fields from each member country. The main objective
was to assess their past, present anI future research programmes
with a view to decide on how best the WARDA projectsI in particular
the coordinated trials should be implemented. In view of these
revelations, it is unlikely that the Committee would need authority
to re-design this project.

(ii) To make expenditures: -Approval of budget of the coordinated
trials, supported by TAC, could be entrusted to the Committee but

. . .. 0
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- ~Signature of cheques cannot be entrusted to a
Committee. A double signature system is proposed:
one signatory being the Executive Secretary or the
officer appointed by him the second being the
Scientific Director.

- Financial control to be entrusted to the Committee.
The Governing Council has already appointed a firm to
audit all financial operations of WARDA but the
Steering Committee could if so desired, appoint an
additional one to control expenses made on Consultative
Group funds.

(iii) To monitor the pro-rammes: The Secretariat finds this
function essential for the Committee to perform as this would
oive the Consultative Group the opportunity to ensure effective
implementation of the projects it is financing.

(iv) To nhase the ePransion of the coordinated trials: This
coild he entrusted to the Committee nrovided that if the
Governing Council, after recommen9ation from the Scientific and
Technical Committee decides that WARDA should 'undertake
additional trials such trials could be done with funds other
than those of the'Consultative Group.

Finally I wish to touch on the relationship between this
Committee anA the different bodies of WARDA. As this Committee is
set up because of the novel nature of WARDA it is hoped that after
two to three years of operation and provide4 that the Consultative
Group is satisfied with the work of WARDA, the Committee would cease
to exist. To this end nroposals will be made when the membership
of the Scientific and 'echnical Committee is to be renewed to ensure
participation of a Scientist from TITA on it as Scientists from IRAT
and TRR have already been serving on it. For the time being it is
suggested that the Scientific and Advisory Committees after Aiscussing
the programmes of WARDA, should submit their recommenlations
regarding the Coordinated Trials to the Steering Committee and that
the reports of the three Committees be submitted to the Governing
Council.

I hope these proposals aimed at ensuring the creation of a
Committee as suggested by the TAC and the Consultative Group, having
such authority and staff to give strong leadership and control to the
project without contravening the provisions of the WARDA Constitution,
would meet the conditions set by the TAC/Consultative Group for
financing the Wl project of the WNARDA programme.

For further clarification or negotiation on these proposals Iintend to be in Washington durin, the next meeting of the Consultative
Group.

Please ac-aept, Dear hr. Demuth, the assurance of my highest
consideration and esteem.

Yours ncerely,

.JacOf Diouf)
mxecut i e Secretary
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TAC Resolution on WARDA

After careful study of the revised WARDA research proposals the
TAC recommends that the Consultative Group supports the request for
funds to enable the Cooperative Research Programme (project W.1) to
be implemented.

The Committee applauds the WARDA experiment as a commendable
initiative in cooperation between developing countries with the aim
of raising output of an important food crop, an objective in line
with TAC's own first priority. It regards the regional research
project as an interesting innovative approach to linking national
programmes and the work of international research centres, which
offers a possibility of transferring the results of the work of
the centres more rapidly to small countries, as well as providing
a feedback to the centres on the problems requiring further study.

However, while the present WARDA submission meets many of the
reservations expressed by TAC members in relation to earlier propo-
sals, it is considered that because of its novel nature and the
greater difficulties of providing central control and direction over
the Programme, compared to that of a research institute, appropriate
safeguards must be built into its operations from the start.

With this end in view it recommends the following provisions as
conditional to support from the Consultative Group:

(i) The expansion of project W.1 must be phased closely in line
with the improvement of the scientific capabilities of the
member countries of WARDA to supervise the trials. The rate
of expansion proposed in the WARDA submission may well be too
ambitious.

(ii) A corollary of this is that training must be given very high
priority in the overall programme. Courses must be arranged
for field trials officers, as well as for more senior research
staff.

(iii) Although TAC did not address itself in detail to items W.2 to
W.4 of the WARDA research programme, for which separate fund-
ing is being sought by WARDA, it considers that these are es-
sentially complementary to item W. 1 and should be implemented
in parallel to it.

(iv) The active cooperation and not just the tacit approval of the
main international research organisations working on rice in
the region must be assured. This applies particularly to IITA
and IRAT.
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(v) Responsibility for the oversight of the coordinated trials
and related training element as well as for ensuring the
active involvement of the appropriate international research
institutions in the programme should be clearly and unequivo-
cally placed in the hands of a Steering Committee. WARDA has
already proposed such a Committee in the report submitted to
TAC (page 8); we believe this to be an essential pre-requisite
for the success of the research programmer, and this resolution
sets out the Committee's ideas on how it can best be made effec-
tive. The TAC recommends that authority for design and direc-
tion (execution) of the project, including authority for ex-
penditures, monitoring of progress, and the phasing of the
expansion of the coordinated trials be vested in this Committee.
It is suggested that it should be small, and should be com-
prised of representatives of the WARDA Secretariat, IITA, IRRI,
IRAT, FAO, two WARDA member countries, and one independent
scientist. The Committee would no doubt wish to appoint, in
consultation with the Executive Secretary of WARDA, a scien-
tific Director who would report to it, while it, in turn, could
report to WARDA.

(vi) Progress in the WARDA programme should be reviewed annually by
TAC, on the basis of reports from the WARDA Consultative Com-
mittee, supplemented as necessary by independent review as
in the case of the International Centres programmes.
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September 12, 1973

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development Association
E.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf;

At its meeting on August 1-.3, 1973, the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research received a recommendation from
its Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) that the Consultative Group
should, under certain conditions, be prepared to help finance that
part of WARDA's research program (item W 1) which consists of co-
ordinated trials at a network of locations in West Africa, designed
to have a direct impact on rice development in the region. I am
writing now to convey the views of the Consultative Group to you
formally and to invite the response of WARDA, with a view to reach-
ing agreement on mutually satisfactory conditions which would enable
members of the Consultative Group to help finance the W 1 program
beginning in 1974. In so doing I am mindful of your own parti-
cipation in the recent TAC and Consultative Group meetings which
should, I believe, help us reach an early understanding. A copy of
the TAC resolution is attached for convenient reference it in
dicates both the basis for TACs support of WARDA's proposal and
the conditions which it felt to be necessary for successfully im--
plementing that proposal.

In considering the TAC recommendation, the basic point under-
lined by the Consultative Group was that WARDA should as proposed
by TAC. make satisfactory arrangements for strengthening the scien
tific management of the proposed project. It was the feeling both
of TAC and the Consultative Group that, because of the novel nature
of the proposal and the difficulties of providing central control
and direction over a program to be carried out by various agencies
in various different localities, appropriate safeguards must be built
into the management arrangements from the start. Such arrangements,
TAC suggested should include a Steering Committee responsible for
the project and a scientific director appointed by and responsible
to that Committee. TAC further recommended, as you know, that res-
ponsibility for oversight of the coordinated trials and associated

Cont.



Mr. Diouf 2 - September 12, 1973

training activities, as well as for ensuring the active involvement
of the appropriate international agricultural research institutions
in the program, should be clearly and unequivocally placed in the
hands of this Steering Committee. To this end, TAC proposed that
authority for the design and direction (or execution) of the project,
including authority for expenditures, monitoring of programs. and
the phasing of the expansion of the coordinated trials should be
vested in the Steering Comittee. TAC envisaged that this Committee
would be a small group composed of representatives of the WARDA
Secretariat, FAO, IITA IRRI, IRAT, and two WARDA member countries,
and should contain, in addition. one independent scientist. The
Committee would appoint in consultation with you. as the Executive
Secretary of WARDA. a scientific director who would report to it,
while it, in turn, could report to WARDA.

In discussing the WARDA proposal, members of the Consultative
Group referred to the existing management arrangements in WARDA,
including its technical committee. the advisory committee and the
recent appointment of a director of rice trials, as well as the
basic framework of a Governing Council and a Secretariat. It was
felt that it would be best if there were one scientific director
for the WARDA program as a whole and that further consideration
should be given to the matter of the roles of the advisory com-
mittee and the proposed Steering Committee, including whether one
Comittee could serve both the purposes of the existing committee
and those proposed for the Steering Committee. The essential points
are that the Committee however it is related to WARDA a existing
structure should be so composed, and have such authority and staff
as may be necessary to give strong scientific leadership to the proj-
act and that the scientific director should be a man who can effec
tively lead the program execution preferably in an integrated manner
with items W 2 - W 4 of the overall WARDA program.

Concerning the relationship of the proposed Steering Committee
and scientific director to WARDA's existing structure, I would sug--
gest that the next step is for you to let us have an indication of
how WARDA would propose to establish these relationships in a way
that would meet the criteria set forth by TAC. In other words, we
would like to have you suggest specific management arrangements which
would effectively satisfy the substantive objectives of the TAC's
recommendations, as endorsed by the Consultative Group, while at the
same time causing the least possible disruption of WARDA's existing
organizational arrangements.

The Consultative Group approved the other points made by TAC in
its resolution, and I would refer here only to two. The first is
that WARDA must have close ties with 11TA and that WARDA should work

Coat.
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out an active program of collaboration with 1ITA, IRRI and IRAT in
particular. The second is that items W-2 - W-4 should be implemented
in an integrated manner with the W-1 program which the Consultative
Group is considering for support, since all of these items are es-
sentially complementary. This second point underlines the desirability
of having a single scientific director for the WARDA program as a whole.

As you will have noted from your participation in International
Centers Week, both the TAC and the Consultative Group are favorably
inclined towards including WARDA's W-1 project in the Consultative
Group's financing program for 1974 and for the three subsequent years.
The matter will come up for a final decision by the Consultative Group
with respect to 1974 at its meeting on November 1-2. In view of the
shortness of time remaining before that meeting, I would appreciate an
early response to this letter.

With kind personal regards,

Sincerely,

RiihdHDemuth
Ch

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Yriart - FAO

Dr. Patel - UNDP
Mr. Yudelman
Sir John Crawford

'Mr. Oram

BMCheek/HRDemuth:mcj



July 26, 1973

TAC Resolution on WARDA

After careful study of the revised WARDA research proposals the
TAC recommends that the Consultative Group supports the request for
funds to enable the Cooperative Research Programme (project W.1) to
be implemented.

The Committee applauds the WARDA experiment as a commendable
initiative in cooperation between developing countries with the aim
of raising output of an important food crop, an objective in line
with TAC's own first priority. It regards the regional research
project as an interesting innovative approach to linking national
programmes and the work of international research centres, which
offers a possibility of transferring the results of the work of
the centres more rapidly to small countries, as well as providing
a feedback to the centres on the problems requiring further study.

However, while the present WARDA submission meets many of the
reservations expressed by TAC members in relation to earlier propo-
sals, it is considered that because of its novel nature and the
greater difficulties of providing central control and direction over
the Programme, compared to that of a research institute, appropriate
safeguards must be built into its operations from the start.

With this end in view it recommends the following provisions as
conditional to support from the Consultative Group:

(i) The expansion of project W.1 must be phased closely in line
with the improvement of the scientific capabilities of the
member countries of WARDA to supervise the trials. The rate
of expansion proposed in the WARDA submission may well be too
ambitious.

(ii) A corollary of this is that training must be given very high
priority in the overall programme. Courses must be arranged
for field trials officers, as well as for more senior research
staff.

(iii) Although TAC did not address itself in detail to items W.2 to
W.4 of the WARDA research programme, for which separate fund-
ing is being sought by WARDA, it considers that these are es-
sentially complementary to item W. 1 and should be implemented
in an integrated manner.

(iv) The active cooperation and not just the tacit approval of the
main international research organisations working on rice in
the region must be assured. This applies particularly to IITA
and IRAT.
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(v) Responsibility for the oversight of the coordinated trials
and related training element as well as for ensuring the
active involvement of the appropriate international research
institutions in the programme should be clearly and unequivo-
cally placed in the hands of a Steering Committee. WARDA has
already proposed such a Committee in the report submitted to
TAC (page 8); we believe this to be an essential pre-requisite
for the success of the research programmer, and this resolution
sets out the Committee's ideas on how it can best be made effec-
tive. The TAC recommends that authority for design and direc-
tion (execution) of the project, including authority for ex-
penditures, monitoring of progress, and the phasing of the
expansion of the coordinated trials be vested in this Committee.
It is suggested that it should be small, and should be com-
prised of representatives of the WARDA Secretariat, IITA, IRRI,
IRAT, FAO, two WARDA member countries, and one independent
scientist. The Committee would no doubt wish to appoint, in
consultation with the Executive Secretary of WARDA, a scien-
tific Director who would report to it, while it, in turn, could
report to WARDA.

(vi) Progress in the WARDA programme should be reviewed annually by
TAC, on the basis of reports from the WARDA Consultative Com-
mittee, supplemented as necessary by independent review as
in the case of the International Centres programmes.
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ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100-ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: 5797

Ref. DP 9/1 RAF/71/188

22 March 1973

Dear Mr. Bazin,

In accordance with our discussions at the third Steering

Committee, I have compiled some documentation concerning the West

African Rice Development Association and the FAO/UNDP assistance

which is being given to this inter-country project. I trust that

the material will give you the background to the establishment of

the Association.

The budget for the original meeting of plenipotentaries

is amongst the documentation and will be of particular interest to

you in relation to the inter-governmental meeting which will be

needed before the end of the year.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

T. . Aribisala
Director

Agricultural Services Division

Mr. A. Bazin
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street N.W.
Washington DC

USA

MA: p2 8 173 A V-. C



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest,^

(Intergovernmental Organization 4
Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/ra 3 64/73

6 MARCH 1973

Dear Mr. Graves,

Following your letter dated 1st. March 1973, I
have pleasure in sending you herewith copy of the report meeting
between WARDA, IRRI, IITA and IRAT.

Sincerely yours

Jacque* Diouf

Executive Secretary

Mr. Harold Graves

Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H St. N. W
Washington D. C. 20433 U S A
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Proceedings of the Meeting between Representatives of IRRI, IRAT,

IITA FAO and WARDA on 4 to 6 December 1972 atMonrovia

Purpose: To review the WARDA Research Projects and to establish

priorities and to identify linkages with IRRI, IITA and

IRAT.

Present:

Mr. R. Devred, FAO Mr. J. Diouf

Mr. G. Vallaeys, IRAT Dr. L. A. Are WARDA
Mr. P. G. de Boer

Dr. F. Ponnamperuma, IRRI Dr. H. ten Have

Dr. J. C. Moomaw, IITA (except for the morning session on
December 4)

Morning Session, December 4

In an introductory remark Mr. Devred stated that being a staff

member of FAO, he does not represent TAC and as such cannot make

any commitments but likes to give his views and ideas on the subjects

to be discussed. According to its 4th Session Report, the TAC is

sympathetic towards WARDA but has expressed concern about priorities

and the kind of impact some projects may have. Likewise, TAC would

like to see the projects better formulated with clearly indicated

linkages with other research institutions like IRRI, IRAT and IITA,

in order to avoid duplication and to obtain the maximum output from

investments to be made. TAC might be interested in outreach pro-

grammes with a network of trials and a close coordination and coopera-

tion with other research institutions. Research activities with a

direct impact on rice development are of utmost importance.

Mr. Diouf suggested to start with reviewing the research

projects in order to establish priorities and the various relation-

ships with IITA, IRAT and IRRI and that thereafter the necessary

budgeting can be worked out.

Mr. Vallaeys suggested that by discussing the various research

projects in detail one should keep in mind the timings for the next

TAC meetings and the Seminars organised by WARDA.

Mr. Devred informed the group that the next TAC meeting in

January/February may not be the most suitable one for presenting the

reviewed WARDA research projects as most of the time for that meeting

will be devoted to reviewing the priority research policy of TAC.

There may not be enough time to consider the WARDA projects in

detail and it might therefore be better to present the WARDA proposals

during the 6th TAC meeting in July, 1973, as anyway no decision, it

any, could be taken before the Consultative Group meeting in August,

1973.
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Mr. Diouf said that a postponement of presenting the WARDA

research projects to TAC may have serious consequences for obtaining

the necessary funds for getting the programmes implemented.

The consensus was that general agreement should be reached on

priorities, linkages with and backstoppings from other institutions

and that these proposals should be presented at the next TAC

meeting in January/February, 1973.

Mr. Vallaeys insisted on the necessity that the details for the

various research projects should be worked out by the regional

specialists and the WARDA research coordinator with reference to

results already obtained, to ongoing programmes, and to identified

research problems.

Mr. Diouf stressed the point that the Seminars in January are

aimed at the practical aspects of the various cooperative experi-

ments and all technical details involved, but that they should

refrain from di'scussing the overall research programme of WARDA as

this has been approved already by earlier committees.

REVIEW OF PROJECTS Pl - PlO ON A PRIORITY BASIS

Mr. Devred pointed out that he personally considers that Pl and

P5 have a very high priority and probably also projects which

involve insect and disease control. As far as P3 is concerned, this

is essentially a programme for the WARDA organisation and should, as

such, not be submitted to TAC for financing. He would like to

give the highest priority to P1 with a network of trials and close

linkages with the on-going work at IRRI, IITA, etc. Second on the

list of priorities he envisages P5. Both P1 and P5 are somewhat

complementary and should have a direct impact on rice cultivation in

West Africa. Research on disease and insect control is likewise

important to support breeding activities and extension work. As

far as P1 is concerned, he likes to make a distinction between

varietal improvement and coordinated variety trials. As far as

WARDA is concerned, TAC could probably show more interest in the

coordinated variety trials than in rice improvement work as these

kind of activities are more the concern of the Institutes.

Dr. Ponnamperuma agrees with the general approach of Mr.

Devred as far as priorities are concerned, but points out that

varietal improvement work in West Africa seems to be necessary to

develop varieties suitable for local conditions and that for West

Africa, one cannot depend completely on rice breeding work being

conducted at IRRI and other Institutes. Considering local environmen-

tal conditions and special problems, there seems to be a need to

reinforce rice breeding work in West Africa.

........................./
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Mr. Devred noted that personally he would like to give P6 a
lower rating on a priority basis and as far as P9 is concerned, plans
are underway for a cooperative approach for mechanisation in West
Africa. WARDA should keep in contact with these activities.

Mr. Vallaeys agreed with the list of priorities P1 to P10 as
they have been established at Bamako. He is of the opinion that the
present research projects of WARDA all contain one or more of the
following characteristics:

(i) Coordinated trials at a network of locations,

(ii) Projects with the aim to reinforce ongoing programmes,

(iii) Projects to fill existing gaps in the overall research
activities in member countries.

Dr. Ponnamperuma suggested that P10 should be given a very low
priority in view of the research work being done at IRRI and at
other places. Little emphasis should be given to P6, as this project
may have an impact on the long term only. With respect to P9, atten-
tion may be focussed on small scale mechanisation.

In summarising, Mr. Diouf stated that as far as methodology is
concerned, one may distinguish four groups:

(1) Research of a cooperative nature with a network of trials,
and a multi-disciplinary approach. These activities
come closest to the Extension Service and the rice farmer,

(2) Research projects to reinforce existing activities which
are too weak in nature,

(3) Projects to fill existing gaps,

(4) Research projects which would mainly be a duplication of
on-going programmes elsewhere in the world, and which
should not be supported by WARDA (PlO).

As far as P6 and P10 are concerned, the general consensus with TAC
is that they should have a low priority in view of its impact for the
near future (P6) and in view of the on-going work at IRRI (PlO).

Dr. Ponnamperuma mentioned that simple fertiliser trials alone
are not adequate, but that more detailed research is necessary to
solve the various problems with the existing problem soils in West
Africa. Mr. Diouf clarified this point as it is already incorporated
in P5.

........................../
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In summing up, Mr. Diouf stated that only research projects
should be presented to TAC and that out of the existing research

projects, P6 and P10 should be deleted. Highest priority should be

given to coordinated trials on varieties and fertilisers, and that

other subjects may be added like insect and weed control. As a

second priority comes the reinforcement of various research projects,
like varietal improvement, soil fertility studies and research

projects on pests, diseases and weeds. The project P9 (Mechanisation)

may be considered as a project for filling an existing gap. The

remaining research projects should come up for review in detail

when Dr. Moomaw is present. Within and between the research projects,
priorities, as well as linkages with IRRI, IITA and IRAT should be

identified.
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Afternoon Session December 4

After reading the preliminary proceedings of the morning
session Dr. Moomaw comments that he agrees in general with the

deliberations and conclusions reached during the morning session and

that projects P6 and P10 should be considered as of a lower order of

priority. The projects Pl and P8a and b should be well coordinated
and integrated together. He mentioned the activities of the FAO

Mechanisation Survey of West Africa and has requested Dr. Lalor

(IITA) to keep WARDA informed about this operation.

COORDINATED TRIALS

Pl - Variety trials

Mr. Diouf mentioned the technical change already proposed for

projects P1 and P5 to integrate the cooperative trials and suggested

that the varietal improvement activities and the coordinated variety

trials be separately discussed. Mr. Vallaeys comments that the

organisation and the logistics involved with the coordinated variety

trials are typically the responsibility of WARDA. Via the WARDA

coordinator all stations as well as the Institutes should be

requested to propose and supply material for cooperative testing. It

is here that the Institutes can be of considerable help to WARDA.

Furthermore, keeping in mind the various trial points and the work

involved with these coordinated trials, one should not underestimate

the necessary means to conduct these trials properly. As far as

assistants or moniteurs are concerned who will conduct those trials

it is of very much importance that they are fully integrated in the

existing staff and administrative structure of the stations, to avoid

serious problems which may arise when this personnel is not a part

of the existing organioation at the stations. These ideas are fully

supported by Dr. Moomaw and Mr. Diouf. As far as coordination and

cooperation is concerned Mr. Diouf mentioned that steps have already

been taken by which WARDA staff members may attend the annual research

review meetings of the various institutes to maximise on efficiency

and on a sound approach for the various research projects. Mr.

Vallaeys underlines the need for adequate supervision of the coopera-

tive trials and the possible need for additional staff in case the

workload of the trials becomes too heavy.

Dr. Moomaw summarises in short the experience of IITA with

cooperative trials and sees a great task for WARDA to expand this

type of activities. He envisages a joint tour of breeders from

IITA, IRAT and IRRI along with the research coordinator to visit the

trials at suitable times, These trips can be mutually very fruitful.

Mr. Devred strongly supports this idea as it clearly shows full

cooperation and coordination between WARDA and the Institutes. Mr.

Diouf suggests to institutionalise these trips. The importance of

......... 1
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having people to conduct the selection work in the field and the
testing and further selection of large numbers of entries is stressed
by Dr. Ponnamperuma as it happens many times that material with
moderate performance at IRRI proves to be outstanding under other
environmental conditions. The importance of mutual visits and the
training of local rice breeders for some time at IRRI to make them
fully acquainted with breeding objectives and technical procedures,
is underlined.

In summing up, Mr. Diouf states that introduction of seed and
breeding material, use of consultative services, provisions for
training and attendance of the annual review meetings are most
important items for intensive cooperation and coordination with the
various Institutions. This is not only true as far as breeding is
concerned, but should likewise be followed for the other disciplines.

With the multi-disciplinary approach of coordinated trials, the
question arose as to how much and what type of information should be
collected from each trial and how many trials can be handled by a
single person. Mr. Vallaeys made it clear that this is a matter of
priorities which may vary from trial to trial. Along with the
instructions for coordinated trials it should be clearly indicated
what type of information is required and what else is desirable. It
is here that proper training and instruction of field staff is
highly important to maximise the amount of useful information from
each individual trial. In certain cases, specialists may be called
upon to study field trials for more detailed information (differences
for levels in resistance or tolerance).

Mr. Vallaeys raised the question under which levels of fertility
and protection the trials should be grown. Dr. Moomaw: It is
probably best to adopt a medium level of protection but to grow them
under adequate levels of fertility as under these conditions the yield
potentialities can be better identified.

.. - Fertiliser trials

After the introductory remarks from Mr. Diouf, Mr. Vallaeys
pointed out that at this stage it is difficult to suggest certain
improvements in the project as much will depend on the results from
the next Seminar. As in the case of P1, a coordinator should be in
charge of the o-eration of the fertilisation project and in this
respect Mr. Val aeys ponted out that the original plan for charging
the agropedologist to be stationed by IRAT at Richard Toll with this
work does not sc-em to be a realistic proposal. After some discussion
it was felt that a similar procedure should be followed as for the
coordinator for Pl. For 1973, the projects P1 and P5 can be
handled by the research coordinator and the coordinator for Pl, and
for 1974 the WARDA headquarters should be strengthened with the
services of a coordinator for P5. With this team, it seems possible
to look after all coordinated trials and to call upon the assistance
of the various specitlists in the region when special problems arise
in the different coordinated trials.
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Dr. Ponnamperuma rightly pointed out that the results from
coordinated fertiliser trials may not always be the same as those
obtained in farmers' fields. Based on the results from coordinated
work, simple fertiliser trials can be worked out for various regions
in cooperation with the Extension Service. The actual field work
involved, however, lies beyond the scope of the WARDA research project.

Answering a question from Mr. Devred about the costs of this
programme, Mr. Diouf stated that WARDA has a task for reinforcement
of existing work and to fill essential gaps wherever they exist.

In summary, the outlines for P5 remained unchanged whereas the
subjects and the practical implementation of the coordinated trials
will be finalised during the next Seminar.

P7 - Weed control trials

Dr. Moomaw recalled his experience with cooperative weed control
trials and ponted out that for handling these trials some special
equiprent is needed and more skill is required from the field assis-
tant in the proper handling of these experiments. The usual rate of
return is low. For practical reasons he would rate the coordinated
weed control trials at a second order of priority. Dr. Are stressed
the importance of proper weed control, as response to fertilisers may
not be fully realised unless weeds are controlled adequately. Dr.
Moomaw pointed out that training field staff is necessary before a
coordinated programme is launched.

In winding up the discussions about this project, Mr. Diouf
suggested to organise a Seminar in 1973 on plant protection
(diseases, pests, weeds) to be followed by a training course. Along
these lines, coordinated trials on weed control should be started
in 1974.

........................... /
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MoLrning_ sonDecmbe

In summarising the discussions on priorities on December 4,
Mr. Diouf made the following distinction: highest priority should
be given to the coordinated trials, to be followed by projects which
aim at reinforcing existing programmes and which fill essential gaps.
Research on mechanisation would have a lower order of priority.
The importance of frequent seminars was stressed.

Thereafter the discussions started on the specific actions to
be taken for the following disciplines: varietal improvement, soil
fertility and soil management, and plant protection..

SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECTS (for reinforcement and
filling of gaps)

Pl - Varietal Improvement

In answering a question from Mr.. Devred, Mr. Tallaeys elaborated
on the way IITA and IRAT (Bouake) operate on a regional basis to
test new selections and introductions on a large scale in order to
identify promising material with wide adaptability. As some coun-
tries may lack the facilities for testing material on an adequate
scale, still useful information can be obtained from other regions
where the crop was grown under similar conditions. Through WARDA
this work can be undertaken on a larger scale.

Dr. Ponnamperuma stressed the importance of proper linkages
with the Institutes to obtain large numbers of promising selections
and wondered why CIAT has not been mentioned as a source for br.eed-
ing material for rainfed rice. At present, IRRI has a large quantity
of breeding material with built-in resistance against various dis-
eases and pests and it is of utomost importance that WARDA starts
testing this material on a large scale to select and develop suit-
able lines for local conditions. He gives examples from Thailand
and Indonesia where promising varieties have been developed, which
originated from earlier introduced IRRI breeding material. In this
context Mr. Diouf mentioned that WARDA has already contacted IRRI and
other organizations to obtain breeding stock and promising selec-
tions, and that maximum use would be made from breeding material
already generated elsewhere.

Dr. Moomaw mentioned that IITA would serve as a sort of outlet
from IRRI for West Africa but stipulated that in various cases it
might be even better to channel seed requests directly to IRRI. I
is known that IRRI is most willing to despatch seed and breeding
material, and whenever necessary, IITA is willing to assist in this
respect or to reinforce requests for consultancy services. In some
cases it may, however, be easier to obtain material from IITA than
from IRRI.

..............................
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Mr. Devred asked in how far TAC is aware of this policy of
IRRI to make liberal supplies of breeding material available directly
to stations and countries in Africa without going through IITA. In
this respect Dr. Moomaw mentioned that IITA acts both for rice and
maize as an intermodiate for the other Institutes but that IITA
has no fund for an outreach programme in this matter, IITA's role is
to facilitate the overall operation and direct contacts with the other
Institutes are encouraged rather than discouraged owing, among other
things, to plant quarantine regulations.

IITA has clearly defined its priorities for breeding work.: first
comes rainfed rice, whereas irrigated rice comes second. Virtually no
attention is being paid to mangrove swamp and deep water rice,
although these types of rice cultivation are of major importance in
certain countries or reFrions. Mr. Diouf concluded that with the on-
going programmes at IITTA and IRAT (Bouak6) and with backstopping
from IRRI, the existing breeding programmes are adequate for rainfed
and irrigated rice so that the assistance of WARDA need to be of a
limited nature only as already outlined in project Pl. For deep
water and mangrove swamp rice the situation is essentially different
and here exists an important task for WARDA to fill existing gaps and
to reinforce weak programmes. Mr. Vallaeys stressed this point and
stated that some member countries will be dissatisfied when no
breeding programme is launched for extensive rice growing areas.

Dr. P1nnamperuma pointed out that for mangrove swamp rice one
should not only look to West Africa, but realise that about 15
million hectaresof these soils occur in the world. A sound rice
improvement programme of WARDA for these problem soils may result
in a big spin-off for other parts of the world. Mr. Vallaeys asked for
the relative importance of mangrove swamp rice in relation to the

total rice area in West Afriea (about 6% of the area and 12% of the
total production), but pointed out that reclamation of these lands

is very costly. With modern methods and techniques this may be
easier than some years ago replied Dr. Ponnamperuma, and one should
not underestimate the potentialities of these vast areas. He added
that for iron toxicity for instance, results at IRRI have
shown remarkable varietal differences in this respect. This opens
new horizons for breeding rice varieties for certain problem soils.

After long discussions on the relative importance of mangrove
swamp rice in the WARDA countries and in view of the fact that the

Government of Sierra Leone is in the final stage of negotiating an
FAO/UNDP/IITA contract to reinforce research at the Rice Research

Station at Rokupr, it is finally agreed upon that WARDA maintains its

provisions for the Rice Research Station Rokupr as outlined in Pl,

but that in working out the further details between WARDA and Sierra

Leone, full attention should be paid to the above-mentioned aspects.

The proposed activities at the IRAT station Mopti for breeding
work for deep water rice remained unchanged.
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In discussing the various terms used for characterising 
the

defferent types of rice cultivation (upland, lowland, 
irrigated,

deep flooded, etc.) it was felt that these terms are 
quite often

confusing and sometimes illogic. More standardisation 
and better

difinitions may be necessary. In this context Dr. Ponnamperuma

suggested the following terms: mesic (dry), hydric 
(wet) and

hydro-mesic.

P5 soil fertility and soil management

On a question from Dr. Are as to which disciplines 
might be

covered with an FAO/UNDP/IITA contract for 
the Rice Research Station

at Rokupr, Dr. Moomaw answered that the experts may involve an 
agro-

nomist, an extension-cumffarm management specialist and a breeder/

pathologist. In this respect Mr. Diouf pointed out 
that WARDA's

support to Rokupr will depend on the 
facilities provided for in the

above-mentioned contract. For all future 
experts to be hired by WARDA

it is of much importance that provisions are 
made for proper orienta-

tion and visits to the Institutes on an 'as 
needed" basis, in order

to establish effective linkages and a fruitful 
research programme.

Here again, much backstopping is to be expected from IRRI, 
as

Dr. Ponnamperuma mentioned the fact that recently 
dramatic varietal

differences have been observed when grown on 
problem soils, and that

for certain soils rather simple amendments 
have been found to over-

come the existing problems.

Mr. Vallaeys in remarking that as the agropedologist 
to be

stationed by IRAT at Richard Toll will not 
be charged with a

coordinating task, asked if changes should be made in the relevant

budget. After discussion it was decided 
that the reinforcement

should be maintained.

P7 - Weed control

The basic ideas in project P7 remained unchanged. The project

provides for a weed specialist at Mopti who 
will be in charge of

more basic research and who will work in close 
cooperation with the

weed research programs at Richard Toll and Rokupr.

A question of Mr. Vallaeys regarding 
the task of the weed

specialist at Bouake was answered by 
Mr. Diouf in stating that he was

to act as a regional specialist. But the coordinating 
task being

taken care of by the research coordinator and his two 
assistants, it

was felt that this post should be cancelled 
as Mr. Vallaeys further

informed that a full time weed specialist is 
at present stationed at

Bouake.

P8a- Pest control

The present project provides for an entomologist 
and two research

assistants to be stationed at IITA.

............................../
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Mr. Vallaeys was of the opinion that the present project is not

very clear and too sketchy to warrant serious discussion and con-

sideration. Important items, like relation plants-insects, factors

for resistance, its relationship with breeding for resistance and

with coordinated tril2- is lacking. This project should be better

presented and should be preceded by a meeting of the various

specialists in the region.

Mr. Diouf realised these weaknesses and suggested that the

present project should be submitted to the entomologists of IRAT

and IITA for suggestinns, comments and better outlines and that

thereafter the project should be redrafted by Dr. ten Have. This

matter is of urgent nature as he likes to have the final project

ready, well in time for the next TAC meeting.

Mr. Devred underlined the need to clearly establish linkages

with and backstoppings from the Institutes to obtain a sound and logic

approach.

As far as backstopping from IRRI is concerned, Dr. Ponnamperuma

mentioned that substantial help from IRRI is possible along the

following lines:

(a) Much data and information on varietal differences in

resistance to various insect pests,

(b) Technical knowledge and procedures for screening
breeding material for resistance,

(c) Information on screening of insecticides and methods of

application,

(d) Large numbers of selections with built-in resistance.

In winding up, Mr. Diouf requested both Mr. Vallacys and

Dr. Moomaw for quick action by their entomologists to have their

comments on the projects in time for redrafting.

P8b - Disease control

Although the present project provides for two plant pathologists,

Mr. Diouf expressed the opinion that this number could be reduced

to one. Very close cooperation with the Institutes and with the

regional rice breeders is necessary to develop suitable screening

tests and to assist the breeders as far as possible in their task

to develop disease-resistant varieties. As in the case of insect

resistance, IRRI has and is developing a valuable stock of breeding

material with disease resistance wbich should be used to the

fullest possible extent by the regional WARDA breeders and patholo-

gists. Either direct or via IRRI or IITA promising material should

also be collected from other countries.

Mr. Vallaeys informed the group that recently a full time patho-

logist (who worked for six months at IRRI) has been stationed at

Bouakg (IRAT), who will work in very close cooperation with the

6 6 4/
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breeding programme. Major activities will be focussed on Piricularia
oryzae as being by far the most important fungus disease in West
Africa.

Dr. Moomaw pointed out that he would give higher priority to
research on diseases than on insects, and that WARDA will need a
senior pathologist who should be provided with adequate resources.

It was decided to plan the Seminar on Plant Protection in May

1973, and to decide thereafter upon the most suitable location for the
WARDA pathologist.

......................... /
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Morning Session, December 6

The suggestion was brought forward that WARDA should make the parts

of general interest in the Annual Reports from IRRI, IITA, IRAT and CIAT

available to all research stations in the member countries. As IRRI has

severral international programs on rice research in Asian countries, the

suggestion was likewise made that WARDA should try to obtain detailed

reports from those activities (such as the Annual Reports from AICRIP,
India). Much emphasis should be placed on translation. In this way, a

wealth of present day information on rice research can be channeled into

the member countries.

Mr. Devred was much impressed by the vast areas of mangrove swamps
in the world and its potentialities for rice cultivation, as rice is one

of the most (if not the best) suitable crop for these conditions. He

wondered if a statement sh&uld not be made to focus the attention on this
subject. Although everybody agreed with the importance of this problem on

a world-wide basis, it lies probably outside the terms of reference of

WARDA to take action in this respect beyond what is already planned

at Rokupr.

Mr. Vallaeys clarified a question from Dr. ten Have on the back-

stopping from IRAT in stating that Madagascar is also included in its

network and that rice breeding work there is devoted to irrigated rice.

Mr. Diouf noted that adequate action should be under-taken to

realise proper testing of large numbers of early generation material

from IRRI and other sources in the various ecological regions of

West Africa.

Mr. Devred made the following suggestions on the presentation of

the general lay-out of the research projects:

(a) Justification of the projects by stating their actual status
and their impact on rice production, if possible by

quantititive means. The objectives, implementation and

organisation of the projects with their major linkages and

working relationships with the Institutes and other research

organisations.

(b) Plan of operation based on priorities. There should be a

breakdown of costs.

He also asked if WARDA would be willing to accept, if the financing of

the projects was approved by the TAC and the Consultative group, a

management committee with IITA, IRAT, IRRI to control the spending of

the funds.

........... /
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In reply Mr. Diouf mentioned that WARDA is most willing to accept

any form of control that would give the donor, adequate guarantee that

the money they provide is used in the right way, provided such control

would not hamper the smooth running of the organization. As to the form

such control would takemanagement committee or financial controller or

others, this would be a matter to be negotiated either with the

Consultative group or the individual donor countries.

With regard to phytosanitary measures to be taken when seed

material is sent from one country to another, it was pointed out that

WARDA should strictly adhere to adequate seed treatments to avoid serious

consequencies. This problem with seed shipments needs thorough

discussion during the Varietal Improvement Seminar, as it is one of the

cornerstones of the coordinated trial project. Suspected plants with

disease symptoms should not be sent to other countries for identification.

-0-



March 1, 1973

Dear Mr. Diouf:

This is further to my letter of January 23, in response to
your kind invitation for the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research to be represented at the meeting of your
Advisory Committee in Monrovia later this month. I regret to
say that it will not be possible for the Consultative Group to
be represented at your meeting. We will, however, look forward
with interest to the results, and especially to the outcome of
the discussions between WARDA and IRRI, 11TA and IRAT.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Seeretary

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
E.J. Roy. Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Or ganization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 00244/73 20 February, 1973

Dear Sir,

With reference to my letters JD/bj 0020/73 and 0079/73
dated 8 and 18 January respectively- informing you of the
WARDA meetings to be held in March, I have the honour to
bring to your notice that these meetings have been postponed
and will now take place in Monrovia in April, 1973.

The new dates are as follows: Scientific and Technical
Committee 9 - l1 Advisory Committee 13 - 16 and the Governing
Council 17 - 19.

Please accept, Dear Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Yours sincerely;

(Jac a Diouf)
Executive Secretary

The President
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433
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January 23, 1973

Dear Mr. Diouf:

Thank you most kindly for the announcement of the

forthcoming meeting of the Scientific and Technical Com-

mittee of WARDA, which you sent to the President of the

World Bank, and for the invitation to attend this meeting,

which you sent to the Chairman of the Consultative Group.

It may be some time before a response can be given to this

invitation, but in the meantime, I wanted to acknowledge

its receipt.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
E. J. Roye Memorial Building
P. 0. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone : 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 0079/73 18 January 1973

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to invite your Organisation to be
represented at the Second Session of the Advisory Committee
which will take place in Monrovia, Liberia, from 23 to 26
March, 1973.

Please find enclosed a copy of the Provisional Agenda.
The other documents will be sent to you under separate cover
as soon as they are available.

I should appreciate being notified in good time of the
name of your representative as well as the date on which he is
likely to arrive in Monrovia.

The meeting of the Advisory Committee will be preceded
by the Second Session of the Scientific and Technical Committee
(Monrovia, 19 to 21 March, 1973) and followed by the Second
Session of the Governing Council (Monrovia, 27 to 29 March,
1973).

In conformity with Article IX of the WARDA Constitution,
your Organisation is also invited to attend the Session of the
Governing Council in an observer capacity.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Yours sincerely,

(Jact Diouf)
Exe (utive Secretary

The President
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433

cc. The President
T. A. C.



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

(21 - 2- March, 1973 - Monrovia, Liberia)

WARDA/73/C2

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen and of a
Rapporteur

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Attendance of Observers at the Session

5. Consideration of the Report of the Scientific and Technical
Committee

6. Consideration of problems raised by the financing of the
projects

7. Other matters

8. Adoption of the Report of the Session

9. Closing of the Session



'MT AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMETT ASSOCIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE GOVERNING COUNCIL

(27 - 29 March, 1973 - onrovia Liberia

WARDA/73/Cl

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and a Rapporteur

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Appointment of the Credentials Committee

5. Attendance of Observers at the Session

Activity Deport of the Executive Secretary

7. Consideration and adoption of the Report of khe Advisory
Committee

8. Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Scientific and
Technical Committee

9. Other matters

10. Date and place of next Session of the Governing Council
11. Adoption of the Report of the Session

12. Closing of the Session



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 -21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 0083/73 18 January 1973

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to invite your Organisation to be
represented to the Second Session of the Advisory Committee
which will take place in Monrovia, Liberia, from 23 to 26
March, 1973.

Please find enclosed a copy of the Provisional Agenda.
The other documents will be sent to you under separate cover
as soon as they are available.

I would appreciate being notified in good time of the
name of your representative as well as the date on which he
is likely to arrive in Monrovia.

The meeting of the Advisory Committee will be preceded
by the Second Session of the Scientific and Technical Committee
(Monrovia, 19 to 21 March, 1973) and followed by the Second
Session of the Governing Council (Monrovia, 27 to 29
March, 1973).

In conformity with Article IX of the WARDA Constitution,
your Organisation is also invited to attend the Session of the
Governing Council in an observer capacity.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Yours sincerely,

(Ja jVes Diouf)
Executive Secretary

The President
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development
1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433

cc. The Director
I. B. R. D.
B. P. 1850
ABIDJAN



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELDPMENT ASSOCIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

(23 -2 March, 1973 - Monrovia, Liber

WARDA/73/C2

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen and of a
Rapporteur

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Attendance of Observers at the Session

5. Consideration of the Report of the Scientific and Technical
Committee

6. Consideration of problems raised by the financing of the
projects

7. Other matters

8. Adoption of the Report of the Session

9. Closing of the Session



hIEST AFRICA RICE DEVEMPMENT ASSgIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE GOVERNING COUNCIL

(27 - 29 March, 1973 - jonrovia, Liberia)

WARDA/73/Cl

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and a Rapporteur

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Appointment of the Credentials Committee

5. Attendance of Observers at the Session

. Activity Beport of the Executive Secretary

7. Consideration aid adoption of the Report of &he Advisory
Committee

8. Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Scientific and
Technical Committee

9. Other matters

10. Date and place of next Session of the Governing Council

11. Adoption of the Report of the Session

12. Closing of the Session



WEST AFRICA RICE DE ELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization )

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 -21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 0024/73 9 January 1973

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to inform your Organisation, pursuant
to Article IX, paragraph 1 of the WARDA Constitution and Rule 3
of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, that the Second Session
of the Scientific and Technical Committee will take place in
Monrovia, Liberia, from 19 to 21 March, 1973. Please find enclosed
a copy of the Provisional Agenda.

The Committee consists of seven experts who were selected
in consideration of their qualifications and appointed for three
years by the First Session of the Governing Council in September,
1971.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Yours s cerely,

(Jacqu lDiouf)
Executive Secretary

The President
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development
1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVEIWPMEfTT ASSOCIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

(12- 21 March,13 Liberia)

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen and of a

Rapporteur

3. A doption of the Agenda

4. Consideration of the conclusions of the Meeting with represen4atives
of IRRI, IITA, IRAT

5. Consideration of the conclusions of the Seminars on Variety
Improvement and Fertilisation

Consideration of the proposed Amendments to the projects

7. Other matters

8. Adoption of the Report of the Session

9. Closing of the Session



WEST AFRICA RICE DEV;LOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone : 21466 -21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 0020/73 8 January 1973

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to invite your Organisation, pursuant
to Article IX, paragraph 1 of the WARDA Constitution and Rule 3
of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee, that the Second
Session of the Scientific and Technical Committee will take place
in Monrovia, Liberia, from 19 to 21 March, 1973. Please find
enclosed a copy of the provision agenda.

The Committee consists of seven experts who were selected
in consideration of their qualifications and appointed by the First
Session of the Governing Council for a three year term.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Yours sincerely,

(Jacque iouf)
Execu, ve Secretary

The President
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

SECOND SESSION OF THE SCIENTTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

(19 - 21 March 1973 - Monrovia Liberia

WARDA/73LC 3

Provisional Agenda

1. Opening of the Session

2. Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen and of a
Rapporteur

3. A doption of the Agenda

4. Consideration of the conclusions of the Meeting with representatives
of IRRI, IITA, IRAT

5. Consideration of the conclusions of the Seminars on Variety
Improvement and Fertilisation

Consideration of the proposed Amendments to the projects

7. Other matters

8. Adoption of the Report of the Session

9. Closing of the Session



January 2, 1973

341. J. oufn
Emoitiv. seoretary
Wst Africa Rice Dwv*1opmin% Association
I. J. ROY* MaO~rIA1 Buiding
p.O. 3Bx 1039
mouovia
Liberia

Daw Mr. Dioufs

Thiak you Very much for your letter of December 14 addreused
to Mr4. Talwits Which I an acknowedging in his absence on leave.

WO not that Mr. Nvans is trying to assist WARDA in recruiting
qualified oandidatos ad that FAO has also been akW to help. WO shall
kemp in touch with davelopionts and assist in any way we can.

Yburs sincerly,

R. I. Row
chizf, Agriculture Pre.cts Division

Western Africa Regional Office

ROadSwmth/W



December 18, 1972

Wr. J. Diouf
lIectuive Secretary
West Africa Rice Develqpment

Association
N.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. BOX 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Dioaf:

I am replying to your letter of December 5 addressed to
Mr. Evans in his absence from w1shington. I have circulated the
list of personnel required for your proposed field projects to the
West Africa Regional Department and to others who might be able to
suggest appropriate candidates for your consideration.

I have asked that they contact you directly if they have any
suggested candidates.

Yours sincerely,

G.F. Darnell
Adviser

Agriculture Department

cc: Messrs. R.Rowe, Graves, Fransen, van Gent,(with copies of correspondence)
Mr. Evans(o.r.)



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization )
Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019
Telephone : 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 1385.72 14 December 1972

Dear Mr. Thalwitz, C.L$# L( 7kjk

Thank you very much for your letter of 1 December, 1972.

We have already replied to Mr. Evans giving him a copy of
the list of posts for which we are requiring the assistance of the
Bank in recruiting qualified candidates. We are sending you an
additional copy and we would greatly appreciate any assistance
given to us in this matter.

Regarding the FAO/IBRD Cooperative Programme we have
already approached Mr. Brochu to secure their assistance in
collecting all documents relating to rice projects that have
been prepared by the Bank for use by our Development Department.
Any assistance you might give to get these projects sent to us
would be highly appreciated. We have also asked the FAO to
assist us in locating suitable candidates.

We hope that in the near future we would be able to get
at least one person posted by the Bank to WARDA to assist our
organisation in its task of identifying and formulating ricedevelopment projects.

Please accept, Dear Mr. Thalwitz, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Yours sacerely,

(Jac e Diouf)
Execu ve Secretary

Mr. Wilfred P. Thalwitz
Director
Regional Projects Department
Western Africa Regional Office
I. B. R. D.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433
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A. Development Department

This Department is charged with the responsibility of trying to

identify and formulate rice projects for the region and make general

studies on rice problems in the region.

'taff needed

(1) Production Agronomist

Duties: Mainly to identify and formulate rice projects for member

coTHtries of VWAREDA.

7Lecuirements: University degree in Agriculture with many years

~poe~t cuaITffcation experience in rice production, pro;ect identi-

. fioation and formulation. A good knovledge of the World Bank and

'EC reouirements for arricultural projects will be an advantage.

salary: Professional International 9cale P - P of FAO scale

but entry point to be determined by aualificatiLn(s) and expe-

rience.

station: 1onrovia, Liberia.

(ll)Rural _ngineeringS eeialist

Duties: To identify and estimate cost- of engineering ecuipments

'7%Toe production projects and in Darticular to design irrigation

and draina-e schemes for the different types of rice culture 
in the

WARDA region.

Dequirements: University degree in 7ngineering or Agricultural

Tngineering with many years post qualification experircnce.

Previous experience in rice production will be an advantaze.

Salarj: Professional International .'cale, P, - - of FAO Vcale,

but entry noint to be determined by qualificatio
5 (s) and experience

Station: N.onrovia, Liberia.

B. Research De-oartment

This Department will be mainly responsible for co-ordinating the

research work being oarr-ied out atv-i_ "egional Centres and the multi-

local trial points. It will prepare research programmes and ensure

the analysis and it _pretation of data collected from different

research stations of the \IAPDA network. It will also organise meetings,

seminars and annual conferences for researchers and ensure the super-

vision of their work.
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(1) Statistician

Duties: To design layout of experiments and provide a uniform
yThem of recording results to enable a comparison of the results
obtained at the various localities. Will travel for checking
purposes to experimental stations, undertake adequate adjustments,
analyse and interqrete results from data collected in the field
using computers.

Requirements: University degree in Agricultursl Statistics with a
minimn of 7 years post qualification experience. Must have a good
knowledge of computer operations.

Salary: Professional International Scale, P - P of FAO Scale,
huf entry point to be determined by qualificalion(l) and
experience.

(11) VYriety_ Trial Co-ordinator

Duties: To assist in co-ordinating the research activities and in
particular to supervise and co-ordinate the multi-local variety
trials in the WARDA Region. Also to assist in the organisation of
Annual Conferences for WARDA Researchers, seminars and scientific
meetings.

Reguirements: University degree in Agriculture, Crop Science,
Agricultural Statistics, Genetics or Plant Breeding with many
years post qualification experience in rice research. Some years
experience in a top research administrative position and post-
graduate qualifications are essential.

Salary: Professional International 3cAle, P - P of FAO Scale,
but entry point to be determined by qualificalion(h) and
experience.

Station: Monrovia, Liberia.

C. Project 1 - Varietal Impovement

1) Plant Breeder

Duties: To breed fresh water floating rice with higher grain
jield and resistance to mnjor pests and diseases.

2eouirements: University degree in Agriculture, Crop Science,
netics or-Plant Breeding with many years post qualification

experience in rice breeding. Post-graduate qualification,(e)' will
be an advantage. Hust be French-speaking.

Salary: Professional International Scale P3 " 5, but level of

entry point to be determined by qualification(s) and experience.

Station: Mopti, Hali.

0- */



T. Research Assistants

(a) Plant Breeding - 2 at Bouakt6, Ivory Coast
1 at Mopti, Mali
2 at Rokupr, ,ierra Leone

(b) Soil Fertility - 2 at 2ichard Toll, 5ene7al

(c) Soil Chemistry - 2 at Rokupr, ;ierra Leone

Duties: To carry out research duties under the supervision of

T~ erts.

Pecuirement : A minimum of a 'ecorndClass B. .c. or equivalent
(ee e'--in a 'School of Agriculture with or without research
experience in:

(a) Plant Breeding, Crop i.cience, Genetics or Agriculture

(b) oil Jcience or Agriculture

(c) Soil science, Agriculture or Chemistry

salaries: To be negotiated, but att:active.



DOOOber 3s 1972

W. Jaques Eimr
retive SOWOW7ss

1qxt Africa Rice D1evlpmnt Assoc.
1. J. Rays Aarisal Belding
P.O. 1N 10,9

baurovs1 Mriw a.

Dear ft. I Wars

in rp3y to your letter of Noe br 29, 1972, we send you hsi-
with w reporte rw.usted.

The way WARDA inets, witch the Dank grmp has finumd
Riae Projmwts are apaops1, Te G!iha, Libita, Mli) and Sirra Low.

Iowa ainomeely

FRowe/dep Roger Ri

Agricultur Projects Wrision
Western A.r.c Regimal Offiao

Attachment

cc: r. Evans



December 11, 1972

Letter No., 421

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Lcecutive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf,
I refer to your letter dated November 29. Since

appraisal reports on projects approved by the Bank Group are being
handled at headquarters, I am sending a copy of your letter to Wash-

ington with the suggestion that copies of reports on rice projects in
Western Africa be forwarded to you.

I should like to suggest that on the occasion of a
visit of yourself or of one of your colleagues to this country, you see

us to bring us up-to-date on your present activities. On such an occa-

sion we should be happy to discuss with you ideas for possible future
rice projects in Western Africa.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Bans Wyss
Chief

Western Africa Field Office

cc with copy of incoming letter Mr. Rowe -

IHyss/mr
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)
Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019
Telephone: 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/ra 1312/72 5 December 1972

Dear Mr. Evans,

Following your letter of November 21, I have the pleasure
. .- - to send you herewith, a copy of my letter of September 5 to which

I refer in my letter of November 6.

I thank you for your kind cooperation and remain,

Yours sincerely

Jacques Diouf

Executive Secretary

Mr. L. J. C. Evans
Director

Agriculture Department
1818 H Street N. W
Washington D. C. 20433 U S A

\>"N *
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December 1, 1972

Mr. J. Diouf
Ixecutive Secretaay
West Africa Ris Development

Association
E. J. Roye Memorial Building
P. 0. Bom 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diat,

Thank you for your letter of oveber 6, 1972 in which you
requested the Bank to second a staff nexber to help your Association
establish a project identification and preparation unit. As Mr. Evans has
already indicated to you in his letter of November 21, we regret that the
Bank is unable to release a staff member for this purpose. Hever,
should you wish to send us details of the advrtiseant for the post
we would try to suggest a suitable person, or if the post has already
been advertised we would be able to advise you on the suitability of
the applicants for the post.

If you have not approached FA0 for assistance., we suggest
that you should ask Mr. J. F. Huyser, Director, FAD/IBRD Cooperative
Program in Rome if he can help ycu find a suitable candidate. The A/
IZRD Cooperative Program was established jointly by FA0 and the Bank to
identify and prepre projects for international financing. Cooperative
Program staff may know of people with the experience and qualifications
you require, who are available to take up an appointmient with your
Association.

We look forward to hearing from you on any progress you m
have made in finding a suitable candidate, and to learn if you wish us
to assist you in finding a suitable person fros outside the Bank's
an staff.

Tours sincerely,

Wilfried P. Thalvits
Director
Regional Projects Department
Western Africa Regimutl Office

FvanGig le :daq

cCi Messrs. Evans
Barer



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (y#
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization )

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD/bj 1279/72 29 November 1972

Dear Mr. Evans,

We would be grateful if IBRD could kindly make available
to the WARDA Secretariat copies of Rice Projects going on or
approved by the World Bank in West Africa.

As you know, WARDA is made up of fourteen West African
rice producing countries and has sub-stations and research
centres in various member countries. Any information in line
with the above would be of great help to WARDA in its attempt
to assist member countries in the identification and formulation
of rice projects.

Any assistance you can give in this matter would be very
much appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

(Jacqu Diouf)
Executive Secretary

Mr. L. J. C. Evans
Director
Agricultural Projects Department
International BankJbr Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20433

N. B. Countries covered by WARDA

Nigeria Liberia
Senegal Niger Y-

Ivory Coast g Mali I-'
Ghana i Upper Volta /
Dahomey x Guinea-'
Togo ) Sierra Leone
The Gambia Mauritania
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique (le L' Onest

(Intergovernmental Organization )

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone 21466 -21963 Monrovia Lilberia

JD/bj 1280/72 29 November 1972

Dear Sir,

We would be grateful if you could kindly make available
to the WARDA Secretariat copies of Rice Projects going on or
approved by the World Bank in West Africa.

As you know, WARDA is made up of fourteen West African
Rice Producing countries and has sub-stations and research
centres in various member countries. Any information in line
with the above would therefore be of immense help to WARDA in
its attempt to assist member countries in the identification
and formulation of rice projects.

Any assistance you can give in this matter would be very
much appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

(Jacques Diouf)
Executive Secretary

The Resident Representative

Wold Bank
B. P. 1850
ABIDJAN
Ivory Coast

N. B. Countries covered by WARDA

Nigeria Liberia
S n e-a INiger
Iv ry Coast Mali
Gh aria Upper Volta
Dahny Guinea
Togo Sierra Leone

The Gambia Mauritania



November 21, 1972

Mr. J. Diouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development
Association

E.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O.Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Dear Mr. Diouf,

Thank you very much for your letter of November 6 which I

found awaiting me on my return to Washington last week. I recollect

with pleasure the conversation which we had here on the occasion of

International Centers Week.

We were pleased to receive the letter which you wrote to us

on August 28, but I regret to say that we have not received the

other letter to which you refer in your letter of November 6. You

refer to a request to us to find suitable candidates for the post

advertised. Although I do not think that it would be possible to

second anyone from Bank staff, we would certainly do our best to

suggest names of candidates if you would be kind enough to send us

a copy of your letter, and of the advertisement giving particulars

of the post.

Please accept my best wishes for your undertaking.

Yours sincerely,

L.J.C. Evans
Director

Agriculture Department

cc: Mr. R. Rowe

Mr. H. Graves Mr. J. Fransen o.r. with incoming letters

LJCEvans:lkt



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Developpement de la Riziculture en Afrique de L' Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P. 0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 -21963 Monrovia Liberia

JD:ra 1053/72 6 November 1972

Dear Mr. Evans,

During my visit to the IBRD in August this year, I expressed the
wish to receive assistance from the Bank to organise our development depart.
ment which will identify and formulate rice development project in the member
countries and I confirmed my request in my letter n*569'72 of 28th. August.

Since then we have taken the necessary steps to staff this depart.
ment and we sent to you a letter to seek your cooperation in finding suitable
candidates for the post advertised; but so far we have not had any reaction
to our request for assistance by IBRD for seconding to WARDA for one year,
an expert to assist the development department.

As we will very soon get this department in operation; I would
very much appreciate to get your reply on this issue and that you will not
spare any possibility of giving us satisfaction.

Please accept, dear Mr. Evans, the assurance of my high
consideration.

Jacques Diouf

Executive Secretary

Mr. L. J. C. Evans
Director,
Agricultural Projects Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street N. W.
Washington D. C 20433

-7-
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Consultative Group on International
AgricuLturaI Research

September 8, 1972

Hear Mr. iouf

I.any thanks for your kind note. I was very glad

to see you at International Centers Week, and hope that

we shall have the pleasure of meeting again.

Sincerely youra,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
E. J. Roye Memorial Building
P. 0. Box 1019
?%onrovia
Liberia

HG:ap



608/72 September 1972

Dear Tr. Evans,

In accordance with the decisions reached by the GoverningCouncil at its First Ehtraordinary 3ession held in Bamako Mali,in Iay 1972, it is the intention of WARDA to start in Oclober1972, wo field projects namely, P1 - Varietal Improvement and'P5 - Regional Rice Fertilisation and two headcuarters projects:Development Coordination and Research Coordination.

2. Attached please find a list of the personnel required forthe above projects and as it is our aim to secure the most qualifiedcandidates, we would be grateful if you could use your good officesto assist us in their recruitment.

3 Thanking you for your cooperation please accent r. athe assurances of my highest considerations.v

Yours sincerely,

(Jacques Liouf)
Executive Secretary

Mr. L. J. C. Evanst
Director,
Aericultural Projects Department,
I. B. R. D.
ashinon , a.



A. Development Department

This Department is charged with the responsibility of trying to
identify and formulate rice ptojects for the region and make general
studies on rice problems in the region.

Staff needed

(1) Production Agronomist

Duties: Mainly to identify and at . rjects for mjmer
coun~ies of WAR)A.~

Requirements* University degree in Agriculture with many years
psiualfcation exserience in rice production, priject identi-
fioation and formulation. A Good knowledge of the Vlorld Bank and
EOC reuirements for agricultural projects will be an advantage.

Salary: Professional International Scale P - P of FAO scale
out enTtry point to be determined by qualifihatiLn(s) and expe-
rience.

$tation: Ponrovia, Liberia.

(11 )1ural angineerinc;Secialist

Duties: To identify and estimate cost. of engineerinc eouipments
rice oroduction - rojects and in particular to design irritation

and drainage schemes for the different types of rice culture in the
VIARDA region.

Reluirements: University de-ree in '"ngineering or Agricul Lu-wal
Eni n esrin with many years iost qualification experirnce.
Previous experience in rice production will be an advanta.e.

oalary: Professional International V)cale, Pg - P of FAO F)cale,
ThV entry point to be determined by qualificatioR(s) and experience
2tation: ,onrovia, Liberia.

B. Research De; artment

This Department will be mainly responsible for co-ordinating the
research work bcin, carried out at7i 7e-ional Centres and the multi-
local trial points. It will prepare research pro.ramrnes and ensure
the analysis and inter-pretation of data collected from different
research station!c of the VAJDA network. It will also organi-e meetincs
seminars and. annual conferences for researchers and ensure the super-
vision of their work.
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(1) Statistician

Duties: To design layout of exnoriments and provide a uniformBssV6ii of recordinfr results to enable a :%omparison of the resultsobtained at the var'ious localities. Will travel for checkn.eslI
Purposes to experimental stations, undertake adequate adjustments,analyse and interorete results from data collected in the fieldusing computersi.

Requirements* University degree in Agricultursl Statistics with aknmmEdog 7 years post qualification experience. Must have a goodknlowledge of comoputer operations.

Aalary: Professional International Scale P - P of FAO Scalee e n point to be determined by qualificalion(;) and

(11) Variety Trial Co-ordinator

Duties: To assist in co-ordinating the research activities and inar~i'ular to supervise and co-ordinate the multi-local varietytrials in the WARDA Region. Also to assist in the organisation ofAnnual Conferences for VIAPA Researchers, seminars and scientificmeeting.,s.

equ irements: University degree in Agriculture, Crop Science,AgiriT'uh-a Statistics, Genetics or Plant Breeding with manyyears post q ualification experience in rice research. Some yearsexperience in a top research administrative position and post-
graduate qualifications are essential.

Salary: PrnfrRinT)1 
Vfl v'CZ--l ~'e, P f~btetry point to be determined by qualifica ion(5)andexperience.

Station: Monrovia, Liberia.

C., Project 1 - Varietal Improvement

1) Plant Breeder

Duties: To breed fresh water floating rice with higher grainyfeldhand resistance to mr.jor pests and diseases.

A, .reoireens:University degree in A.Mriculture, Crop Science,Ge ee cs lant Breedin7 with many years post qualification
experience in rice breeding. Post-graduate aualificaton-() willbe an advantage. Mlust be French-speaking.

Salary: Professional International Scale P3 -F5, but level of
entry point to be determined by qualification(s) and experience.
Station: Mopti, rali.

*. .. ./



D. Research Assigtants

(a) Plant Breedin! - 2 at Bouak6, Ivory Coast
1 at Mopti, Mali
2 at Rokupr, Sierra Leone

(b) Soil Fertility - 2 at inichard Toll, 3enegal

(c) Soil Chemistry - 2 at Rokupr, sierra Leone
Duties: To carry out research duties under the supervision of

Peouirement: A minimum of a "ecod Class B. 2c. or equivalen-i e Cihool of Agriculture with or without researchexperience in:

(a) Plant Breedinj, Crop Science, Genetics or Agriculture
(b) Soil Science or Agriculture

(c) Soil science, Agricultur3 or Chemistry
Salaries: To be negotiated, but attractive.



FORM No 75.03 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(4-72) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP

INCOMING MAIL

Mr. Adler D630 Mr. Paijmans D1032

Mr. Aldewereld A1226 Mr. Rayfield N434

Mr. Alter A837 Sir Denis Rickett A1230

Mr. Baum C303 Mr. Ripman C303

Mr. Benjenk A712 Mr. Rotberg AL042

Mr. Blaxal1 D628 Mr. Stevenson D532

Mr. Broches A813 Mr. Twining N635

Mr. Cargill A613 Mr. Votaw A613

Mr. Chadenet C303 Mr. Wiese A837

Mr. V.C. Chang H702 Mr. Williams B1210

Mr. Chaufournier C702 Mr. Wright Al136

Mr. Cheek C702

Mr. Chenery A1221

Wn. Clark D928

Mr. Clarke D1029
r. Cope B1210

Mr. D.A. de Silva N635

Mr. Diamond D829

Mr. El Emary A1I43

Mr. Fontein C602

Mr. Fowler A1219

Mr. Gabriel H700
Mr. Goodman C602

Mr. Goreux N235

DI122

Mr. Gutierrez Al136

r. Hartwich A712

Mr. Hayes D429

Mr. Henderson D529

Mr. Hittmair A1042

Mr. Hoffman DI123

Mr. Husain A1013

Mr. Knapp A1230

Mr. Lejeune A1013

Mr. Lerdau 0432
Mr. McNamara A1230

Mr. Mendels A1219

Mr. Muller N436

Mr. Nurick A802

From: Communications Section, Room C219, Extension 2023



ConslaJi)'/C Criup on International
A4icuilural Research

September 5, 1972

,var Mr. Diouf

I greatly appreciate your kind letter of August 28,
concerning the International Centers Week. I was very
pleased that you were able to participate in the deliberations
that we had during that week and I look forward to even closer
collaboration in the future beteen !AA and the Consultative
Croup.

With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

LUt
ichard H. ftuth

AroctOr
Vvelopment Services >epartment

r. J. Dliouf
Executive Secretary

,es frica Aice Developsment
\ssociation

.J. oye Building
P.O. Box 1(1)
bonrovla, LUbria

RHD pa



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019

Monrovia, Liberia

567'72 2th u 1972

Dear Mr. D)eruth,

On my reLtUrn from thE 3tates T shouI 1 ike to sRAy
what a pleasure it was for ine to attenl the Intornational
Centers Weok in Washimnton.

I must say how irlesse1 T was wi th the rei ation
ani talks hel at the InternatioJal 'enters Weok
and how useful it was to mle to be able to havo o rreat

isight ito the Associationsv represe tc thore, an,!
to establish person1a rfl ations with Direotore of the

Tnrt itutes am dtlebates from other organisetione mn1
Countri e.

May I take this opportunity, Mr. Demuth, to a <re

you of my highest cosiceratiss.

jacoquee Di oulf

Execut ive Secretary

Mr. 'R. H. Dmt

1)irestor,

Dovelopment Servi cetn- Department,

Tnternlati onal Bank for Reonstrution an Devom
1D.1 H Street

Waslnn f D.c. 20433.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone : 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

562'72 22Th August 172

Dear 71r.

On my return from the Internation1 Centers Week

in Wa hington may I s hOW glad I was Io he ablo to

att nd sch an interest in meeti n an to hqve the

opportunity of meetin- ,rou.

The Internatioaril Centers Vtepk i-tself I f'und

a mo.-'t interestirl and useful experienc and wais

very pleased to make -1(equ.te coltats an diicu'gions,

h T am su-)re will OvQ effVect iv for WAIIDA

ctivitie.

Ilay I 1&e thi OprtuniLt, Deer Mr. Graves
to nss: mey of' my hi b A onsideration arnd est-em.

JacWes iouf

xeci!ve Secretary

Mr. H.N. Graves,

Assoniato Dir ctor,
I) ve1lopmen it Services Deartment,

at ernatio " 3aik For iecons-truetin n Development,

1i18 H S ront, .W
Wantot, T.C. 20433 U.S.A.
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Wttive Group on InternatiO&l
WEST AFRICAN RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOC i19Jcultural Research

Association pour le Developpement de )a Riziculture en Afrigue de l'Ouest (International Public Organization'

.3o ^ V'A MU'umROVIA -"jE.J. Roye Memorial Buildrn
ADRAO MN4ROVIA

T M0. L . P. o. Box 1019

Telephone. 21963 - 21466 Monrovia - Liberia

22 JUN t97

Sir,

I have the honour to send you the attached reports adopted at
the first sessions of the Scientifio and Technical Committee, of the
Advisory Committee and of the first extraordinary session of the
Governing Counoil of the West Africa Rioe Development Association,
which were held ih Bamako, Mali, from 2-10 May 1972.

These reports include the following annexes:

1) Report of the first session of the Scientific and Technical
Committee:

Annex I Agenda
Annex II List of participants

2) Report of the first session of the Advisory Committees

Annex I Agenda
Annex II List of participants
Annex III Reports of the four Sub-Committees with

the tables providing for a phased budget
during the first five years

3) Report of the first extraordinary session of the Governing
Councils

Annex I Agenda
Annex II List of participants
Annex III List of documents
Annex IV Address delivered by H.E. Sidi Coulibaly,

Minister of Production of Mali

The President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (IBRD)
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C.
USA

ons
- botion-
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I am also sending, under separate cover, the rules of
procedure of the Scientific and Technical Committee and of the
Advisory Committee; both documents have been adopted respectively
by each Committee.

Acoept, Sir, the expression of umr highest consideration.

* Diouf
Executive Secretary
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Ritzltu~re en Afique de L'Ouest

(Inter governmental Oi'anization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building
ADRAO MONROVIA P.O0. Box 1019

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 Monrovia, Liberia
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Consulte 4i ! i nnataiu

AgHcucaj rrch

JHay lL, 1972

ooar Peter-

In Varch. the 3nsk vas visited by Jacques lliouf, Exicu-
tive Socretary of WARDA, with whom wu since ave hd4 sioral
ex canga* of correspodemeo. Dmouf invited the Baek to join
the WARDA AMvitory Comittee. We said we could particviate
only as an observtr, but thereafter were unable to free auy-
oae to oburve at a Comiittee meetvi held in Ba"a;o earlier
this ionth, an lnvitatioa to attend a meoting of the WA DA
Ooverniug Council arrived too Tate for us to take y action
op it.

r. iDiouf indicated an ioterest i attending 1ntternational
Centers Week, ond we obliied him vith an livitatloi for 'A4DA
to ho represeated at that occasion, Now he writes that he
wants to make a preuentatloft to TAC: I am sndlng this letter
to yoo (with a copy to Sir J.a ) for ceaeideratln.

Warm thaks for your ICR1SAT anote.

Siaearely,

Harold Crav'es

Ir. Peter A. Oram
Senior Agroaomist
Policy Advisory lureau
Food and Agriculture OrganisatI n

of the United Nations
Via 4.ll Terw. d Caracalla
K~oe 00100
Italy'

cc: Sir John Crawford

hG: ap



Consultative Group on Inter
Agricultural Research

May 10, 1972

Dear Mr. Diouf:

You were most kind to invite Mr. McNamara to attend the
meeting of your Government council which is going on today in
Bamako; and I also appreciate the parallel invitation which you
extended to me. Unfortunately, these invitations did not arrive
in time for you to be given a cabled response regretting our in-
ability to attend. We trust, however, that your meeting was a
successful one, and we are hoping to have the pleasure of seeing
a representative of WARDA at the International Centers Week meet-
ing beginning here in Washington next July 31.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Mr. Jacques tDiouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
E. J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

HG:sc
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MR. J. DIOUF DATE: MAY k, 1972
WARDA
MONROVIA CLASS OF

ConsuOnatnteratirad uSERVICE: FULL RATE

Agricultural Research
COUNTRY: LIBEIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

APPRECIATE YOUR INVITATION FOR BANK OBSERVER 1 GOVEENING COUNCIL MEETING

IN BAM2AKO NEXT WEEK STOP MESSRS. MEIMARIS 9D MORET WILL ATTEND STOP

REGARDS

CHEEK

INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc: Mr. Kaps, Dev. Serv.

DEPT. Western Afric Mr. de la Renaudiere, Abidjan offio

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AU o APPROVE)

For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
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Form No. 27 Consulta ive Group on !ntera 2)
em ;gricultural Research

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MEIMARIS DATE: APRIL 28, 1972

MONT FEE HOTEL CLASS OF
SERVICE: LT

YAOUNDE

COUNTRY: CAMEROON _7

TEXT:
Cable No.: 1

MEETING OF THE WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATlQNOR COORDINATING

RICE RESEARCH IN FOURTEE!N WEST AFRICAN COUNTRIES BEING HELD IN BAMAKO

FROM MAY FIFTH THROUGH ELEVENTH STOP BANK HAS BEEN INVITED TO PARTICIPATE

STOP REALIZE YOUR MISSION UNFAMILIAR WITH THIS ACTIVITY NEVERTHELFS

REQUEST YOUR MISSION PAY COURTESY VISIT TO MEETING MAINLY TO SHOW BANK'S

TEREST IN ASSOCIATION'S ACTIVITIES STOP IN VIEW MISSION'S HEAVY WORKLOAD

YOUR PARTICIPATION SHOULD BE LIMITED TO SHORT PERIOD WHEN CONVENIENT STOP

WE DO NOT HAVE ANY INFORMATION ON WHERE MEETING IS TO BE HELD IN BAMAKO

BUT ASSUME YOU CAN OBTAIN THIS THRGH LOCAL SOURCES

BARTSCH

NOT TO BE TRANSM____D

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME L.W. Bart Di io Chief, I t
cc: Messrs. Evans/Adler

DEPT. A4Out Kaps
Blinkhorn

SIGNATURE
SIG ATUR OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: Fwr Use By Communications Section

LWBarts chmp
ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing forg r Dispatch
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPLENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COL'MITTEE

Barnako, Mali 5 - 8 May 1972

WARDA/72/C4

DRAFT RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ADVISORY COPMMWITTEE



DRAFT RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ADVISORY COMM1ITTEE

SESSIONS

Rule 1. The Governing Council shall meet every year in regular

session.

Rule 2. Sessions shall be held at the headquarters of the Association

unless otherwise determined by the Chairman, in consultation

with the Executive Secretary, if the Government of a Member

State extends an invitation for the purpose.

Rule 3. The Executive Secretary shall notify the Member States of

WARDA and Cooperating States and Organizations, at least

thirty days before the opening of the session.

Rule 4. A special session may be convened (1) by decision of the

Advisory Committee at a regular session; (2) by the Exe-

cutive Secretary in consultation with the Chairman; (3) at

the request of half of its Members. The date and place of

the special session shall be communicated by the Executive

Secretary to Member States and Cooperating States and

Organizations at least 30 days before the opening of the

session.

AGENDA

Rule 5. The provisional agenda of a regular session shall be drawn

up by the Executive Secretary. It shall be communicated

to the Member States of WARD)A as well as Cooperating States

and Organizations, at least thirty days before the opening

of the session.
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Rule 6. The provisional agenda for a regular session shall include:

(1) opening of the Session

(2) election of Chairman, two vice-C!hairmen and a rapporteur

(3) adoption of the Agenda

(4) participation of observers

(5) consideration of activities of the Association, its programes,

their financing and the submission of recommendations concerning

the Draft Program of Wlork and the Draft Budget

(6) all items, the inclusion of which has been requested by the

Governing Council, the Scientific and Technical Committee or the

Executive Secretary and any item included in the Agenda at the

request of the members of the Advisory Committee

(7) other business

(8) adoption of report

OFFICERS

Rule 7. At the beginning of each regular session, the Advisory

Committee shall elect a Chairman, two vice-Chairmen and

a rapporteur (hereafter referred to as "officers")

Rule 8. In addition to exercising the powers which are conferred

upon him elsewhere by these rules, the Chairman shall declare

the opening and the closing of each session, shall direct the

discussions, ensure the observance of these rules, accord the

right to speak, put questions and annoike decisions. He

shall rule on points of order and, subject to these rules,
shall have complete control of the proceedings at any meeting

and over the maintenance of order thereat. The Chairman may,

in the course of the discussion of an item, propose to the

Governing Council the limitation of the time to be allowed to

speakers, the limitation of the number of times each

representative may speak on any question, the closure of

the list of speakers or the closure of the debates.



He may also propose the suspension or the adjournment of the

weeting or the adjournment of the debate on the item under

discussion.

Rule 9. The Chairman, in the exercise of his functions, remains under

the authority of the ALVvisory Committee.

Rule 10. The Chairman, or vice-Chairman acting as Chairman, shall not

vote but shall appoint another member of his delegation to

vote in his place. He may vote however if he is the only

representative of his Government to the session.

Rule 11. A vice-Chairman, acting as Chairman, shall have the same

powers and duties as the Chairman. Provisions concerning

voting, under Rule 10, are applicable to a vice-Chairman,

acting as Chairman.

Functions of the officers

Rule 12. The officers shall assist the Chairman in the general conduct

of the work of the Advisory Committee.

Duties of the Executive Secretary

Rule 13. The Executive Secretary shall act as Secretary of the

Advisory Committee. He may, in exceptional cases, designate

a member of the staff to act as Secretary. Unless otherwise

decided by the Advisory Committee in exceptional cases, he

shall have the right to participate in the deliberations of

Advisory Committee but shall not have the right to vote.

Rule 14. The Secretariat shall receive, translate, print and distribute

documents, reports and recommendations of the Advisory Committee,
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its Committees and orr-ans, interpret speeches made at the

meetings distribute all documents and generally perform

all other work which the Advisory Committee may require.

Rule 15. English and French shall be the working languages of the

Governing Council,

Rule 16. Speeches made in one of the working languages shall be

interpreted into the other.

Rule 17. Any representative may make a speech in a language other

than the working languages. In this case, he shall himself

provide for interpretation into one of the working languages.

Interpretation into the other working language by the inter-

preters of the Secretariat may be based on the interpretation
given in the first working language.

Rule 18. Docuiaants shall be made available in English and French.

Iblic and Private Meetings

Rule 19. As a rule, meetings of the Advisory Committee shall be private

unless the Advisory Committee decides otherwise. In the event

of private meetings, the Chairman shall decide if observers

are admitted to attend private meetings.

Quorum

Rule 20 The quorum for taking decisions shall be one-half plus one

of the membership of the Advisory Committee.
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Speeches

Rule 21. No person may address the Advisory Committee without having

previously obtained the permission of the Chairman. Subject
to rules 22 to 25, the Chairman shall call upon speakers in
the order in which they siCnify their desire to speak. The
Chairman may call a speaker to order if his remarks are not
relevant to the subject under discussion.

Points of order

Rule 22. During the discussion of any matter a representative may
rise to a point of order, and the point of order shall be
immediately decided by the Chairman in accordance with

these rules. A representative may appeal against the

ruling of the Chairman. The appeal shall be immediately

put to the vote and the Chairman's ruling shall stand unless
overruled by a majority of the representatives present and
voting. A representative rising to a point of order may not
speak on the substance of the matter under discussion.

Adjournment of Debate

Rule 23. During the discussion of any matter, a representative may

move the adjournment of the debate on the question under dis-

cussion. In addition to the proposer of the motion, two

representatives may speak in favour of, and two against,

after which the motion shall be immediately put to the vote.

The Chairman nay limit the time to be allowed to speakers

under this rule.

Closure of Dobate

Rule 24. A representative may at any time move the closure of the debate
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on the question under discussion, whether or not any other

representative has signified his wish to speak, Permission

to speak on the closure of the debate shall be accorded

only to two speakers opposing the closure, after which the

motion shall be immediately put to the vote. If the Advisory

Committee is in favour of the closure, the Chairman shall

declare the closure of the debate. The Chairman may limit

the time to be allowed to speakers under this rule.

Suspension or Adjournment of the Meetin

Rule 25. During the discussion of any matter, a representative may

move the suspension or the adjournment of the meeting. Such

motions shall not be debated, but shall be immediately put

to the vote. The Chairman may limit the time to be allowed

to the speaker moving the suspension or adjournment.

Order of Procedural Motions

Rule 26. Subject to rule 22, the follo-.ng motions shall have precedence

in the following order over all other proposals or motions

before the meeting:

(a) to suspend the meeting;

(b) to adjourn the meeting;

(c) to adjourn the debate on the question under discusbion;

(d) to close the debate on the question under discussion.

Proposals and Amendments

Rule 27. Proposals and amendments thereto shall normally be introduced

in writin.- and handed to the Executive Secretary who shall
dopie

circulate to the delegations. As a ,eneral rule, no proposal

shall be discussed or put to the vote at any meeting of the
Committee unless copies of it have been circulated -to all
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delegations not later than the day preceding the meeting.

Thr Chairman may, however, permit the discussion and conside-
ration of amendments, or motions as to procedure, even though

these amendments and motions have not been circulated or have

only been circulated the same day.

Voting Ri hts

Rule 28. Each Member of the Advisory Committee shall have one vote.

Required Majority

Rule 29. Recommendations of the Advisory Committee sll be taken by

a majority of the Membors present and ot> n- unless otherwise
provided for in the Corstituticn or in these Rnlcs.

anin of the Exiression "eberV nt an votin7

Rule 30. For the purpose of these rule, and subject to the provisions

of rule 28, the phrase 'members present and voting" means

representatives present and castinr an affirmative or negative
vose. Representatives nho abstain from votir shall be consi-
dered as not voting.

dethod of Votinv

Rule 31. The Governing Council shall normally vote by Fhm-; of hands
but any representative may request a roll-call. The roll-call
shall be taken in the alphabetical order of the names of the
States and Organizations represented at th e Session.

Conduct during Voting

Rule 32. After the Chairman has announced the beginning of voting, no



representative shall interrupt the voting except on a point

of order in connection with the actual conduct of voting.

The Chairman may permit representatives to explain their

votes, either before or after the voting, except when the

vote is taken by secret ballot. The Chairman may limit the
time to be allowed for such explanations.

Votin- -n Amendments

Rule 33. When an amendment is moved to a proposal, the amendment shall
be voted on first. When two or more amendments are moved to
a proposal, the Governing Council shall vote first on the
amendment furthest removed in substance from the original
proposal and then on the amendment next furthest removed
therefrom, and so on until all the amendments have been
put to the vote. Where, however, the adoption of one amendment

necessarily implies the rejection of another amendment, the
latter amendment shall not be put to the vote. If one or

more amendments arc adopted, the amended proposal shall then

be voted upon. A motion is considered an amendment to a pro-
posal if it merely adds to, deletes from or revises part of
that proposal.

Voting on Proposals of recommend-ations

Rule 34. If two or more proposals of recommendations relate to the
some question, the Advisory Committee shall, unless it
decides otherwise, vote on the proposals in the order in

which they have been submitted.

.ually divided votes

Rule 35. If a vote is equally divided on matters other than elections,
the proposal shall be regarded as rejected.



Elections

Rule 36. All electiono shall be he-., by secret ballot unless otherwise

decided by the Advisory Committee,

Rule 37. If, when one person or one deleation is to be elected, no

candidate obtains in the first ballot the majority required:

a) A second ballot restricted to the two candidates obtaining
the largest number of votes shall be taken. If in the second
ballot the votes are equally divided, the Chairman shall
decide between the candidates by drawin, l1ts.

b) In the case of a tie in the first ballot among the can-
didates obtaining the second largest number of votes, a
special ballot shall be held for the purpose of reducing

the number of candidates to two. In the case of a tie among
three or more candidates obtaining the largest number of
votes, a second ballot shall be held- if a tie results among
more than two candidates the number shall be reduced to two
by lot.

Observers

Rule 38. Cooperating States and Organizations that are not members

of the Advisory Committee and, subject to prior approval

by the Chairman of the Governing Council, other States and

Organizations maintaining relations with the Association,
may attend sessions of the Advisory Committee in an observer
capacity.

Rule 39. States Members of the United Nations or of Specialized Agencies

(other than the States participating in the Governing Council)
as well as the United Nations, Specialized Agencies and other
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Inter-overnmental Organizations invited to attend sessions
of the Governing Council may -participate in an observer
capacity in the deliberations of the Governing Council and
its subsidiary bodies upon the invitation of the Chairman.
They may submit written statements.

Su jensiIaiamenO m nt of Rule s

Rule 40. 1. Subject to the provisions of the Constitution, any of the
forepoing Rules may be suspended by a two-thirds majority
of the votes cast at any plenary meeting' of the Advisory
Comi-littee, provided that notice of the intention to propose
the suspension has been communicated to the representatives
not less than 24 hours before the meeting at which the pro-
posal is to be made.

2. Amendments of, or additions to, these Rules may be adopted
by a two-thirds majority of the votes cast at any plenary
meeting of the Advisory Committee provided that the intention
to propose the amendment or addition has been commtunicatcd
to the representatives not less than 24 hours before the
meeting at which the proposal is to be considered and provided
further that the Governing Council has received and considere
a report on the proposal by an appropriate committee.

General Provision

Rule 4-1. Matters not included in these Rules shall be dealt with by
reference to the Rules of Procedure of the Governing Council.



Consultative Group on International
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(4- 69)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME g, 25a 1972 R 0 U T I N G
OF CABLE:

LOG NO.: L A mPYAUD:E

TO: WWINFORIATIO R
ABIWAN ~~COPY: HPIUNn
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019

Monrovia, Liberia

317.72

Monrovia, 24 April 1972

Dear Mr. Graves,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated
18 April 1972.

I wish to express to you and to Mr. Kaps my thanks for the kind
welcome I received during my short stay in Washington and have taken
note of the intention of the Bank to be present at the Advisory Committee
in an observer capacity. If this status is more convenient to your
Organization the West Africa Rice Development Association will not have
any objection.

I have also taken due note of your desire to see us contacting
Mr. Xavier de la Renaudiere to transmit to 4im. the adequate documents
relating to the next WARDA Meeting and have taken steps for necessary
action.

As Mr. Kaps told you we would appreciate to present to the next
meeting of International Centers the different projects of WARDA that
we wish the Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group on
International Research to approve for financing and I thank you very
much for your invitation and am looking forward to receiving the formal
invitation addressed to our Association.

I take this opportunity to assure you of my high consideration.

-

Mr. Harold Graves
Associate Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
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eGrP onl International

Agricultural Researcil

April 24, 1972

Dear Mr. N nuf :

I AmW most sorry to report that lack of available stAff makes it
impossible for the Bank to be represented at the First Session of the
WARDA Advisory Cmmittee, to be held in Bamako next month. "r. de In
Renaudiere, the chief of the Rank's permanent mission in West Africa,
shares my regret about this: ha himself had hoped to atand, but we
unable to solve a conflict with his work and travel schedule for 1may.
We would both appreciate your sending each of us, at our resrective
addresses, any minutes or proceedinps that are issued after the
Advisory Comitteo meeting: and Mr. de IR fenaudiere hopes that he can
arranpe for some member of his staff to pay a call to WARDA oi a
future visit to WMonrovia.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves
AMsociat. Director

)evelopment Services Derirtment

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
Wewt Africa Rite Development Association
B. J. Rove Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

1 :Mr Kaps



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E. J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019

300.72 Monrovia, Liberia

Monrovia, 22 April 1972

Sir,

Further to my letter of 31 March 1972, I have the honour, pursuant to
Article IX.6, to invite your Organisation to attend in an observer
capacity the First Extraordinsry Session of the Governing Council
which will take plaoe from 9 to 11 fay in Bamako, Kali.

I an attaching hereto the provisional agenda of the meeting.

Please aooept, Sir, the assurance of my high consideration.

Jacques Diouf
Xxecutive Secretary

The Secretary
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
ThRD
1818 H Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A.
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF THE

GOVERNING COUNCIL

(9 - II May 1972 - Bamako MALI)

WARDA / 72 / CI

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

I - Opening of the Session

2 - Adoption of the Agenda

3 - Appointment of the Credentials Committee

4 - Attendance of Observers at the Session

5 - Report of the Executive Secretary

6 - Ratification of the Appointment of the seventh member of the

Scientific and Technical Committee

7 - Ratification of the election of the Deputy Executive Secretary

8 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Scibntific and

Technical Committee

9 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Advisory Committee

10 - Consideration and adoption of the projects of the Draft Programme

II - Consideration and approval of the Draft Budgets for the fiancial

years 1972 and 1973 and adoption of the Scale of Contributions

12 - Authorization by the Governing Council to the Executive Secretary

to issue rules under Regulation III of the Financial Regulations

13 - Ratification of the Appointment of the External Auditor

14 - Other Matters

15 - Adoption of the Report of the Session

16 - Closing of the Session



consultatIV. p Csu0 International
A M Research

April 18, 1972

Dear Mr. Diouf:

Thank you most kindly for your invitation for the World fank to
become a member of the WARDA Advisory Committee, and to be represented
at the First Session of that Cotittee in Bamako next month.

I think it would be difficult for the Bank to accept actual
membership on the Advisory Committee, but trust that you would permit a
Bank representative to be present as an observer. I will write again
as soon as I can give you the name of the member of the Bank staff who
will come to Banako. In the meantime, I would be grateful if you would
send any additional documentation for the meeting to Mr. Xavier de la
Renaudiere, the chief of the Bank's permanent mission in West Africa,
at B.P. 1850, Abidjan, Ivory Coast.

M4r. Kaps has told me about your visit to the Bank's headquarters
last week and about your interest in the International Centers Week to
be held in Washington from July 31 to August 4 inclusive. The Chairman
of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research hopes
that UARDA can be represented on this occasion, and soon will be sending
a formal invitation for you to consider.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Craves
Associate Director

Development Services Department

Mr. Jacques TDiouf
Executive Secretary

elopment Association
E. J. Roy. Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019,
onrovia, Liberia

cc: Mr. de la Renaudiere
HG:sc B.P. 1850, Abidjan, Ivory Coast

cc: Mr. Kaps
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Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

-#g- G//
Mr. Chaufournier April 17, 1972

Harold Graves

WARDA Meeting -- 5--8 May, 1972

I hope very much that you can arrange for someone from PMWA to

attend the WARDA meeting mentioned in this attachment, and give us a report
on the proceedings.

While Mr. de la Renaudiere is here, I would also like to come talk

with you and him concerning West African aspects of the recent meeting of
the Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research. Please let me know what time would be convenient

for you. My schedule is open for the rest of this week, except for Thursday
morning and Friday at noon.

Attachment

HG:ap



Aonsultative Group on international

Agricultural Research

Mr. L. J. C. Evans April 6, 1972

Franz H. Kaps

Visit of the Executive Secretary of WARDA

The attached is a copy of a cable we received from the

Executive Secretary of WARDA. You might wish to send copies

of this cable to those members of your department who you

think the Executive Secretary should see while in Washington.

I will be glad to arrange such meetings.

FHK mcj
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E.J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019

Monrovia, Liberia

Monrovia, 3Tst. March 1972

JD/ra

Sir,

The First Session of the Governing Council of the West

Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) held in Monrovia,
Liberia, (20 - 24 September I971), decided to include your

Organization in the membership of the WARDA Advisory Committee.

I have therefore the honour to invite your Organization

to be represented at the First Session of that Committee, which

will take place in Bamako, Mali, from 5 to 8 May, 1972.

I am attaching herewith:

- the Provisional Agenda of the Meeting

a Draft of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee

. various documents concerning the activities of the Association

as well as its Draft Programme of Work and its Draft Budgets

for 1972 and 1973.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my high consideration.

*sent under separate cover
on the same day

The Secretary Ja ques Diouf

Consultative Group on International Executive Secretary

Agricultural Research

I B R D

1818 H Street. N. W.

WASHINGTON D.C. U S A
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COLITTEE

(5 - 8 May 1972 - Bamako, MALI)

WARDA/72/C2

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1 - Opening of the Session.

2 - Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen
and of a Rapporteur.

3- Adoption of the Agenda.

4 - Consideration and Adoption of the Rules of Procedure
of the Committee.

5 - Attendance of Observers at the Session.

6 - Consideration of the activities of the Association
of its programmes, financing, methods of impleI

mentation and recommendations.

7 - Consideration of any other matter referred to it by
the Scientific Committee or the Executive Secretary
and of any matter included in the Agenda at the
request of members of the Advisory Committee.

8 - Other Matters.

9 - Adoption of the Report of the Session.

10 - Closing of the Session.



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF THE

GOVERNING COUNCIL

(9 - II May 1972 - Bamako MALI)

WARDA /72 /CI

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

I - Opening of the Session

2 - Adoption of the Agenda

3 - Appointment of the Credentials Committee

4 - Attendance of Observers at the Session

5 - Report of the Executive Secretary

6 - Ratification of the Appointment of the seventh member of the

Scientific and Technical Committee

7 - Ratification of the election of the Deputy Executive Secretary
8 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Scibntific and

Technical Committee

9 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Advisory Committee

10 - Consideration and adoption of the projects of the Draft Programme

II - Consideration and approval of the Draft Budgets for the fincial
years 1972 and 1973 and adoption of the Scale of Contributions

12 - Authorization by the Governing Council to the Executive Secretary

to issue rules under Regulation III of the Financial Regulations

13 - Ratification of the Appointment of the External Auditor

14 - Other Matters

I5 - Adoption of the Report of the Session

16 - Closing of the Session
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MAll ADDRESSED
F ThM N>. 75.03 INTERNATIONAL BANK OR TO THE

(11-71) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVE OPMEN ,RErIDENT

INTERNAT I ONAL DEVELOPMENT 'ouS I A I I -

ROUTING SLIP Date APR

INCOMING MAIL
Mr. Adler D630 Mr. Paijmans D1018
Mr. Aldewereld A1226 Mr. Rayfield G1053

Mr. Alter A837 Sir Denis Rickett A1230

Mr. Baum C303 Mr. Ripman C303

Mr. Benjenk A712 Mr. Rotberg A1042

Mr. Blaxall D628 Mr. Stevenson D532

Mr. Broches A813 Mr. Twinina D1029

Mr. Cargill A613 Mr. Votaw A613

Mr. Chadenet C303 Mr. Wiese A837

Mr. V.C. Chang H702 Mr. Williams B1210

Mr. Chaufournier C702 Mr. Wright Al136

Mr. Cheek C702

Mr. Chenery A1221

Mr. Wn. Clark D928
Mr. Clarke D1022

M Cope B1210

Mr. D.A. de Silva D1029

Mr. Diamond D829

Mr. El Emary A1L43

Mr. Fontein C602

Mr. Fowler A1219

Mr. Gabriel H700

Mr. Goodman C602

Mr. Goreux H314

Mr. Graves DI

Mr. Gutierrez Al136

Mr. Hartwich A712

Mr. Hayes D429
Mr. Henderson D529

Mr. Hittmair A1042

Mr. Hoffman D1123

Mr. Husain A1013

Mr. Knapp A 1230

Mr. Lejeune A1013

Mr. Lerdau

Mr. McNamara A1230

Mr. Mendels A1219

Mr. Muller G1053

Mr. Nurick A802

From: Communications Section, Room C219, Extension 2023



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Association pour le Development de le Riziculture en Afrique de L'Ouest

(Intergovernmental Organization)

Cables: WARDA MONROVIA
ADRAO MONROVIA E.J. Roye Memorial Building

Telephone: 21466 - 21963 P. 0. Box 1019
Monrovia, Liberia

Monrovia 31st. Mars 1972

J2/ra

Sir,

The First Session of the Governing Council of the West

Africa Rice Development Association (WARDA) held in Monrovia,
Liberia, (20 - 24 September 1971), decided to include your

Organization in the membership of the WARDA Advisory Committee.

I have therefore the honour to invite your Organization

to be represented at the First Session of that Committee, which

will take place in Bamako, Mali, from 5 to 8 May, 1972.

I am attaching herewith:

- the Provisional Agenda of the Meeting

- a Draft of the Rules of Procedure of the Committee

- various documents concerning the activities of the Association

as well as its Draft Programme of Work and its Draft Budgets

for 1972 and 1973.

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my high consideration.

*sent under separate
cover,2'the same day

Jecques Diouf

The President Executive Secretary

International Banfor Reconstriction

and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
WAT7ITGTnN T.C. - U S A
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WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST SESSION OF THE ADVISORY COiIITTEE

(5 - 8 Liay 1972 - Bamako, 1MLI)

WARDA/72/02

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1 - Opening of the Session.

2 - Election of the Chairman, of the two Vice-Chairmen
and of a Rapporteur.

3- Adoption of the Agenda.

4 - Consideration and Adoption of the Rules of Procedure
of the Committee.

5 - Attendane of Observers at the Session.

6 - Consideration of the activities of the Association
of its programmes, financing, methods of imple!

mentation and recommendations.

7 - Consideration of any other matter referred to it by
the Scientific Committee or the Executive Secretary
and of any matter included in the Agenda at the
request of members of the Advisory Committee.

8 - Other Matters.

9 - Adoption of the Report of the Session.

10 - Closing of the Session.



WEST AFRICA RICE DEVELOPKENT ASSOCIATION

FIRST EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF THE

GOVERNING COUNCIL

(9 - II May 1972 - Bamako MALI)

WARDA /72 /C I

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

I - Opening of the Session

2 - Adoption of the Agenda

3 - Appointment of the Credentials Committee

4 - Attendance of Observers at the Session

5 - Report of the Executive Secretary

6 - Ratification of the Appointment of the seventh member of the

Scientific and Technical Committee

7 - Ratification of the election of the Deputy Executive Secretary

8 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Scientific and

Technical Committee

9 - Consideration and adoption of the Report of the Advisory Committee

10 - Consideration and adoption of the projects of the Draft Programme

II - Consideration and approval of the Draft Budgets for the fimncial

years 1972 and 1973 and adoption of the Scale of Contributions

12 - Authorization by the Governing Council to the Executive Secretary

to issue rules under Regulation III of the Financial Regulations

13 - Ratification of the Appointment of the External Auditor

14 - Other Matters

15 - Adoption of the Report of the Session

16 - Closing of the Session


